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IDENTIFICATION OF EFFECTIVE CLASSROOM MANAGEMENT
PRACTICES AMONG TEACHERS IN ELEMENTARY SPECIAL
EDUCATION COMPUTER-USE CLASSROOMS
Stephanie L. Kenney, Ed.D.
Western Michigan University, 1994
Increased use of computers in elementary special education class
rooms has created the need for a model for the management of such
computer-use environments.

Using the case study format, this study

(a) identified and described, through multiple observations of eight
elementary special education teachers over a 3-month period, the class
room management strategies computer-using teachers utilized to foster
student on-task behavior; (b) provided rich descriptions of the contexts
in which these classroom management practices occurred; (c) provided
insight into the teachers’ philosophies regarding computer use and
management; and (d) examined relationships among teachers' computer
experience and training and their classroom management practices over
time. All eight teachers had participated in Project ICIP, a research study
that compared the relative efficacy of three computer in-service training
conditions. Four teachers had participated in the control group and four
in the integration training group.
A

laptop

computer-based

qualitative/quantitative

observation

system was utilized to collect qualitative data in the form of real-time
field notes describing the nature of the teachers' attending behavior,
quantitative real-time frequency and duration data regarding the focus of
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the teachers' attention, and momentary time-sampling data regarding
computer and noncomputer students’ off-task behavior every 3 minutes.
In addition, teachers were interviewed via telephone following each
observation.

Observation field notes and follow-up interviews were

analyzed using Textbase Alpha, a computerized text analysis system.
Results of text analysis of field notes and follow-up interviews
indicated that all teachers used a range of effective computer-use
management strategies.

The final four categories, inclusive of all ob

served strategies, were: (1) instructional use strategies, (2) instructional
format strategies, (3) activity flow strategies, and (4) instructional plan
ning and decision-making strategies.

The data revealed that when

computers were in use, noncomputer students in control teachers’ class
rooms exhibited significantly higher off-task behavior rates than did
noncomputer students in integration training teachers' classrooms. Both
qualitative and quantitative data supported the value of computer inte
gration training in fostering effective instructional computer-use man
agement.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Overview
Increased use of microcomputers in elementary classrooms over
the past decade has generated interest in the degree to which computerassisted instruction (CAI) enhances teaching and learning (Collis, 1988;
Cosden, Gerber, Semmel, Goldman, & Semmel, 1987; Hanley, 1984;
Kulik, Kulik, & Bangert-Drowns, 1985; MacArthur, Haynes, & Malouf,
1986; Rieth, Bahr, Polsgrove, Okolo, & Eckert, 1987; Woodward et al.,
1986). Researchers suggest, however, that the impact of CAI depends,
not only on hardware and software, but on how computers are used
within the classroom contexts into which they are integrated (Bahr,
1991; Clark, 1983; Hanley, 1984; Sheingold, 1981).

Student learning

cannot be attributed solely to media, per se, but to the quality of the
teacher's instructional methods which may or may not incorporate media
(Hanley, 1984).
The Role of Classroom Management
in Effective Instruction
Substantial research suggests that in order for instruction to be
effective, teachers must first provide effective classroom management
(Brophy, 1983; Doyle, 1986).

In his synthesis of classroom manage

ment research, Doyle (1986) found that the keys to a teacher's success
1
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in classroom management appear to be the teacher's (a) understanding
of and ability to predict the likely sequence of events in a classroom, and
(b) skill in monitoring and guiding activities in light of this understanding.
Kounin (1970) referred to these management skills as "withitness" and
"overlapping." "Withit" teachers monitor the classroom regularly so that
potential problems can be avoided. This requires the skill of "overlap
ping,” the ability to attend to more than one thing simultaneously. For
example, while teaching a reading group, a teacher may continue to
monitor activities occurring in other areas of the classroom by periodi
cally glancing around the room, a behavior referred to as orchestration of
classroom activities (Kounin, 1970).

The effective teacher manager

monitors multiple activities simultaneously, efficiently processes class
room information, and is able to make decisions rapidly.
The Impact of Computer Use on Classroom Management
Teachers often report that the presence of a microcomputer in the
classroom creates new management problems (Shrock,
Vensel, & Anastasoff, 1985).

Matthias,

Computer use in the elementary class

room represents an additional activity which the teacher must include in
the classroom management structure (Foliart & Lemlech, 1989).

Since

most elementary classrooms have one computer for 25 to 30 students
(U.S. Congress Office of Technology Assessment [OTA], 1988), a major
task for the teacher is to determine how, when, and by whom the
computer will be used (Phillips, 1983; Torgerson, 1983-84).
Managing the computer-use classroom requires careful planning
and decision making. Thus, many educators believe that CAI research
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should be based, at least in part, on the teacher planning and decision
making paradigm. This framework would enable researchers to (a) de
scribe how teachers' thought processes interact with their classroom
management behaviors, and (b) relate teachers' thought processes,
decisions, and actions to the observable effects of those actions (Fogart,
Wang, & Creek, 1983; Shavelson, 1983; Shavelson & Stern, 1981).
Effective Classroom Management in
Computer-Use Classrooms
While volumes of information have documented ways in which
successful teachers organize and manage their classrooms (Brophy,
1983; Doyle, 1986; Good, 1979), relatively few studies have focused
on the nature of computer-use classrooms and teacher behavior in those
settings.

Indeed, Winkler, Shavelson, Stasz, and Robyn (1985) stated

that the major barrier to full implementation of microcomputers in class
rooms is the lack of knowledge possessed by educational researchers
and practitioners regarding the nature of the knowledge, skills, and
attitudes a teacher must have to use microcomputers in a pedagogically
sound way in classroom instruction.
To begin to understand effective teacher behavior in computer-use
classrooms, researchers have taken several different approaches. Some
have examined how teacher behavior changes when a computer is intro
duced into the classroom.

Wiske and Zodhiates (1988), for example,

reported being surprised at the degree to which teaching with computers
had affected their instructional practices.

They described the teacher

functioning more as a facilitator of student learning than as a presenter
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of ready-made knowledge.

In a report on Apple Classrooms of Tomor

row (ACOT), Fisher (1989) pointed out that teachers often develop new
approaches to classroom management when students begin using
computers. For example, teachers report that as students become more
independent in choosing the processes and products of their computer
work, teachers must adjust in at least two ways: (1) they must accept
that their role is no longer the all-knowing expert whose job is to
dispense knowledge, and (2) they must tolerate a higher level of activity
and noise in their classrooms. Many teachers initially feel threatened by
this challenge to the traditional approach to classroom management in
which the teacher is central to all learning activity.

In a later ACOT

report, Sandholtz, Ringstaff, and Dwyer (1990) described a developmen
tal model of classroom management through which teachers moved
when they began the process of using computers in their classrooms. In
this three-stage model, the teachers moved from (a) focusing on main
taining control of this new environment, to (b) beginning to anticipate
problems and developing strategies for solving them, and finally to (c)
beginning to use the technology to their advantage in managing the
classroom.

Moore (1990) also studied changes in teacher and student

behaviors as a result of introducing microcomputers into instruction and
reported similar changes in teachers' classroom organization and instruc
tional delivery.

She called for further research to examine the most

effective balance between the teachers' two roles of providing and
managing instruction when computers are integrated into the classroom.
Another group of researchers have examined teacher behaviors by
comparing computer-use and noncomputer-use classrooms.

Fish and
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Feldman (1987), for example, observed the verbal behavior of experi
enced teachers and students across three conditions: (1) microcomputer
work, (2) group work, and (3) recitation. They found that students in
microcomputer classrooms used significantly more task-related talk than
the other two groups.

Teacher verbalization during microcomputer

work, however, was consistently low across all grades.

Rieth et al.

(1987), in an observational study of computer-use versus noncomputeruse classrooms, found that the most positive benefits associated with
computer use were increased active task engagement among students
and increased individually focused instruction among teachers, both
correlates of student achievement.
The Need for Identification and Description of Effective
Classroom Management Practices in
Computer-Use Classrooms
While

these

studies

provide

preliminary

information

about

computer-using teachers, they neither identify nor describe effective
classroom management practices in those settings. How do teachers in
computer-use classrooms effectively organize and manage their instruc
tional environment? Where do they focus their attention when a com
puter is in use? Is their attention qualitatively and/or quantitatively dif
ferent when a computer is in use versus when a computer is not in use?
Before teachers can be expected to effectively integrate computers into
their classroom instructional activities, researchers must first identify and
describe the specific management behaviors that foster successful
computer integration, and then educators can teach those behaviors in
preservice and in-service training programs.
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6
The purpose of this study was to (a) identify and describe,
through multiple observations of eight teachers over time, the classroom
management practices that foster on-task student behaviors in elemen
tary special education computer-use classrooms; (b) provide rich descrip
tions of the contexts in which those classroom management practices
occurred; (c) provide insight into the teachers' thoughts, feelings, opin
ions, goals, and philosophies regarding classroom computer use and
management; and (d) examine relationships among teachers' computer
experience and training and classroom management practices over time.
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CHAPTER II
LITERATURE REVIEW
Introduction
In 1990, it was predicted that within the next 5 years, computers
would be routinely used in most classrooms across a wide range of
curricula (Newman, 1990).

As the use of computers in elementary

school classrooms continues to increase, it is crucial that prospective
computer-using teachers be provided with some model or standard of
computer integration to emulate (Niederhauser & Stoddart,

1993;

Panyon, Hummel, & Jackson, 1988). Clearly, the use of computers as a
tool in classroom instruction changes the learning environment to some
degree, thus affecting the behavior of the teacher and learners (Fisher,
1989; Foliart & Lemlech, 1989; Shrock et al., 1985). Further, since the
teacher is the primary implementer of instructional activity in most class
rooms, the successful use of any instructional tool is, to a great extent,
dependent upon the behavior of the teacher (Hanley, 1984).

Sheingold

(1991) pointed out that, while in the past technology was touted as the
answer for education’s woes, today it is generally understood that it is
not the features of the technology alone, but rather the ways in which
those features are used in human environments that determine technol
ogy's impact.
There are many factors that influence how a teacher chooses to
utilize a computer in classroom instruction. One factor often identified is
7
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the level of comfort the teacher feels while operating the program, a
factor related to technical expertise.

Recently, research has begun to

address instructional and curricular issues related to what software
should be used and when in the scope and sequence of learning, and
with which learners, it is appropriate to use a particular program (Sheingold & Hadley, 1990).

However, with few exceptions, discussions of

such influential factors have not included the "how" factor of integrating
computers into instruction.

Indeed, in a comprehensive survey of 600

teachers who were identified as experienced and accomplished at inte
grating computers into their teaching, Sheingold and Hadley described a
collective profile of these teachers, delineating what software they used,
when they used it, and how often they used it, but failed to identify or
discuss the day-to-day integration management strategies used by these
teachers. Given a group of acknowledged effective computer-using
teachers,

information

regarding

how

these

teachers

maintain

a

high-/multi-use computer environment would be quite useful to the field.
If effective classroom management is paramount to the success of
a teacher (Brophy, 1986; Christenson, Ysseldyke, & Thurlow, 1989;
Doyle, 1986; Kounin, 1970), it can also be argued that effective man
agement of computer use is the key to successful instructional computer
integration.

The goal of this literature review is to examine current

research regarding how teachers in computer-use and noncomputer-use
special education classrooms organize and manage the instructional
environment.
The major body of literature to be reviewed in this chapter is
classroom management, including instructional and order (often called
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behavior) management.

Since the study of classroom management is

closely affiliated with research on effective instruction, it will be neces
sary to intertwine germane findings and theory from this related domain
to develop a comprehensive understanding of the classroom manager.
Additionally, subsets of classroom management literature including
(a) the general education classroom, (b) the special education classroom,
(c) the regular education computer-use classroom, and (d) the special
education computer-use classroom will also be examined.

Examined in

this review are studies which have contributed to or resulted in a model
that identifies and describes what is currently known about how instruc
tional and behavior management behaviors operate to foster effective
instructional computer use in elementary special education classrooms.
Before beginning a discussion of the extant literature on effective
classroom management, it must be acknowledged that teaching skills,
whether they are related to management of instruction or management
of behavior, do not exist in a vacuum (Barro, 1977; Collis, 1988; Gall,
1977). The educational outcomes of students in a classroom are deter
mined by many factors besides the skill and effort of the teacher, such
as out-of-school factors and "peer group" effects (Coleman, 1966).
Thus, it is not the assumption of this study that the teacher is the only
variable that correlates with effective computer use, nor is it an assump
tion that effective classroom management is the only variable that corre
lates with effective computer use in a classroom.

As Collis (1988)

pointed out, what is known most clearly about the impact of computers
in education is that it depends on many things, suggesting that com
puter impact can be explained best as the covariance or interaction of
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many variables.

While there are numerous correlates of effective ele

mentary classroom instructional computer use, reflecting the very
complex environment of an elementary classroom, it seems reasonable
to assert that variables related to the teacher and his or her classroom
management behaviors play a major role in the success of computer use
in elementary classrooms.
Effective Classroom Management
Overview
In a literature review related to critical instructional factors for
students with mild handicaps (Christenson et al., 1989), researchers
found that a major determinant of student achievement is "the degree to
which classroom management is effective and efficient" (p. 22).

Until

relatively recently, the topic of classroom management has been largely
neglected in the study of teaching. Research in the early 1970s began
to address the issue of classroom management, but tended to view it
through a very narrow lens, focusing on characteristics or behaviors of
the individual teacher rather than the sum total of what teachers do in
the classroom (Doyle, 1986).

In the late 1970s, specialists in teaching

effectiveness research began to use Kounin’s (1970) studies as a guide
line for including classroom management categories in their coding
systems.

These categories were consistently related to student

achievement, a variable that remains a common criterion for evaluating
teacher effectiveness. However, as more interest developed in identify
ing effective management practices, it became clear that a more
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comprehensive view of classroom management was needed; researchers
began to study the total classroom context. This need to consider the
total classroom context eventually fostered a dramatic increase in quali
tative studies of classroom life (Cazden, 1986).
Classroom Management Defined
Classroom management has been defined in numerous ways,
depending on how the author views the goal of management and the
milieu of a classroom. For example, Doyle (1986) stated that classroom
management is "the actions and strategies teachers use to solve the
problem of order in classrooms" (p. 397), reflecting his belief that since
order is a property of a social system, the language and goal of class
room management is to address the order of that group and specifically
define management by the order needs of that context.

Johnson and

Bany (1970), on the other hand, viewed classroom management as
"those highly skilled actions of the teacher based upon understanding
the nature of groups and the forces that operate in them, on the ability
to perceive and diagnose classroom situations, and the ability to behave
selectively and creatively to improve conditions" (p. 3), thus reflecting
their view of classroom management as having the goal of developing
cooperation and a dynamic, nonstatic flow of activity. In his discussion
of classroom organization and management, Brophy (1983) defined
classroom management by providing his underlying assumptions which
were:

(a) the teacher is both the authority figure and the instructional

leader in a classroom, (b) good classroom management implies good
instruction, and (c) optimal classroom management strategies are not
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merely effective, but cost effective.
In summary, while these definitions vary, all agree that (a) the
goal of classroom management is in some way related to maintaining the
degree of order necessary to foster learner success; and (b) the task of
classroom management is complex, group-oriented, and context-related.
Further, researchers agree that well-functioning classrooms do not just
happen, but rather result from the thoughtful persistent and consistent
efforts of teachers to establish, maintain, and occasionally restore condi
tions that foster effective learning (Doyle, 1986).
Dynamics That Are Common to All Classrooms
While each classroom context is unique, based on the kinds of
instructional programming used and students' collective learning needs/
characteristics, it has been argued that there are certain characteristics
that are common to all (Doyle, 1980). These elements are:
1.

Multidimensionalitv--a concept referring to the great number

of different events and tasks occurring in classrooms.
2.

Simultaneitv--a concept referring to the fact that many things

are happening at the same time in classrooms.
3.

Immediacy—a concept referring to the quick pace of events

occurring in classrooms.
4.

Unpredictability—A concept referring to the reality that events

do not always go as planned, making it impossible for a teacher to
predict the process or outcome of a particular activity on any given day.
5.

Publicness—A concept referring to the fact that most be

haviors of the teacher and students in a classroom are usually witnessed
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by and have an effect on all other students in that classroom.
6.

Historv-a concept referring to the fact that in the period of

time students and teacher are together over the course of the school
year many common sets of experiences, routines, and norms develop in
that classroom and must be considered each time a new activity is
planned.
Doyle (1980) asserted that the interaction of all six elements
makes the task of teaching very complex even before the factors related
to learner characteristics and instructional programming are added to the
equation.
Contextual Differences and Classroom Management Practices
While the overall goals of classroom management do not change
across differing contextual variables such as grade level, instructional
content, or kind of activity, the specific methods used to accomplish the
goals of classroom management may differ across contexts (Doyle,
1986).

Gump (1967) studied relationships between activity types and

teacher behavior and found that differences in the kind and quality of
teacher behaviors were associated with the activity type.

For example,

he found that during supervised seatwork time, teachers provided much
more individual student help than during recitation or reading groups
because helping individuals at that time did not interrupt the momentum
of other students and teacher-student interaction could be more private,
thus was more desirable during supervised seatwork time. In a study of
two third- and fourth-grade classrooms, Bossert (1979) found that the
level of teacher control exerted also appeared to be activity-specific. For
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example, during recitation, teachers were found to use dominant control
strategies, and desist and reprimand rates were higher during recitation
than during seatwork and small group activities. Similarly, in a study of
classroom rules in two secondary schools in Britain, researchers found
that not all rules were enforced all of the time, but were associated with
particular activities (Hargreaves, Hestor, & Mellor, 1975) . Recognizing
the fact that different contexts require different management strategies,
teachers are encouraged to examine classroom management findings in
relation to their unique settings and student populations (Good, 1983).
Classroom Management in General Education Settings
Research on effective classroom management began before rami
fications of the federal special education law mandating appropriate
programming to meet the needs of students with handicaps had begun
to be considered.

Therefore, much of the foundational research on

classroom management is based on general education classrooms.
Kounin's (1970) studies in the early 1970s looked at two types of class
room teachers: those who managed a smoothly running classroom and
those who were constantly struggling to maintain order.

Through his

analysis of how successful and unsuccessful classroom managers han
dled misbehavior, Kounin found what he believed to be concrete tech
niques for managing classrooms that correlated with amount of work
involvement and misbehavior among students in those classrooms.
Although he found no systematic differences in the way these two types
of teachers dealt with misbehavior, he did find that effective classroom
managers employed systematic methods to prevent student disruptions,
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whereas the ineffective managers dealt with disruptions as they oc
curred.

Kounin identified and described the effective techniques as

follows:
1.

Withitness-Problems were stopped before they had a chance

to escalate because the teacher stationed himself or herself where all
students could be seen continuously, thus communicating the message
to students that the teacher knew what was going on at all times
everywhere in the room.
2.

Overlapping-More than one classroom event was attended to

at a time without disrupting either or any of the events by the giving of a
remark, direction, or simple look, thus conveying to the students that all
activities could continue without interruption.
3.

Signal continuity and momentum in lessons—Thorough prepa

ration enabled the teacher to move at a brisk pace with few interruptions
resulting from such concerns as a missing teaching prop, the need to
consult the teacher’s manual, or having to backtrack to capture informa
tion that should have been presented earlier.

Further, student inatten

tion was either ignored or dealt with using such techniques as moving
near the student, giving nonverbal signals, or directing questions to the
student requiring the student to attend. The teacher always provided a
clear task and a clear signal to attend.
4.

Group alerting and accountability in lessons—Through the use

of presentation and questioning techniques, the teacher kept the group
alert and accountable.

Such techniques included looking around the

group before calling on a student, calling on students randomly, calling
on every student frequently, using both choral and individual responses,
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issuing challenges as to the difficulty of the next question, and asking
for volunteers to raise their hands.
5.

Variety and challenge in seatwork—Because students often

work independently without direct supervision, the teacher provided
seatwork that was at the right level of difficulty, easy enough for suc
cessful independent completion, yet difficult or different enough from
previous assignments to engage the student.
While Kounin's (1970) early studies focused on teacher desists,
his data quickly revealed that effective and ineffective managers handled
desists in the same way, but utilized measures to prevent disruption in
very different ways.

The key theme in Kounin's work was that the

effective classroom manager keeps students continually focused on
engaging academic tasks, avoids downtime, and conveys to students
that the teacher knows what is going on and about to happen, thus
providing the students with reasons to stay on task.
Doyle (1980) pointed out that Kounin's (1970) findings lent
support to the conceptualization of teaching as having two very distinct
task structures: Learning-related roles and order-related roles. He stated
that learning is related to individual processes, while order involves a
social system or the classroom as a group.

To further illustrate his

point, Doyle explained that order can often exist without continuous
engagement by all students in learning tasks. While this kind of passive
nonengagement is not necessarily a problem for order-keeping, it may
not be appropriate when the goal is learning.

Similarly, Brophy (1979)

advocated the study of instructional issues which are independent of
classroom management.

Good (1983), however, suggested that the
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boundaries between instruction and management become blurred upon
examination because the degree of importance of one or the other varies
depending on the subject matter and whether the teacher is pursuing
process or product goals. Good's discussion is particularly germane to
the management of computer use and will be mentioned further in a later
discussion of contextual variables.
Planning as a Precursor to Classroom Management Success
Building on Kounin's (1970) work, Good and Brophy (1994)
addressed the need for preparation and planning before the school year
begins. They recommended that preplanning should address such issues
as use of space in the classroom, based on the kinds of instructional
activities the teacher has planned for the year, developing traffic pat
terns that foster smoother transitioning, and positioning student supplies
and storage areas in such a way that is convenient for students and
minimizes need for teacher help. Evertson and her colleagues (Emmer,
Evertson, & Anderson, 1980) conducted a series of studies in which
they observed 27 third grade teachers and took detailed notes regarding
the rules and procedures teachers introduced to their students, especially
focusing on the first few weeks of school. They found that in the effec
tively managed classrooms, (a) classrooms that appeared to be running
smoothly and automatically were doing so as a result of much preplan
ning, (b) teachers taught the students rules and followed through on
expectations related to the rules, (c) teachers modeled procedures,
giving students opportunities to discuss and practice them,

and

(d)

out

teachers

clearly

communicated

and

consistently

carried
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consequences.
Building on their earlier work, Evertson and Emmer (1982) con
ducted a year-long study of two groups of 13 teachers of junior high
mathematics and English who were identified as either "more" or "less"
effective in terms of classroom management practices and outcomes.
Using both process and product measures and focusing on the first 3
weeks of school, the authors compared the teacher behaviors of less
versus more effective classroom managers in order to identify teacher
behaviors that were antecedents for year-long effective management
practices. From extensive observational data, they identified five broad
clusters of variables differentiating the more and less effective manager:
(1) teaching rules and procedures, (2) monitoring of student compliance
and following through with consequences, (3) establishing a system of
student responsibility or accountability for work, (4) clearly communicat
ing instruction- and procedure-related information, and (5) carefully
planning and preparing instructional activities.
The studies discussed in this section have consistently revealed
the importance of teacher planning and decision making on effective
instructional and order management. Indeed, research has reported that
a teacher's decision making is primarily preinstructional; that is, teachers
do not make significant changes once instruction has begun (Borko,
Cone, Russo, & Shavelson, 1979).

Assuming this is true, there is real

benefit in studying effective classroom managers in order to discover the
conceptual, experiential, and informational base on which they predicate
their total classroom management system (Evertson & Emmer, 1982).
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19
Classroom Management From the Viewpoint of Students
Tapping a different perspective, Allen (1986) conducted a natural
istic field study to explore 100 high school students' views on effective
classroom management.

The following themes developed:

(a) when

students were not challenged with academic demands, they focused
their attention on socializing and felt that while they had fun in this
class, they learned very little; and (b) in classrooms where academic
demands were high, instruction was fast-paced, and grades were in
fluenced by behavior, students reported that they completed their work,
but did not particularly enjoy their learning because learning in this room
was generally an individual, nonsocial experience.

These two themes

suggest that teachers should manage a high school classroom in such a
way that high quality work is required and students are provided oppor
tunities to socialize while performing academic activities. These findings
reflect the teacher expectations regarding work quality and completion
that were found among effective managers in Evertson and Emmer's
(1982) studies. Further, the finding regarding the need for socialization,
also important in the learning of younger children, reflects the current
school restructuring trend toward cooperative and active learning as
highly effective methods (Sheingold, 1991).
Much of the theory and practice that has been discussed in this
section on classroom management seems intuitive and logical to most
teachers. However, as a result of this body of research, behaviors that
have been commonly practiced among most effective teachers for
decades are now codified in the professional literature as effective
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classroom practices, giving all teachers a better idea of how these varia
bles (e.g., teacher behavior and student on-task or achievement be
havior) interact {Bickel & Bickel, 1986). While much of this research has
taken place in general education settings, there are clear connections
and implications for special education of mildly handicapped students.
The following section will outline the application of aforementioned
fundamental theories in special education classroom management re
search literature.
Theoretical Bases for Classroom Management
in Special Education Settings
Since the early days of Public Law 94-142 (The Education for All
Handicapped Children Act of 1975, 1976) and mainstreaming, volumes
of research have been conducted comparing the relative effectiveness of
general versus special education settings in the education of special
needs students (Carlberg & Kavale, 1980; Leinhardt & Pallay, 1982).
This research focused on the setting as the primary treatment variable
and generally found little or no advantage for students placed in special
education settings (Carlberg & Kavale, 1980).

More recent research

focusing on effects related to the special education teacher's classroom
management has grown out of studies conducted in general education
settings.

As the perceived need developed for a model of effective

classroom management in special education classrooms, researchers
looked to the extant body of literature which had accumulated from
studies conducted primarily in general education settings.

Indeed,

documents reviewed in this section reflect the strong influence of the
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work of several researchers cited previously (Brophy, 1983; Emmer et
al., 1980; Evertson & Emmer, 1982; Kounin, 1970).
Addressing preventive discipline through effective classroom
management in special education settings, Cheney (1989) identified the
following three key elements:

(1) organizational management of class

room elements; (2) anticipation and redirection of student behavior; and
(3) positive, encouraging interactions with students.

Cheney, like

Evertson and Emmer (1982), described organizational management of
classroom elements as activities teachers engage in prior to the start of
school. These activities include physical arrangement of the classroom,
developing a consistent schedule of activities, and devising procedures
to handle classroom routines. Her second key element, anticipation and
redirection of student behavior, occurs through lesson planning and
delivery, use of specific teacher behaviors, and knowledge of individual
student behavior patterns.

Borrowing from Brophy's (1983) research

findings, Cheney asserted that students seldom misbehave when they
are involved in lessons that are presented at the correct skill level, invite
active involvement, and provide high levels of success.

Incorporating

Kounin's (1970) findings regarding group management, Cheney de
scribed the use of withitness, overlapping, momentum, smoothness, and
group focusing as several effective group and lesson management tech
niques.

She continued by describing specific teacher behaviors asso

ciated with lesson management techniques including teacher movement
and proximity, interference and signaling, and use of humor. She argued
that discipline problems in both general and special education settings
could be prevented through effective use of the three key elements.
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Similarly, application of earlier teacher effectiveness and class
room management research conducted predominantly in general educa
tion settings can be seen in an article by Englert (1984) in which she
cited the work of researchers such as Brophy and Evertson and their
respective colleagues.

Englert looked at the domains of classroom

management, instructional organization, and teaching presentation.
Englert, like Good (1979), stressed the point that any given teaching
strategy does not work equally effectively in every setting.

She called

for teachers to examine all effectiveness research in relation to their own
unique setting and student populations.

In the area of classroom

management, she reviewed the importance of teaching, rehearsing,
reviewing, drilling, and carefully monitoring the use of classroom rules
and procedures.

Her discussion of key management behaviors also

included Kounin's (1970) withitness and overlapping strategies.

In the

domain of instructional organization, she identified important teacher
behaviors to include those that maximize learning time, sustain a high
level of academic responding or practice, and keep students engaged in
the academic task. She further stated that learning can be maximized by
the teacher adhering to allocated instructional time, implementing clear
and rehearsed rules for independent workers in order to avoid interrup
tions during instruction, and making use of small group instruction and
tutors.

In order to assure engaged time, Englert advised monitoring

students during instruction and seatwork times to determine the length
of time they could actually sustain engagement and remain accurate in
their work. Finally, in the area of lesson presentation, Englert described
the three major lesson phases including (1) review, (2) active teacher
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demonstration and guided practice of new concepts, and (3) many
independent practice opportunities. Throughout lesson presentation, the
teacher should maintain an appropriately brisk pace and provide high
levels of accuracy.

Englert argued that these teacher behaviors, when

practiced collectively, offer special education students the best chance
to make adequate progress in their learning.
In summary, classroom management researchers have clearly
demonstrated in their work that the goals of effective classroom man
agement are applicable to a variety of settings. However, the methods
of carrying out those goals change according to specific contextual
characteristics.

In applying these research findings, the caveat to the

teacher is that one must thoughtfully choose from the many available
methods those which fit ones unique contextual needs (Doyle, 1986;
Good, 1983).
Teachers' Thoughts and Decisions Related
to Classroom Management
Because teaching is basically a decision-making process, analyzing
teachers’ thoughts and actions can lead to a clearer understanding of
management in the classroom. One area of research that has examined
teachers' intentions and the link between intentions and behavior is the
research on teachers' pedagogical thoughts, judgments, and decisions.
The two assumptions upon which this research is based are: (1) Teach
ers are rational professionals who must make judgments and decisions
and carry them out in a complex environment; and (2) teachers' be
haviors are guided by their thoughts, judgments,

and decisions
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(Shavelson, 1983; Shavelson & Stern, 1981; Smith, 1988).
Teaching is intensely active; teachers do not have the luxury of
large amounts of time for reflection. Interactive decision making, deci
sions teachers make during lecture, discussion, and tutorials with stud
ents, have been called "real-time" decisions that must be made with
little or no time to reflect or gather additional information.

These deci

sions occur when the teaching routine is not going as planned. Accord
ing to a survey of teachers, the most usual instances of evaluation and
planning occur while class is in session and involve (a) observing class
and individual behavior in order to identify needed changes, and (b)
actually making those adjustments in plans while they are being imple
mented (Smith, 1988).
A few early studies have reported that (a) teachers make between
9.6 and 13.9 decisions per lesson (Morine-Dershimmer, 1978-79), and
(b) teachers make approximately 10 interactive decisions per hour
(McKay, 1977).

Further, in a study which examined the effects of

teacher planning and behavior on student achievement, teachers report
ed using information about student participation and involvement during
lessons to judge how well the activity was progressing, making strategy
changes in approximately one-half of the problematic situations (Peter
son & Clark, 1978).

The research on teachers' decision making, like

effective teaching and management literature, is largely descriptive,
delineating the variables that influence teachers' decision making during
planning and instruction.

These variables, or cues, are described in a

model developed by Shavelson and Stern (1981) which posits that inter
active teaching is a series of well-established routines which are
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interrupted only when the teacher receives cues (e.g., unacceptable
student behavior such as nonparticipation) that the routine is not pro
ceeding as planned. It is, again, only part of the management picture.
Classroom Management in a Computer-Use Classroom
Overview
Educational theorists agree that management of a classroom is an
extremely complex activity (Brophy, 1983; Doyle, 1986; Johnson &
Bany, 1970; Kounin, 1970).

Computer use in the elementary school

classroom creates an additional activity the teacher must incorporate
into an already complex classroom management structure (Foliart &
Lemlech, 1989). Managing the computer-use classroom requires careful
planning, making the teacher a critical variable in the effective use of
computers (Collis, 1988; Phillips, 1983).

Despite the importance of

teacher behavior in computer-use classrooms, only a handful of research
studies have been done examining the nature of computer-use class
rooms and teacher behavior in those settings.
Effective Classroom Computer Use Defined
It has been previously stated that instructional effectiveness is at
least in part dependent upon the support of effective classroom man
agement practices. However, in order for management to be successful,
it is necessary to have a clear picture of what is to be managed.
Pedagogically sound classroom computer use has been defined as "the
appropriate integration of microcomputer-based learning activities with
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teachers' instructional goals and with the ongoing curriculum, which
changes and improves on the basis of feedback that indicates whether
desired outcomes are achieved" (Winkler et a!., 1985, p. 286). Applying
the decision-making model to computer integration, these authors point
ed out that in order to make appropriate use of computers, the teacher
must make decisions regarding (a) goals for students' use of computers,
(b) coordination of computer use with the curricula, (c) the learning
activities that will be enhanced by computer use, (d) pedagogical impli
cations of integrating computers, and (e) methods of assessing the
effectiveness of computer-based instruction.

They suggest that the

instructional/management function of the computer-using teacher is to
thoughtfully plan and monitor ongoing activities and maintain the activity
flow, or activate a routine for handling problems that interrupt the flow.
Teacher's Role in a Computer-Use Classroom
While the role of the classroom teacher in computer-use class
rooms has been viewed as significant, relatively little empirical research
has been done in this area (Cosden, 1988). According to Collis (1988),
teacher's preferred instructional style is a critical variable affecting
computer use. Further, Cuban (1985) and Wiske and Zodhiates (1988)
found in their studies that (a) teachers were unlikely to change their
characteristic teaching practices when planning for computer use,
(b) most teachers reported no change in their teaching style after imple
menting computer use, and (c) most teachers adapted computer use to
their existing style.
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In contrast, other studies have indicated that the management role
of the teacher in computer-use classrooms appears to vary as a function
of the kind of software being used.

In a study conducted by Fish and

Feldman (1987) examining teacher and student verbal behavior in
computer classes at the primary, middle, and junior high school levels,
the investigators found that when computer programs provided correc
tion and feedback, teachers' verbal interaction with computer students
was consistently low.
Fish and Feldman (1988) conducted another study in which 58
intermediate school students were observed across three types of
software in paired and individual groupings. They found that behaviors
varied by student groupings, keyboarding roles, and type of educational
software.

As in their previous study (Fish & Feldman, 1987), the au

thors again found overall low levels of teacher verbalization occurring.
In both studies they suggested that the low level of teacher verbalization
was related to the role of the teacher as primarily a resource person and
the fact that there was very little behavioral disruption during the ob
servations. An additional finding was that while the level of verbaliza
tion among teachers remained low across all conditions, the kind of
teacher verbalizations differed across conditions.

For example, during

word processing assignments, the teachers gave more procedural direc
tions to students. Further, the teachers gave lower grade students more
procedural information than upper grade students using the same soft
ware. This study suggests that there are differing instructional and order
management demands on teachers depending on the type of software
used and the level of the students using the software.

These findings
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are consistent with those of Wiske and Zodhiates {1988) who reported
that teachers in their study who used drill and practice and tutorial
software reported seeing no effect on their teaching as compared to
teachers who utilized software that required problem-solving behavior.
Indeed, in a discussion of research studies that evaluate some form of
student outcomes in traditional versus technology-mediated instruction,
Kearsley (1993) pointed out that unless the content of the instruction
and the instructional strategies are changed to take advantage of the
specific capabilities of the technology, it is not very surprising that
nothing new happens!
Likewise, Cosden et al. (1987) found that computer students
spent most of their computer time without direct teacher contact. When
they compared resource rooms with mainstream classrooms, they found
that teachers had more direct contact with students in the more restric
tive environments.

Most of that contact involved active engagement

with students related to the computer task rather than passive monitor
ing of computer students.
When examining differences between categories of teacher be
haviors observed in computer-use and noncomputer-use secondary-level
classes, Rieth et al. (1987) found that in computer-use classes, the
amount of teacher-based instruction provided was significantly reduced,
suggesting that the teachers were delegating instructional responsibility
to the computer and using that time to do paperwork and preparation.
Their interactions with students consisted primarily of structuring and
directing.

By comparison, teachers in noncomputer-use classes spent

significantly more time delivering planned instruction to students by
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lecturing, demonstrating, and leading class discussions. These findings
suggest that while teachers planned to use the computer to handle
mundane instructional tasks such as drill and practice, thus freeing them
up to do additional instruction, they seemed to use the additional time
for managerial and preparation tasks.

Additionally, much less teacher-

directed instruction was done during computer-use times.

These data

clearly show that teachers’ instructional behavior is different during
computer-use times compared to noncomputer-use times.
In a study done by observing and interviewing 15 teachers regard
ing computer-use implementation, Carleer and Doornekamp (1990) also
investigated the question of the changing role and practice of the teach
er relative to computer implementation.

The authors asked questions

regarding lesson preparation, lesson implementation problems, teacher
role during the lesson, and the type of instructions and managerial activi
ties the teacher performed during the lesson. Of interest to this current
study were the insights regarding the type of instructional and manage
rial activities the teachers reported using.

Teachers reported that be

cause the software often required students to learn in a different way,
the teachers, likewise, had to fulfill different roles.

For example, be

cause the computer activity was more individualized, the teacher role
was that of consultant rather than central source of information. While
this was viewed positively by most teachers, some teachers viewed this
as a threat, feeling that they had lost control of the classroom instruc
tion and order.
Observational data revealed that teachers spent 50% of their time
engaged in management activities such as organizing groups, distributing
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materials, and monitoring student activity. The other 50% of their time
was used for instructional activities such as lesson content, courseware,
hardware,

and related computer-delivered exercises.

Additionally,

teachers were observed spending considerable time assisting students in
solving computer exercises.
Contextual Differences Related to Effective
Computer-Use Management
In 1985, Apple Computer, Inc. began collaborating with several
schools throughout the United States to examine the impact that access
to interactive technologies had on learning and teaching. Students and
teachers in these Apple Classrooms of Tomorrow (ACOT) were provided
with computers for home and school, thus providing them continual
accessibility to computers. While the context of this study was atypical
because every student and teacher had two computers, the authors
discussed very important principles related to classroom management,
asserting that classroom management is not a skill that is mastered once
and for all. Rather, as the classroom context changes, so do the class
room management issues (Dwyer, Ringstaff, & Sandholtz, 1990; Fisher,
1989; Sandholtz et al., 1990). Based on their study of ACOT teachers,
the researchers provided a developmental model of management stages
through which ACOT teachers seemed to pass.

In Stage 1, survival.

teachers were concerned about their own computer competency. They
were primarily concerned with self-adequacy and maintaining control of
the classroom and students and tended to react to, rather than prevent,
problems.

In the second stage, mastery, teachers began to anticipate
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problems and started to develop strategies for solving them. In the third
state, impact, teachers began to evaluate, focusing on the effects of
their computer management system.

Teachers were observed to pass

through these stages in an idiosyncratic and unsystematic manner, much
like that of any developmental process.
The stage process delineated by these authors illustrates the point
that before teachers can be effective classroom managers, they must
first understand and manage themselves relative to all of the impinging
contextual variables. If an instructional tool such as the computer is to
be used effectively, the teacher must first develop self-confidence in
using the tool.

Only then can the issues of instructional and order

management of computer use be addressed.
In an examination of the effects of training and support on inte
grating

technology

with

elementary

mathematics

instruction,

Niederhauser and Stoddart (1993) found that when the software was of
the type that could easily be assimilated into existing instructional prac
tice (e.g., drill and practice mathematics software), little teacher be
havior change was observed and little improvement was seen in the
students' mathematics skills. In contrast, when the introduction of the
mathematics software made significant demands on the teachers in
terms of time, effort, and increasing their understanding of mathematics
(e.g., Toolbox, a flexible, open-ended tool that allows students to
graphically

represent problems

and

solutions),

teachers

gradually

changed their views concerning the role of computers in instruction and
their role as teachers, and improvement was seen in the students'
mathematics skills. In this study, teacher behaviors changed in response
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to the nature of the instructional software.
The findings of these studies lend support to the assertion that
the role and management functions of teachers vary depending on the
demands of the environment. However, these variations seem related to
the methods of management while the goal of management, maintaining
an uninterrupted flow of learning, remains constant across all classroom
contexts.
Management in the One-Computer Classroom
According to Cosden and Abernathy (1990), classroom-based
computer use was found to be constrained by the limited number of
computers and the teachers’ concerns regarding equal access.

In their

study of 73 elementary schools including general and special education
classrooms, the researchers found that in order to solve this manage
ment problem, teachers tended to either (a) develop computer activities
that could engage more than one student at a time in conjunction with a
simultaneous and related noncomputer-based activity, or (b) plan com
puter activities that were unrelated to other ongoing instructional activi
ties, most often choosing the latter.
In a study examining the use of Logo in the one-computer class
room, Torgerson (1983-84) delineated a more extensive list of seven
management questions which must be answered prior to implementation
of computer use.

These questions address (a) placement of the com

puter in the classroom, (b) finding time in the daily schedule for the
target program, (c) developing a way of scheduling all children for
computer use without losing valuable instructional time, (d) creating a
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record-keeping system for computer assignments, (e) providing a source
where computer students could get help without disturbing the teacher,
(f) developing a means of monitoring progress on computer assignments,
and (g) instituting computer rules. These issues, while they relate specif
ically to computer management, reflect many of the teacher behaviors
delineated in the effective teaching and management literature.
Time management has also been cited as a salient issue in the
one-computer classroom (Foliart & Lemlech, 1989; Phillips, 1983).

For

example, when integrating computer use into the instructional program,
teachers must decide (a) how much time should be allotted to each
student for computer use, and (b) whether it is appropriate for students
to miss out on whole-group instructional time in order to use the com
puter.

To help alleviate this problem of ethical use of time, Phillips

(1983) suggested a variety of time formats by which to schedule
computer use. The formats include: (a) Timed-Use Relay, in which the
teacher schedules students by given segments of time to use the
computer during small group instruction/independent work times, moni
toring the schedule by means of a kitchen timer; (b) Block-Time Format,
in which the teacher blocks out the entire instructional week to allow
each student 20 to 30 minutes of computer time and posts the schedule
so that students can refer to it; and (c) Non-Scheduled Format, in which
sign-up sheets are available and special rules posted for use of comput
ers before and after school as well as during recess times.
Addressing the issue of the one-computer classroom, the Missouri
Technology Center for Special Education (1989) described seven tech
niques for utilizing the classroom computer as a teaching tool. Included
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in these techniques were the following:

(1) using the computer as a

smart chalkboard via a black-and-white television monitor and software
such as Scholastic Science Toolkit modules to demonstrate dynamic
experiments while students are problem-solving answers; (2) using the
computer and projection panel or monitor to stimulate discussions or
provide advanced organizers or guided practice for a particular lesson;
(3) dividing the class into teams and "playing" educational games in
which automaticity, accuracy, and group effort are fostered; (4) using
the word processing capability to conduct whole-class lessons on sen
tence structure and semantics; (5) using the word processor for group
review before a test; (6) using the computer for independent practice of
skills, following a schedule of specifically assigned software and times
for each student; (7) using the computer for managing grades and creat
ing individualized educational plans, progress notes, tests, worksheets,
handouts, and displays.
Foliart and Lemlech (1989) supported the creative use of one
computer by pointing out that more than any other teaching tool, the
computer is capable of being used via a variety of teaching strategies.
As teaching strategies vary, each requires a concomitant set of man
agement strategies.

For example, if the teacher chooses to use the

computer as a database in a social studies lesson, the teacher must plan
a variety of instructional materials for students to use while individuals
or small groups access the computer database.
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Summary
The goal of this literature review was to examine the findings to
date regarding how teachers in computer-use elementary special educa
tion classrooms effectively organize and manage their instructional
environment.

The major body of literature reviewed was related to

classroom management theory, specifically focusing on management of
elementary general and special education noncomputer- and computeruse classrooms.
To set the focus for the review, various definitions of classroom
management were reviewed. The common features of these definitions
were that (a) the goal of classroom management is related to maintain
ing the degree of order necessary to foster learner success, and (b) the
task of classroom management is complex, group oriented, and contextrelated.

The review progressed from a discussion of commonalities

across classrooms to contextual differences among classrooms.

Based

on the literature, one can conclude that while the goal of classroom
management generally does not change across contexts, the methods
used to manage do change.
It also seems clear from research and practice that effective class
room management and effective instruction are inextricably linked in
teaching practices; and while certain researchers have argued for sepa
rating the two constructs for purposes of study, their arguments seem
circular and require much clearer definitions of management and instruc
tion than were given. Indeed, most studies reviewed did not make clear
distinctions between management and instruction, often referring to
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elements of effective instructional practices when describing effective
classroom management techniques.
Throughout the review, several recurring themes emerged:
1.

Preplanning is an essential element of effective classroom

management (Borko et al., 1979; Evertson & Emmer, 1982; Good &
Brophy, 1994).

Effective managers planned, even before the school

year began, how they would manage such variables as transition times,
instructional units, and classroom procedures and rules learning.
2.

Adjustments must be made in teacher roles as contextual

variables change.

Effective classroom managers must switch roles to

accommodate such contextual factors as kind of activity and instruc
tional tools being used.
3.

Adjustments must be made in management strategies as

contextual variables change (Collis, 1988; Cosden, 1988).

Effective

managers adjust their strategies to such contextual factors as content
area being taught, kind of activity planned, learning levels of students,
and instructional tools being utilized.
4.

There are intrapersonal variables that influence the planning

and decision making of teachers. The way the teacher views the role of
teacher and the task of teaching influences the plans and decisions he or
she makes related to classroom management and instruction (Good,
1983; Shavelson, 1983; Shavelson & Stern, 1981; Smith, 1988).
5.

The contextual variable described as the one-computer class

room presents the greatest management challenge to comouter-using
teachers. Both general and special education teachers experience great
challenges with scheduling and time management related to the reality
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of only one available computer for many students (Cosden & Abernathy,
1990; Foliart & Lemlech, 1989; Missouri Technology Center for Special
Education, 1989; Phillips, 1983; Torgerson, 1983-84; U.S. Congress
OTA, 1988).
It can be concluded, based on the themes that emerged in this
literature review, that (a) volumes of research studies have addressed
effective management in the noncomputer-use classroom, and (b)
several relatively recent studies have identified the problems associated
with the one-computer classroom.

However, no studies have been

conducted to examine how to effectively manage this unique and chal
lenging computer-use context.
While it is understood, from the foregoing literature review, that
the teacher's primary concern is maintaining the learning activity flow of
a classroom, teachers make judgments and decisions and implement
them based on their model of reality. Evertson and Emmer (1982) have
called for studies which query teachers about the conceptual, experien
tial, and informational base upon which they develop their classroom
management system.

A parallel question in this study might be:

All

external factors being equal, what are the intrapersonal or internal fac
tors operating on a teacher that cause him or her to choose or reject the
computer as an instructional tool? Further, what are the internal factors
influencing how that tool is used? Research is needed to (a) determine
teachers' effective computer-use management methods (how), and (b)
query effective computer-using teachers about the reasons (why) they
do what they do.

Such information would provide a more complete
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picture of what constitutes effective classroom management as it relates
to instructional computer integration.
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CHAPTER III
METHOD
Overview
The purpose of this study was to identify and describe the class
room management practices of elementary special education computerusing teachers. While there are many ways to define and evaluate the
various aspects of classroom management, this study examined man
agement through the lens of the teachers' attending behaviors described
by Kounin (1970).

Kounin defined the act of "attention tc" as a

comment, a directive, or a look, and suggested that it is currently the
best technique available to enable a teacher to obtain knowledge about
what is going on in the classroom. Thus, "teacher attending" behaviors
were used as a lens through which to describe classroom management
behaviors of elementary special education computer-using teachers. The
inquiry focused on the following questions:
1.

To what or to whom do elementary special education teachers

attend when computers are in use versus when computers are not in
use?
2.

What is the nature of teachers' attending behaviors when

computers are in use versus when computers are not in use?
3.

What specific teacher attending behaviors coexist with stu

dent on-task behaviors when computers are in use versus when comput
ers are not in use?
39
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4.

How do teacher attending behaviors change over time when

computers are in use versus when computers are not in use?
5.

What are the personal attitudes and beliefs that influence a

teacher’s decisions regarding computer use and related classroom
management?
6.

How does teacher computer experience relate to classroom

management?
The questions required a design that would enable simultaneous
collection of both qualitative and quantitative data across time, one that
would provide a thorough description of a particular kind of setting or
context. The goal of the study was to provide thick description of class
room settings, identify classroom management practices in those set
tings, and determine the effectiveness of those practices as measured by
on-task student behavior.

It was determined that the best framework

for such a study was the naturalistic inquiry paradigm using nonpartici
pant observation (via a laptop computer observation system) as the pri
mary data collection procedure and employing the case study method as
the format for reporting the data.
To focus the inquiry, the following variables were identified and
defined:
Independent variables: The independent variables were: (a) com
puter experience, which was either computer integration training (inte
gration group) or no training (control group); and (b) computer influence
which included computer-in-use (the computer is used by at least one
student or teacher) or computer-not-in-use (the computer is not used by
any students or teacher).
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Dependent variables: The dependent variables were: (a) focus of
teacher's attention, defined as the person or thing to whom the teacher
is observed attending; (b) nature of teacher's attention, defined as a rich
description of the activity in which the teacher is engaged while attend
ing; and (c) student on-task behavior, defined as preparing to do, waiting
to do, doing, or putting away a given task. These variables were then
used to design the observation system which is discussed in a later
section.
The Naturalistic Inquiry Paradigm
Every researcher brings to his or her study a set of beliefs or
assumptions, a general view of the world. The approach that he or she
takes as an investigator is directly influenced by that systematic set of
beliefs, or paradigm. One such paradigm is naturalistic inquiry, which is
best described by a brief review of its underlying set of assumptions or
axioms as delineated by Lincoln and Guba (1985). The five axioms are:
1.

The nature of reality: The world is made up of multiple con

structed realities that must be studied holistically.

With each inquiry,

more questions are raised so that while prediction is an unlikely outcome
of a study, some level of understanding is achieved; thus, a set of
assumptions is developed.
2.

The relationship of inquirer and object of inquiry: The inquirer

and the object of inquiry interact with and influence one another
throughout the study.

While the "human-as-instrument" brings with it

acknowledged biases, when checks and balances (referred to in this
paradigm as trustworthiness measures) are employed, the inquirer can
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function as a "smart instrument," bringing to bear intuitive knowledge
and prior experience which serve to broaden the inquirer’s understanding
of the subject's reality.
3.

The possibility of generalization:

Recognizing that truth is

idiographic and context-bound, the purpose of inquiry is to develop a
body of knowledge that describes the individual case.
inquiry is context-bound, generalization is not possible.

Because each
Instead, the

naturalistic inquirer seeks to craft an in-depth description of the context
that will allow others to determine the similarities and differences
between that which is described and their own setting.
4.

The possibility of causal links: It is not possible to explain any

action apart from its multiple, interacting factors, thus making it impos
sible to clearly distinguish cause from effect.

Rather than looking for

cause-effect sequences, the naturalistic inquirer looks for patterns of
mutual shaping in order to establish inferences about the way in which
multiple factors shape one another.
5.

The role of values in inquiry:

Inquiry cannot be value-free.

There are at least four sources of influence--the personal values of the
investigator, the values undergirding the paradigm guiding the inquiry,
the values undergirding the methodology used in the inquiry, and the
values inherent to the context in which the inquiry is conducted.
Recognizing the impact that values have on the conduct of a study,
attempts were made throughout the study to identify and acknowledge
the sources of the values which were influencing the conduct of this
study by employing trustworthiness measures. These measures, which
set the standard for inquiry, will be discussed in a later section.
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Naturalistic inquiry begins with the defining of a problem.

This

problem serves to focus and bound the inquiry and to determine the
initial data collection strategies.

The problem addressed in this study

was the need for a model which identified and describes effective class
room management strategies for the computer-using teacher.

To ad

dress this problem (a) six inquiry questions were developed, and (b)
appropriate quantitative and qualitative data collection instruments and
methods were identified.
A central characteristic of naturalistic inquiry is the use of "human
as instrument."

In this study, the inquiry was conducted by a single

investigator. The advantage of the human as instrument is that, unlike a
paper-and-pencil measure or other standardized data collection instru
ments, the human can exercise flexibility, insight, and responsiveness to
the data.

Further, the human can respond from a base of experience

that he or she brings to the study.

Because the inquirer’s previous

experiences, competence, and values directly impact the course of
study, it is critical that the reader of any naturalistic study be provided
with a description of the inquirer's educational background and philoso
phies that have influenced the study. A brief description of this investi
gator's educational background, professional experiences, and personal
philosophy is provided in Appendix A.
Grounded theory is often the goal of naturalistic inquiry. If this is
the goal, the researcher enters the field with as few predetermined ideas
as possible and contextual data-grounded theory is developed as a result
of the inquiry (Glaser, 1978; Glaser & Strauss, 1967).

An alternative

practice of the naturalist is to begin with an existing theory with the goal
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of expanding or refining the theory.

In this study, the investigator was

aware that much research-based information is available regarding effec
tive classroom management.

The question remained, however, as to

whether such management practices remained the same and/or effective
when a computer was used in the classroom instructional environment.
Therefore, given this question, it was helpful to have as a beginning
point an existing theory with which to compare and contrast observed
management practices.
Participant Observation
Bogdan (1972) described participant observation as "research
characterized by prolonged periods of intense social interaction between
the researcher and the subjects, in the milieu of the latter, during which
time data, in the form of field notes, are unobtrusively and systematical
ly collected" (p. 3).

Participant observation has been identified as an

effective method to test and/or extend existing theory (Jones, 1985).
Further, because it involves sustained, multiple observations in a setting,
it allows the researcher an opportunity to discuss findings which are
grounded in the context (Crabtree & Miller, 1992; Strauss & Corbin,
1991). Thus, it seemed that if the focus of interest was how the activi
ties or influences of a setting or context give meaning to certain be
haviors and beliefs underlying the behaviors, participant observation was
an appropriate choice of method for this study.
According to Jorgensen (1989), the ultimate aim of participant
observation is to generate practical and theoretical truths about human
life which are grounded in the realities of daily life, from an insider's
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viewpoint.

There are various levels of participant observation, ranging

from overt participant observation to nonparticipant observation.

The

most obtrusive form of observation is nonparticipant observation be
cause, in distancing oneself from the activities of a context, the inquirer
does not become a member of the group, making it more likely that
reactivity effects will occur.

Therefore, nonparticipant observation re

quires a longer period of time for participants to accommodate to the
presence of the observer and a longer time, if ever, for participants to
return to "natural behavior" during observation (Krathwohl, 1993). The
sustained presence of the observer, a characteristic of naturalistic in
quiry, helps to diminish reactivity. An advantage of such nonparticipant
observation, on the other hand, is that it allows the inquirer to concen
trate on the observation process, thus enhancing the credibility and
dependability of the study.
Patton (1990) stated that the ideal is to adopt the level of partici
pation that will most efficiently accomplish the goals of the study, given
the characteristics of the participants and the context under study.

It

was determined, given the purpose of this study and the characteristics
of the teachers and students involved, that the best level of observation
was nonparticipant observation.

The participants' familiarity with the

investigator had the potential to influence, positively or negatively, the
reactivity of the participants. In order to decrease the degree of reactiv
ity of teachers and students, the investigator spent time interacting with
the students and teacher in each classroom before and/or after each
observation, sharing comments and observations designed to foster
greater comfort with the investigator's presence in the classroom. The
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goal was to develop a level of trust and a sense of common purpose
among the teachers and their students, that by behaving in the most
natural way possible during observation, they were contributing to an
accurate reporting of how computers could be used effectively in other
classrooms similar to theirs.
Case Study Methodology
Qualitative research such as that of naturalistic inquiry is often
reported in case study form {Krathwohl, 1993; Lincoln & Guba, 1985;
Stake, 1978; Strauss, 1987). Lincoln and Guba (1985) stated that the
purpose of the case study is to improve the reader's level of understand
ing of whatever the report deals with.

Further, Stake (1978) reported

that the case study may accomplish this purpose best because it allows
the reader to build on previous experience and tacit (intuitive) knowledge
to develop

personal understandings

or naturalistic generalizations

through probing of the detailed description provided in the case.

Case

study methodology originated in the fields of medicine and law where it
was utilized to provide a detailed and concise description of the charac
teristics of a single individual, situation, or problem and has recently
been generalized to educational research to describe or evaluate an
event, institution, process, or program (Krathwohl, 1993).

Case study

research usually begins with a problem identified from practice, focusing
on one unit of analysis across many events or participants.
The naturalistic inquirer is likely to prefer the case study method
of reporting because it is well-suited to the five axioms of naturalistic
inquiry discussed in the previous section.

Its format is adaptable to
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(a) reporting multiple realities at a site; (b) considering the investigator's
interaction with the site and consequent biases that may result; (c)
providing bases for individual naturalistic generalizations and transferabil
ity to other sites through "thick description"; (d) demonstrating the
variety of mutually shaping influences present; and (e) picturing the
value positions of the investigator, substantive theory, methodological
paradigm, and local contextual variables (Lincoln & Guba,

1985).

Lincoln and Guba identified the following six advantages of case study
methodology:
1.

It is the primary vehicle for emic inquiry, that is, inquiry that

seeks to reconstruct the subject's constructions rather than the a priori
construction of technical inquiry.
2.

It builds on the reader's tacit knowledge by presenting a life

like description much like the reader encounters in his or her world rather
than providing symbolic abstractions as in a technical report.
3.

It is an effective vehicle for demonstrating the interaction

between inquirer and subject. The reader can judge better the nature
and impact of the interaction from a case report to a much greater
extent than from a technical report.
4.

It provides an opportunity for the reader to probe for internal

consistency (trustworthiness) by comparing each new item of informa
tion with all previous information provided in the case.
5.

It provides the ’’thick description" necessary for the reader's

judgments about transferability.
6.

It provides a grounded assessment of the context.

If the

phenomena (e.g., teacher behavior) under study takes its meaning from
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and depends for its existence on its context(s), it is essential that the
reader be given an adequate picture of what that context is like.
Using the case study method, findings from the study are reported
as eight separate, modified case studies, distillations of the data from
each case. Each case study consists of (a) a description of the context,
using any portions of the data that add new meaning to the description;
(b) a summary report regarding the computer-using teacher's manage
ment practices, based on the quantitative data, qualitative field notes,
and related follow-up interview data, including the teacher's overt
management behaviors, as well as beliefs and reasons underlying those
behaviors; and (c) a resulting set of context-grounded assumptions
regarding the management practices which seemed to be effective
(using the aforementioned student-on-task rates as criteria for determin
ing management effectiveness) in that particular setting.
In summary, the axioms undergirding the naturalistic inquiry para
digm and the closely aligned characteristics of participant observation
and case study methodologies made it an appropriate choice to frame
and facilitate the study of the management practices of computer-using
elementary special education teachers. This naturalistic approach was
chosen because it offered the best procedural framework by which to
foster

a trustworthy,

in-depth description

teacher's management practices.

of the

computer-using

Similarly, nonparticipant observation

was chosen because it allowed the inquirer to (a) directly observe and
concurrently obtain an in vivo description of the teacher's management
behavior in the computer-using context, and (b) discuss with the teacher
any aspects of the observation.

Further, the case study method was
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chosen because it provided the best vehicle by which to communicate
the context and grounded findings to the interested reader.

Finally, it

was believed that the merging of qualitative and quantitative methodol
ogy would serve to strengthen the trustworthiness of the study.
Study Participants
Because this study involved human subjects, approval of the
study methodology and related instrumentation was obtained from the
Human Subjects Institutional Review Board at Western Michigan Univer
sity (see Appendix B). The participants in this study were eight elemen
tary and middle school special education teachers who had participated
in the 1991-92 phase of Project Instructional Computer Integration
Preparation (ICIP).

Project ICIP was a 3-year (1990-1993), federally-

funded research project awarded to the Department of Special Educa
tion, Western Michigan University by the U.S. Department of Education
(#H023C00107). The purpose of Project ICIP was to compare the rela
tive effectiveness of three methods of preparing teachers to use instruc
tional computer technology in educational programs for children and
youth with disabilities (Bahr, Kenney, & Hannaford, 1993).
Since one of the goals of this current study was to test and
extend the Project ICIP hypotheses, participants were randomly selected
from the Project ICIP sample.

Because the purpose of sampling is to

include as much information as possible, the investigator used maximum
variation sampling in an effort to capture the greatest potential variations
in the sample (Lincoln & Guba, 1985; Patton, 1990).

Of the eight

teachers, four teachers had completed all components of the 1991-92
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phase of Project ICIP integration training while the other four teachers
had completed all components of the 1991-92 Project ICIP control
group.

Integration training teachers participated in three 4-hour in-

service training sessions conducted on Saturdays during the 1991-92
school year.

At these training sessions, they (a) received software

designed to meet their instructional needs, (b) were given software
demonstrations and hands-on practice, (c) participated in ongoing dis
cussions of effective technology integration principles, and (d) shared
instructional strategies for computer use with other Project ICIP integra
tion training teachers.

Integration training teachers were also provided

with technical and integration assistance throughout the project. Control
teachers received the same software at the same times, but no training
or follow-up assistance.
Teachers were contacted by telephone and queried regarding their
interest in participating.

Nine potential participants were initially con

tacted; one individual who declined to participate cited a change in
teaching assignment from elementary to high school. Seven participants
were elementary special education teachers of students with mild handi
caps.

One was a middle school teacher of sixth grade students with

mild mental impairments.
At the time of the telephone call, an initial interview was conduct
ed with those individuals who consented to participate (see Appendix C).
Table 1 presents demographic information about the study participants.
Seven females and one male comprised the pool of participants. Mean
years of teaching experience was 11.63 (SD = 6.82).

All participants

reported having similar basic computer literacy skills, including booting
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and formatting a disk, using a word processor, and using other applica
tion software such as database programs.

All participants reported

having had formal training through in-service or preservice classes.
Further information about each participant/context can be found in the
case studies in Chapter IV. In addition to the demographic information
obtained, three questions were asked regarding the participants' at
titudes toward using computers in the classroom and two questions
regarding the participants’ current computer integration practices. The
responses to these questions are included in the individual case studies
which are presented in Chapter IV.
Table 1
Participant Demographic Information

Gender

Years of
teaching
experience

Level of
computer
skills

Self-reported
prior training

1

M

23

Basic

In-service

4

F

11

Basic

In-service

10

F

12

Basic

In-service

15

F

8

Basic

Preservice

18

F

20

Advanced

Preservice &
in-service

31

F

9

Basic

Preservice

36

F

8

Basic

In-service

45

F

2

Basic

Preservice

Teacher
ID

Note. M = 11.63. SD = 6.82.
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Observational Data Collection
Each teacher was observed approximately 10 times between
January and April 1992 during language arts classes. All observations
were prearranged and conducted from the beginning of the class period
to the end, regardless of its length.

Total minutes each teacher was

observed across the 10 observations ranged from 279 to 453 minutes.
The mean length of minutes observed across 10 observations for indi
vidual teachers ranged from 3 1.00 to 45.30 minutes. The grand mean
across all eight teachers (79 observations) was 39.16 minutes (SD =
12.10).

The large standard deviation resulted from the fact that the

investigator observed the entire language arts period, the lengths of
which varied significantly across and within teachers (see Table 2).
Observation System
The observation system used was the Teacher Attending Be
haviors (TAB) observation system designed by the investigator as a
modification of the WORD observation system developed by Haus
(1989) (see Appendix D).

This system was designed to collect both

qualitative and quantitative data. It allowed the investigator to record, in
real-time, the object of teachers' attending behaviors or focus, and to
describe, via field notes, the nature of his or her behavior.

Teacher

focus categories defined and coded by the investigator were based on
the research questions and information obtained from classroom visits
during the 1991-92 phase of Project ICIP. The six categories of teacher
focus were:

(1) students/computer(s), denoting that the teacher's
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Table 2
Mean Length of Classroom Observations
Minutes
Teacher
ID

Sessions
n
9a

1

Sum

M

SD

279

31.00

15.47

4

10

404

40.40

7.58

10

10

395

39.50

14.76

15

10

411

41.10

11.59

18

10

352

35.20

6.69

31

10

371

37.10

9.87

36

10

429

42.90

14.60

45

10

453

45.30

11.76

Total

79

3,094

39.16

12.10

aMissing case due to unreadable observation file.
attention was directed toward student(s) within the classroom, at least
one of whom was using a computer; (2) student(s)/no computer(s),
denoting that the teacher's attention was directed toward student(s)
within the classroom, none of whom were using a computer; (3) nonstudent(s), denoting that the teacher's attention was directed toward
nonstudents (adults and/or students from other classrooms); (4) materi
als,

denoting

that the

teacher's

attention

was

directed

toward

materials/objects within the classroom; (5) no focus/unable to determine,
denoting that the teacher was in the classroom but was not overtly
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attending to anyone or anything, or the observer was unable to deter
mine the teacher's focus of attention; and (6) out of room, denoting that
the teacher was physically outside of the classroom with the focus of
his or her attention outside of the classroom.
The TAB observation system enabled the investigator to collect
quantitative real-time frequency and duration data regarding the focus of
the teachers' attention while concurrently recording descriptive field
notes. Each time the teacher changed focus, a code was entered using
the aforementioned system and a detailed description of the teacher's
behavior in the form of field notes was typed into the system. The field
notes provided a real-time qualitative description of the teacher's overt
behaviors. Since description must be carefully separated from interpre
tation (Patton, 1990), all information of a contextual or interpretive
nature was denoted by the word "note" preceding the information. This
was done to separate the teacher's behavior from the investigator's
interpretation or comment.
In addition, the TAB observation system prompted the observer to
record counts of computer and noncomputer students' off-task behavior
every 3 minutes. These real-time off-task behavior rates, when exam
ined with the contemporaneous quantitative and qualitative data on
teacher focus, enabled the investigator to identify the teacher attending
behaviors that most fostered student on-task behavior.
Reliability
To insure that the investigator was reliably coding the quantitative
teacher focus and student off-task behaviors, periodic reliability checks
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were conducted.

The investigator identified an individual who had

extensive experience in classroom observation, reviewed the definitions
involved in the quantitative portion of the observation system with the
individual, and conducted three reliability checks over the course of the
4-month data collection period. Care was taken during reliability checks
to avoid discussion of behaviors under observation in an effort to avoid
observer drift, a situation that may occur if observers discuss the be
haviors being coded, agree with each other in what and how they code,
but drift away from the original definition (Jones, 1985).
Overall reliability, indicating the percentage of all instances in
which both observers recorded the same behavior, was calculated using
the following formula:
# of times observers agreed

# of agreements + disagreements
Reliability was calculated for "teacher focus” and ’’computer and non
computer student off task” frequency counts for each of the three reli
ability checks. Mean reliability for teacher focus was .82 (SD = 0.19)
and .97 for student off-task behavior (SD = 0.05), exceeding the ac
cepted standard of .80 (Slavin, 1984). These percentages are presented
in Table 3.
The greatest area of difficulty for observer agreement occurred
when the teacher was focusing on two or more students simultaneously
while also correcting a student's work, a behavior described by Kounin
(1970) as overlapping. This occurred in Observation 2 and the difficulty
involved is reflected in the relatively low agreement score for teacher
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Table 3
Overall Agreement Percentages for Observer Reliability Check
Observation
number

Teacher
focus

1

.97

0.92

2

.61

1.00

3

.89

1.00

M

.82

0.97

SD

.19

0.05

focus.

Computer/noncomputer
student off-task counts

In such cases, the description provided in the qualitative data

becomes extremely important.
Observational Data Analysis
Reid (1992) pointed out that computers cannot perform analysis,
but can perform many of the labor-intensive tasks associated with data
management, such as coding, sorting, and summarizing data, much
more quickly and accurately than the investigator.

A content analysis

procedure was used to analyze the observational data. Textbase Alpha
(Tesch, 1989), a program designed for the analysis of qualitative data,
was used to facilitate the analysis of the text portion of the observation
al data. While this observation system had one existing level of codes
which enabled the investigator to identify the focus of the teacher, it
was the thick description of the concurrent field notes that identified the
quality and goal/intent of the teacher’s focus.

For example, while the
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teacher’s focus may have been on the computer students, the intent of
the focus may have been to correct the student's behavior or to explain
how to use the computer program he or she has just booted.

In such

instances, the focus code alone would have revealed very little about the
intent or purpose of the behavior.
Using the framework of Textbase Alpha, all text from field notes
were content analyzed, coding by segments of meaning. That is, any
portion of the text that related to the kind or quality of a focus was
examined and codified. Additionally, any segment of the text that indi
cated multiple foci received multiple codes. A sample of a coded page
appears in Appendix E. After the first level of analysis was completed,
the field notes were sorted by codes and text segments assigned to
each code were compared. This process of comparison yielded the ini
tial set of categories which were again sorted and refined. A definition
was written for each of the categories which emerged out this third and
final analysis, which described the defining features of each category
and gave examples of activities subsumed by that category.
Observational Data Categories
Twenty-six strategies for managing the computer-use classroom
emerged during the second round of content analysis. The third round
enabled the codes to be collapsed into three broad categories:
Instructional uses: Strategies the teacher employed when using
the computer in instruction, such as (a) using the computer as a demon
stration tool to teach an editing lesson, (b) using the computer as part of
an integrated activity in which students used the computer to word
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process their creative writing pieces, and (c) using the computer as a
drill and practice activity related or unrelated to other concurrent class
room activities.
2.

Instructional formats: Grouping and associated strategies the

teacher employed when using the computer, such as (a) small group
instruction using a grammar drill and practice program, with follow-up
individual help as students used the program individually; (b) cooperative
learning dyads in which one student performed the keyboarding while
the other student checked spelling and syntax of a paragraph composed
together earlier; and (c) whole-group discussion of the construction of
haiku, using an overhead projection panel.
3.

Instructional activity flow: Strategies the teacher employed to

foster uninterrupted activity flow when the computer was being used,
such as (a) visually monitoring the computer student(s) while teaching a
reading group, (b) providing written directions for use of the computer
and/or computer program, (c) providing a preassigned peer helper for the
computer student to access when he or she needs help, or (d) proximately monitoring computer students during independent work time.
Quantitative data regarding the frequency and duration of the
teacher foci and the 3-minute off-task rates of computer and noncom
puter students were computed for each observation and averaged across
all observations for each case in order to determine (a) the frequency
with which a teacher displayed a particular focus, (b) the duration of
observation time a particular focus was maintained, and (c) the percent
age of computer and noncomputer student off-task time. A summary of
incidents comprised of the simultaneous behavior of teacher and
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students was then examined by comparing off-task rates to teacher foci
and field notes at any point in time, to determine teacher focus be
haviors that most fostered student on-task behavior.
Interview Data
Two types of interview data were collected:

(1) initial/exit inter

view data and (2) follow-up interview data. All interviews were audio
taped and immediately transcribed against the notes taken during the
interview to insure an accurate and complete script of the interview.
The initial telephone interview solicited demographic information dis
cussed in a previous section of this chapter and qualitative data related
to the participants' attitudes regarding computer usage in the classroom
and current integration practices.

The exit interview was conducted

after all data had been analyzed and a rough draft of the case studies
had been mailed to the respective participants.

The purpose of this

interview was to conduct a final member check of the information in
cluded in the case studies. Upon reviewing their case studies, teachers
were asked to (a) determine whether the description adequately repre
sented their classrooms; (b) check for errors of fact, interpretation, or
omission; and (c) provide any other suggestions that would contribute to
the accuracy of their reports.
Ten follow-up interviews per teacher were conducted via tele
phone the afternoon or evening following each classroom observation.
The investigator asked questions related to how and why the teachers
managed the computer-use classroom as they did during the observa
tions. The purpose of these interviews was to stimulate the teachers'
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recall of the observed events in order to ascertain their perceptions of
the focus and nature of the attending behaviors that occurred during the
observed session (Evertson & Green, 1986; Shavelson, 1983).

These

interviews also served as a check of the observer's perceptions of the
events observed (Lincoln & Guba, 1985).
qualitative data were gathered:

As a result, two types of

(1) corroborative factual data which

clarified behaviors or events observed, and (2) data which reflected the
teacher’s attitude and philosophy driving his or her actions.
These qualitative data were also content-analyzed using Textbase
Alpha.

The interview text was segmented into codes and categories

using the same procedure outlined for the observation data.

However,

rather than representing teacher behaviors, as in the observation data,
the interview data reflected teacher beliefs and attitudes that influenced
their decisions which, in turn, influenced behaviors observed in the
classroom.

The following broad category emerged from the third and

final round of content analysis.
Instructional planning and decision making: Strategies the teacher
employed for planning and evaluating his or her instructional computer
use, such as (a) recording students' computer scores on drill and prac
tice programs, (b) planning computer-related projects that resulted in
products that could be used in portfolio assessment of students' com
puter work, and (c) basing computer-use decisions on cost- or timeefficiency constraints.
This category included approximately 16 different reasons cited by
the teachers for implementing particular computer-use management
strategies. They related to: (a) maintaining activity flow, (b) maintaining
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behavior control, (c) working within externally imposed limitations, and
(d) meeting student needs. These reasons were collapsed into the final
category described above and used in the individual case studies to
further explain teacher behaviors, and determine the degree of con
gruence and/or incongruence between teachers’ beliefs about computer
integration and their actual computer management practices.
Secondary Data Sources
The investigator kept a journal chronicling all daily research activi
ties, personal reactions to, or insights about the overall study or individ
ual cases, and all methodological decisions related to the study.

This

journal, filled with facts, musings, and decisions relative to the study,
served as a guide through the course of the inquiry.

A sample of a

journal entry can be found in Appendix F.
Application of Trustworthiness Criteria
Observation is a process which is mediated or influenced on
several levels:

The observer is a person with biases, beliefs, training,

and abilities that influence judgment; the observation tool has a certain
capacity to record an observation; and the observation system, by
design, has a point of view, bias, and structure (Evertson & Green,
1986). While its detractors argue that the naturalistic inquiry method of
using self-as-instrument may sacrifice objectivity and reliability, fostering
undisciplined research based on subjective judgment (Fetterman, 1988;
Smith, 1988), Lincoln and Guba (1985) have developed trustworthiness
criteria which, when applied by the naturalistic inquirer, lend credence to
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the truth value, applicability, consistency, and neutrality of the study.
The four trustworthiness criteria, credibility, transferability, dependabil
ity, and confirmability, were applied via a variety of activities during the
study.
Credibility
In order to preserve the credibility or truth value of the study
(internal validity), the investigator practiced what Guba (1981) called
"prolonged engagement at a site" (p. 84).

During a 4-month period of

study, each participant was observed 10 (25-minute to 1-hour) times.
These frequent visits helped in several ways: (a) They reduced the ef
fects of any perceived observer intrusiveness, decreasing teacher and
student reactivity with each visit; (b) they provided the investigator
multiple opportunities to test personal biases or misperceptions related
to the context or teacher behaviors; and (c) they allowed sufficient time
and generated enough data by which to accurately characterize the
subjects/contexts being studied. In addition, the investigator periodically
sought out a peer who was familiar with the goals of the study to listen
and react to the inquirer's developing thoughts and insights regarding
the teachers being studied.
A second credibility technique used was member checks.

After

each observation, follow-up teacher interviews were conducted via an
open-ended interview format using the stimulated recall procedure. This
procedure enabled the investigator to gain insights into the thoughts,
decision-making processes, and beliefs which guided the teacher’s
behavior

during

the

observations.

Additionally,

it

provided

an
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opportunity to check perceptions/understanding of the teacher's be
havior directly with the teacher, by asking questions and probing for
further information regarding the teacher behavior under discussion. The
interviews were audio-taped to allow for closer analysis of the teacher's
responses as well as a check of the inquirer's perceptions and recording
of the interview event.
A second member check procedure was used after the investiga
tor had drafted the case studies.

The teachers were asked to review

their case studies for accuracy of information and interpretation of the
context and events observed. Suggestions for revisions and/or additions
were discussed and changes were made in reports where both investiga
tor and teacher agreed it was appropriate.
Transferability
To facilitate transfer of the information collected to other similar
contexts (generalizability and external validity), a thorough description
was developed which included contextually grounded statements which
were descriptive or interpretive of each specific classroom setting.

In

order to maximize the range of information regarding the management
behaviors of teachers in computer-use elementary special education
classrooms, the eight teachers who were asked to participate were
selected from the extreme training conditions of Project ICIP.

Through

teacher self-report data and personal observation in each teacher's class
room during the 1991-92 phase of Project ICIP, the investigator was
able to determine that these teachers represented a full range of years of
teaching experience, level of computer training/experience, and amount
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of reported current computer use in their classrooms.

Such maximum

variation sampling is based on the principle that any common patterns
that emerge from great variation will provide a powerful representation
of the core experiences, central themes, and shared aspects of the
subjects under investigation (Patton, 1990).
The field notes, when combined with teacher interviews, provide
thick, descriptive, context-grounded data which enable the reader to
compare to other computer-use classroom contexts for possible transfer
of identified management practices. The richer the description, the more
confident the investigator and case study reader can be that this context
does or does not match the context to which transfer is being consid
ered (Geertz, 1973; Lincoln & Guba, 1985). Yin (1989) referred to the
generalization resulting from case study research as analytic generaliza
tion in which a previously developed theory is used as a template to
compare the empirical results of the case study.

If two or more case

studies support the same theory, Yin believed that replication can be
claimed. In this study the theoretical template used as a framework to
develop and compare the eight case studies was the classroom man
agement theory of Kounin (1970) and several others who built upon his
theory.
Dependability
Because the investigator was concerned about the dependability
(reliability) of the data, the overlap method, a form of triangulation de
scribed by Webb, Campbell, Schwartz, and Sechrest (1966), was
employed. Overlap methods included observation followed by discussion
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of the observation with the teacher, and word processing teacher inter
view responses as well as audiotape-recording the interviews. Using the
audit trail procedure suggested by Guba (1978), the field notes, teacher
interview notes, and the investigator's daily introspective journal pro
vided a paper trail which peers or other readers could access.

Such a

paper trail also provides valuable information regarding the logic and
ongoing reasoning processes which influenced the direction of the study.
Confirmabilitv
Because naturalistic inquiry requires that the investigator, as the
observation instrument, must deal with the multiple realities of a subject
and the role of the inquirer's personal dispositions or biases, Scriven
(1971) recommended shifting the burden of neutrality from the inquirer
to his or her data.

That is, rather than the inquirer being concerned

about certifying himself or herself or the methods used, data were con
firmed by triangulation.

Triangulation involved collecting data from

multiple teacher observations and follow-up interviews, the investiga
tor's daily journal, and other dependent measures such as teacher atti
tude scales gathered during the teachers' 1991-92 participation in Pro
ject ICIP.

On the other hand, Reinharz (1979) pointed out that while

research reports discuss the problem and method, it is equally important
in a naturalistic study to discuss the investigator, documenting possible
shifts or changes in his or her orientation during the study. By practicing
reflexivity in the form of a daily journal of introspections about the
teachers and other contextual factors of study, the investigator provided
a means of revealing the underlying epistomological assumptions which
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guided the formulation of emerging questions, research procedures, and
findings.
After all the proposed safeguards were implemented, the investi
gator was aware that the naturalistic inquiry methodology might, never
theless, be at risk for rejection because of its dependence on the ob
server as sole instrument and lens through which the teacher behaviors
were reported and interpreted. However, the greater concern was that a
solely quantitative study of a set of isolated and predetermined teacher
behaviors in the computer-use classroom had the potential to produce
incomplete or even misleading data.

By collecting rich descriptions of

teachers' attending behaviors, this naturalistic inquiry methodology
provided an opportunity to study the subjective experiences of teachers.
Such insight into the teachers' thoughts, feelings, opinions, goals, and
philosophies provided an added dimension to the understanding of the
teachers' behaviors in the computer-use classroom.
Thus, the naturalistic inquiry paradigm, using nonparticipant
observation, allowed the investigator to consider both overt and covert
aspects of teachers' attending behaviors.

As Doyle (1978) stated,

research which attends only to the overt behaviors of teachers has re
stricted our understanding of factors that influence instruction effects.
Among other factors, it is the teacher's philosophy and attitude about
computer use in his or her classroom that will influence and guide his or
her management behavior in that computer-use classroom.

Such ab

stract factors, which greatly influence teacher behavior, are not neces
sarily observable or quantifiable, but are, nevertheless, essential to a
deeper understanding of effective teacher management behaviors in a
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computer-use elementary special education classroom,

The following

case studies provide that deeper level of understanding.
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CHAPTER IV
RESULTS
Overview
The purposes of this chapter are, first, to present case study pro
files of eight computer-using teachers and, second, to compare teacher
and student behaviors for the two Project Instructional Computer Inte
gration Preparation (ICIP) training groups represented in this study. Data
collected and synthesized from (a) classroom observations of teacher
foci; (b) student off-task behavior rates; (c) observation field notes; and
(d) teacher follow-up interviews provide the content for the case studies
and training group comparisons, and form the basis for conclusions
drawn about effective management of students in computer-use class
rooms.
Case Studies
Each case study consists of (a) background information about the
context, including a summary of observed computer student and
noncomputer student off-task behavior rates; (b) a description of the
computer-use management strategies observed; (c) a description of the
teacher's instructional planning and decision-making strategies; and (d) a
description of the observed relationship between teacher focus behavior
and student off-task (or on-task) behavior, resulting in a set of

68
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context-grounded assumptions regarding the management practices
which seemed to be most effective in that particular setting.
Project ICIP Training Group Comparisons
One of the goals of this current study was to test and extend the
Project ICIP hypothesis that training would have a differential effect on
the quality of computer use among Project ICIP participants.

The hy

pothesis was tested by comparing the Project ICIP control and integra
tion training group participants on the following variables:

(a) percent

ages of off-task behavior among computer and noncomputer students,
(b) amount of computer-use time, (c) nature of teacher focus categories,
and (d) commonalities and differences in computer-use management
strategies and their relative effectiveness.

These comparisons are

presented after the case studies.
Individual Teacher Case Studies
Teacher 1
Background
Teacher 1 taught in a middle school (Grades 6 through 8), selfcontained, special education classroom for students with mild mental
impairments.

He did not have a teacher's aide.

His classroom was

average-sized. It contained one computer in a study carrel and an addi
tional large television monitor located directly behind and facing the
teacher's desk. The monitor was connected to the computer, enabling
the teacher to monitor the computer student's activity. Teacher 1 was
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observed for 279 minutes across nine observations (see Table 2). Mean
length of observations was 31.0 minutes (SD = 15.5). The large stan
dard deviation was due to the loss of data from Observations 4, 6, and
9.

Each observation actually ranged from 35 to 50 minutes in length.

Computer use was observed in all nine observations for 229 of the 279
minutes observed (82% of the time). According to the teacher, comput
er use was planned during all observations. All observations took place
during language arts periods when students were either receiving lan
guage arts instruction from the teacher or working at their desks or the
computer on independent tasks, some of which were related to language
arts. There was an average of 12 students in the classroom. Most of
the time one student used the computer while other students worked at
their desks or in small groups with the teacher.

During four observa

tions, several students were involved in computer use at the same time.
Across observations, mean percentage of off-task behavior for the
computer student(s) was 9.5% (SD = 29.5), while off-task behavior
among concomitant noncomputer students was 16.9% (SD = 28.1)
(see Table 4). Across observations, there was wide variation in off-task
rates among both noncomputer and computer students.
Teacher focus data (see Table 5) revealed that when Teacher 1
was conducting small-group noncomputer-based instruction, he seldom
monitored the independent computer student (see Observation 2).

On

the other hand, when all students were working independently and there
was one computer student (see Observation 3), he focused a propor
tionate time on the computer student.
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Table 4
Computer Student (CS) and Noncomputer Student (NCS)
Off-Task Behavior for Teacher 1
Percentage of
students off-task

Number of students in
classroom
Length of
observation
Obs.
no.

4

5

NCS

%t

M
(SD)

CS

M

Minutes®

n

%b

42

9

71.4

0

28.6

46.3

0.0

10

28.6

1

71.4

(42.0)

(0 . 0)

8

7.4

0

7.1

12.1

38.5

9

71.4

1

92.9

(18.0)

(50.0)

10

14.3

11

7.1

0

5.9

0

29.4

1.9

25.0

3

5.9

1

70.6

(4.0)

(45.2)

6

5.9

10

58.8

11

23.5

0

14.3

1

14.3

39.6

0.0

8

85.7

4

85.7

(24.3)

(0.0)

0

100.0

35

3

CS

NCS

50

16

34

100.0

(SD)

0.0
(0 . 0)
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Table 4 —Continued
Number of students in
classroom
Length of
observation

NCS

Percentage of
students off-task

CS

NCS

Obs.
no.

Minutes3

n

%b

n

%b

6

5

0

100.0

5

100.0

M
(SD)

CS
M
(SD)
0.0
(0.0)

7

46

1

25.0

0

12.5

1.6

10

6.3

1

62.5

12

56.3

12

25.0

13

12.5

5

60.0

0

40.0

0.0

0 .0

6

40.0

1

60.0

(0.0)

(0.0)

6

38.5

0

23.1

30.0

0.0

16.9

9.5

(45.3)

0.0
(0.0)

8°
9

10
Grand
mean

15

36

(28.1)

(29.5)

aRounded to nearest minute. bPercentage of time n students were in
classroom during observation. cMissing case due to unreadable observa
tion file.
During computer-based small-group instruction (see Observation
4), Teacher 1 focused intermittently on noncomputer students primarily
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Table 5
Relative Percentage and Frequency of Focus Categories for Teacher 1
No focus/
Unable to
determine

Students/
computer

Students/
no comp.

Obs.
no.

%

na

%

na

%

na

%

na

1

11.0

5

71.1

67

1.5

3

4.3

4

2

0.1

1

83.1

17

10.3

3

7.9

6

3

9.4

8

77.7

57

1.4

3

3.2

6

4

90.5

8

12.1

5

5

95.8

8

0.4

2

2.3

1

6

91.0

6

7

35.7

8

53.6

5.5

9

0.9

1

10

27.2

12

2.8

Nonstudents

3.2

1

57

1.7

2

98.9

5

1.7

1

51.7

45

1.0

1

Materials

%

na

Out of
room
%

na

12.0

2

7.4

1

11

3.8

1

4

16.8

2

8b

Grand
meanc

31.2

56.7

2.3

3.7

6.0

“Number of times focus was observed during session. bMissing case due to unreadable observation file.
“Based on total minutes by category divided by total observation minutes (n = 279).
03

in response to off-task behavior.

Field notes and follow-up interview

notes documented use of the following strategies to manage his com
puter-use classroom.
Instructional Use Strategies
Teacher 1 used the computer for review and mastery of grammar
and math skills. He said it enhanced his teaching because, "It reinforces
everything I teach and drills the students rather than me doing it."

He

believed that computer-directed drill and practice activities are more
reinforcing to the students than the same teacher-directed activity.
Teacher 1 reported having "piles" of programs.

Many of them

contained multiple skill levels, making it possible to assign single com
puter programs that had levels appropriate for all students.

He chose

the program or portion of a program prescriptively for each student and
students progressed through the levels until they reached mastery.
During most observations Teacher 1 and/or students were observed
using one or two drill and practice language arts programs (for group
work) and one drill and practice math program (during independent
computer use).
Instructional Format Strategies
Two instructional formats were used by this teacher. Three days
a week students worked on "contracts" which included approximately
60 independent learning and review tasks which had to be completed by
Friday.

Included among these were five or six computer-related tasks.

Field notes from Observation 4 indicated, "Teacher is at the computer
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helping student get started on his contract requirements. He is seated at
computer and is booting the disk and telling the student what to work
on."

As these tasks were completed, they had to be checked and

signed off by the teacher. At the beginning of each class, there was a
transition time when students were getting task directions from the
teacher.

During this time, there was often higher off-task behavior

observed among noncomputer students while the independent computer
student tended to begin work right away.
While students were working on independent tasks, the teacher
conducted small-group language arts instruction which occasionally
involved the computer.

Small-group instruction which involved the

computer was centered on a vocabulary-building drill and practice pro
gram.

While other students were working on other contract tasks,

Teacher 1 worked with a group of 3 to 12 students at the computer. He
always did the keyboarding, essentially running the program and coach
ing students as they needed help. While he was watching the computer
screen, the students were seated around the large television monitor, in
turn calling out their answers as he typed responses into the computer.
Field notes for Observation 8 documented the following:

"He is sitting

at the computer working the game, talking to students about how they
are doing.

The game ends and he tells them they have earned 255

points." When asked why he did the keyboarding rather than assigning
that task to students, he said that most of his students do not know the
keyboard well enough to do the keyboarding.

Points were awarded

during small-group computer-based instruction for being ready to answer
and giving the correct answer.

If a student was not ready or made a
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mistake, another person could get his or her points.

Also, if a person

was not ready, the whole group might lose a point. When asked about
the competitive aspect of this practice, he said, "They love the competi
tion."
During small-group computer-based instruction, computer students
were generally on task; however, in Observation 4, noncomputer stu
dents were observed off task approximately 40% of the time.

For

Observations 5 and 6, Teacher 1 changed his management strategy by
removing all noncomputer students from his classroom to work in anoth
er special education classroom, when he was conducting a small-group
computer-based lesson.

During Observation 10, when noncomputer

students were again in the room during small-group computer-based
instruction, relatively high noncomputer student off-task behavior was
again observed.
Teacher 1 attended to the independent computer students period
ically; however, this occurred almost exclusively during independent
work time.

For example, Observation 10 field notes revealed, "He is

seated at his desk with his back to the computer student but in direct
view of the big computer monitor. He looks up to monitor the computer
student's progress, giving him a procedural direction to help him get his
score printed." When he was conducting small group instruction which
did not involve the computer, he did not attend to the independent
computer student at all.

As can be seen in Observations 2 and 3,

computer student off-task behavior was observed more frequently than
at other times. Field notes from Observation 2 stated, "He (the teacher)
is in a position in which he can neither see the computer student or the
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large TV monitor which projects the computer screen image.

The

computer student continues to call out to other independent workers and
the observer for help."
When Teacher 1 conducted whole-group noncomputer-based
instruction, he did not allow independent computer use because, he said,
"I’m trying to get the same information to all the kids, so I don't want
them on the computer." He believed that using the "contract" format 3
days a week (using computer for independent tasks and small-group
instruction) and whole-group instruction (with no computer use) 2 days a
week allowed: (a) the students the variety they needed and (b) him the
opportunity to deliver the content they needed and touch base with all
students.
Activity Flow Strategies
The students' goal of "contract" completion regulated much of the
activity flow in this classroom 3 days of the week.

The other 2 days

Teacher 1 reported using lecture format. This format was not observed
because it did not involve computer use. When asked why he used the
contract format, Teacher 1 said, "When we do lecture, kids don't like to
listen." When all students were working independently, Teacher 1 most
often sat at his desk, calling individuals up to give independent instruc
tion or monitor their progress. He answered individual questions called
out to him, and often walked to students' desks to answer questions or
monitor their progress.

When asked about the practice of allowing

students to interrupt him, he said, "They know what bothers me and
what doesn't.

I just touch base with a kid.

Sometimes it just takes a
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couple of minutes. It doesn't bother me. In a serious situation, I would
not let anybody interrupt us."

When Teacher 1 did not have specific

students to work with, he walked around, monitoring the progress of all
students.

Whether seated at his desk or walking around the room,

Teacher 1 used the large television screen to monitor the progress of the
computer student, often glancing up and commenting on the student’s
progress or offering a suggestion.
When he conducted small-group computer-based instruction, other
independent workers (noncomputer students) tended to be more off task
while students in the compute-use group demonstrated low off-task
rates (see Observations 4 and 10 on Table 4).

Noncomputer students

seemed to be more interested in the computer activity than in their
independent work, often calling out answers to the computer-use group.
To avoid this disruption, when possible, Teacher 1 removed noncomput
er students to study in the other special education classroom. This was
effective, as seen in Observations 5 and 6 when he removed noncom
puter students vis-a-vis in Observations 9 and 10 when he did not.
When he conducted small-group instruction while another independent
worker used the computer for a contract task, he did not attend to the
computer student, focusing his attention on the small group, visually
scanning the other independent workers only if he heard a disruption. In
fact, he often positioned himself during small-group instruction so that
he could not see the computer student or the large television monitor.
When asked about his choice of not monitoring the computer student
during small group instruction. Teacher 1 said of a particular student,
"He knows what to do.

He has his contract to work on, but he just
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needs to get a lot of attention."

During two observations, the same

student was observed remaining at the computer when he could not
understand the task, calling out to independent workers around him for
help. He was ignored by the students and teacher. As can be seen in
Table 4, these two observations in which this particular student was the
computer student (Observations 2 and 3) represent the only computer
student off-task behavior observed during nine observations.
In addition to instruction-related strategies, two underlying strate
gies were used to foster on-task behavior.

Points were awarded for

contract completion on Friday. Everyone went to the bowling alley, and
those who had completed their contracts could bowl, while those who
had not completed contracts would sit and watch.
Teacher 1 said, "It keeps the kids hopping!"

Of this practice,

Second, throughout the

day during seatwork time, Teacher 1 took random variable interval ontask counts, awarding points to individuals for on-task behavior.

With

these points students could buy pop and other treats on Friday.

He

reported that it worked with most kids because they wanted the pop.
Instructional Planning and Decision-Making Strategies
When asked if he thought instructional computer use enhanced his
teaching, Teacher 1 said that he used it to reinforce everything he
teaches. By carefully checking contract completion, he monitored close
ly the students' computer tasks, most often by requiring computer print
outs of their current scores. Observation 4 revealed, "Teacher is helping
student print out his progress on Word Attack." He kept track of smallgroup computer-use progress via the record-keeping system built into his
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computer programs. Many times he was observed talking to individual
computer students about their most current scores, and complimenting
computer-use groups about how well they were progressing with their
vocabulary skills.
When asked whether he thought his current computer usage was
effective, Teacher 1 immediately pointed to the improvement of scores
among students using various skill-building programs. When asked why
he did not use other kinds of software such as word processing, he
questioned their usefulness while wondering aloud whether he had the
time to learn how to best integrate other kinds of software into his in
struction.

On another occasion, when discussing some possible adap

tive devices for his hearing impaired student. Teacher 1 indicated that he
had the resources to purchase necessary software and adaptive equip
ment.
Summary
Teacher 1 used the computer during 82% of the total observation
time.

Across observations, Teacher 1 used the computer for drill and

practice of previously learned language arts and math skills. He assigned
portions of programs to students to complete independently during
contract work time and directed small-group computer-based drill and
practice sessions. He monitored results of all computer-based work via
computer printouts of scores or personal contact with students following
computer task completion.

He conducted contract work and small

group instruction 3 days per week and used whole-group lecture format
on the other 2 days.

When Teacher

1 conducted small-group
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noncomputer-based instruction,

individual students

could

use the

computer for contract-related computer tasks; however, they were
expected to either complete the task independently or move on to
another task if they could not do so. When this strategy did not work
for a student, he did not alter the strategy.
When Teacher 1 conducted computer-based instruction with three
or more students while other students ostensibly worked independently
on contract assignments, noncomputer student off-task behavior was
relatively high. To solve this problem, his strategy was to remove the
noncomputer students to another special education classroom to study.
Observations 5 and 6 reflected the absence of noncomputer students
while he worked with five computer students.

This adjusted strategy

was effective, as it eliminated the noncomputer students altogether.
Finally, when all students were working independently on contract
tasks. Teacher 1 monitored students visually and proximately, including
the computer students. This strategy was observed to have inconsistent
effects on student behavior, as can be seen by comparing off-task rates
in Observations 1 and 3 when he utilized this strategy (see Table 4).
While noncomputer student off-task behavior occurred across observa
tions, when asked whether he felt his current computer use was effec
tive, Teacher 1 talked about improvement in skills as evidence of its
effectiveness. And while he felt his current computer-based instruction
was effective, he questioned the value of expanding computer use in his
language arts class.
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Teacher 4
Background
Teacher 4 taught in a special education upper elementary categor
ical room for students with emotional impairments. She did not have a
teacher's aide.

The classroom was one-half the size of an average

elementary school classroom and contained one computer located behind
a divider. Teacher 4 was observed for 404 minutes across 10 sessions
(see Table 2).

Mean length of observation was 40.4 minutes (SD =

7.6). Observations 6 through 10 were intentionally shortened because a
clear and consistent pattern of instructional computer integration had
developed by Observation 5.
Computer use was observed in 5 of 10 observations, for approx
imately 88 of the 404 minutes observed (22% of the time). According
to Teacher 4, computer use was planned to occur during all observa
tions. All observations were done during language arts period. During
the period Teacher 4 usually conducted a whole-group expressive writing
lesson while individual students used the computer for 15 to 20
minutes. There were usually 8 to 12 students in the room with up to 4
students gone at one time for mainstream classes.
Mean percentage rate of off-task behaviors among computer
students was 0.0% (SD = 0.0), while mean percentage for noncomput
er students was 1.3% (SD = 6.5), which is notably little off-task be
havior (see Table 6). These data suggested that use of the computer did
not foster increased off-task behavior of students.
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Table 6
Computer Student (CS) and Noncomputer Student (NCS)
Off-Task Behavior for Teacher 4

Length of
observation
Obs.
no.
1

2

3

4

Minutes3
47

47

51

44

n

Number of students in
classroom

Percentage of
students off-task

NCS

NCS

CS

%b

n

%b

M
(SD)

0

100.0

0.0

CS
M
(SD)

7

6.3

8

68.8

9

25.0

8

11.8

0

76.5

0.0

0.0

9

5.9

1

23.5

(0.0)

(0.0)

10

58.8

11

17.6

12

5.9

6

5.9

0

64.7

0.0

0.0

8

17.6

1

35.3

(0.0)

(0.0)

9

23.5

10

17.6

11

29.4

12

5.9

4

7.1

0

92.9

12.6

0.0

5

14.3

1

7.1

(17.1)

(0.0)

(0.0)
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Table 6—Continued
Number of students in
classroom
Length of
observation
Obs.
no.

5

6

7

8

Minutes3

43

33

31

44

NCS

Percentage of
students off-task

CS

M

M
(SD)

%b

7

50.0

8

21.4

9

7.1

7

15.4

8

84.6

7

23.1

0

61.5

0.0

8

30.8

1

38.5

(0.0)

9

15.4

10

30.8

0

7.7

0

100.0

0.0

6

7.7

7

7.7

9

53.8

11

23.1
33.3

8

40.0

9

26.7

1

%b

100.0

CS

(SD)

n

7

n

NCS

0.0
(0.0)

0.0
(0.0)
0.0
(0.0)

(0.0)

0

100.0

0.0
(0.0)
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Table 6--Continued

Length of
observation
Obs.
no.
9

10

Minutes3
33

31

Number of students in
classroom

Percentage of
students off-task

NCS

NCS

CS

n

%b

n

%b

M
(SD)

6

8.3

0

100.0

0.0

8

66.7

9

25.0

6

9.1

8

63.8

10

27.3

CS
M
(SD)

(0.0)

0

100.0

0.0
(0.0)

Grand
mean

1.3

0.0

(6.5)

(0.0)

aRounded to nearest minute. bPercentage of time n students were in
classroom during observation.
Teacher focus data for Teacher 4 indicated that she focused very
little on the individual computer students {see Table 7).

She focused

primarily on the noncomputer students to whom she was usually deliver
ing a direct instruction lesson.

Focus percentages for materials were

relatively high, representative of the time she spent at the end of each
language arts hour checking students' daily work.

During the initial

teacher interview. Teacher 4 reported that she did not change her class
room management procedures during computer-use time because, she
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Table 7
Relative Percentage and Frequency of Focus Categories for Teacher 4

Students/
computer
Obs.
no.

%

na

1

Students/
no comp.

Nonstudents

%

na

%

72.1

65

0.2

na
1

No focus/
Unable to
determine

Materials
%

na

26.8

30

13.4

18

6.5

8

2

0.9

1

85.7

70

3

3.2

8

84.0

67

1.0

2

4

77.0

55

23.3

11

5

96.8

24

1.9

2

2.0

2

84.7

37

3.3

2

7.7

6

7

96.7

21

3.0

1

0.5

1

8

94.3

68

1.7

4

3.1

4

9

86.5

33

13.5

13

10

98.9

57

2.1

2

6

Grand
meanb

4.0

0.8

3

86.9

3.5

8.0

%

na

0.1

1

0.0

Out of
room
%

na

6.0

6

0.8

1

0.5

1

7.4

aNumber of times focus was observed during session. bBased on total minutes by category divided by total
observation minutes (n = 404).
oo
o>

said, "My class has always been regimented." Teacher 4 was observed
using the following strategies to manage her computer-use classroom:
Instructional Use Strategies
Teacher 4 used the computer for drill and practice of skills already
learned. She chose to use the computer for this purpose because, she
said, "It makes me able to keep them interested. It's highly motivating;
they don't know they're working." She reported using about 15 differ
ent programs, mostly drill and practice.

She chose the program to be

used on Monday through Thursday, and allowed students to choose on
Friday, if they had all their work done and had earned enough points.
She required that they choose an instructional program. While Teacher
4 reported that students also used a word processing program, they
were not observed doing so. Students were also observed using several
different math drill and practice programs during language arts class.
Instructional Format Strategies
Students used the computer individually during language arts
period (and throughout the instructional day) while the rest of the class
was involved in whole-group instruction and independent practice.
During computer-use observations, one or two students used the
computer individually for a 15-minute period, thus missing a portion of
the language lesson. When asked if the student(s) were still responsible
for the language arts lesson, Teacher 4 said, "I will do the lesson with
him later."

Students could use the computer individually at most times

during the day if (a) they were assigned to use it, and (b) their regular
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work assignments were done.

They could use the computer alone or

work with a partner during earned time or indoor recess, if they had
earned enough points.

No off-task behavior was observed among

students working independently at the computer.
Activity Flow Strategies
Teacher 4 was observed to focus very little on the computer
student, focusing predominately on large-group instruction of noncom
puter students (see Table 7).

She said, "I expect my students to keep

track of their own computer-use schedules. They know when to use the
computer."
To ensure that students knew when they were to use the com
puter (and all other mainstream activities), Teacher 4 placed a weekly
schedule on each student's desk. The half-sheet of paper listed, by day,
all mainstream classes, special classes, and computer times for the
week.

Across computer-use observations, Teacher 4 was observed

focusing on computer students 12 times, representing approximately
0.8% of the total observation time, as she conducted instruction involv
ing all but the computer student.

In one case, for example, she inter

vened regarding a complaint by another student that the computer
student was humming.
Every student was assigned 15 or 20 minutes of computer time
per day. Students were responsible to get themselves to the computer
at their assigned times.

Teacher 4 did not remind them and did not

appear to monitor whether or not they had used their time.

For exam

ple, in Observation 8, she was observed asking the class if anyone had
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been on the computer that day.

During observations, students missed

computer time for such reasons as the following: (a) other tasks, such
as filling out junior high entrance forms, took precedence; (b) they chose
to finish other incomplete assignments; or (c) they were absent or
suspended. Field notes for Observation 6 revealed, "Teacher says most
people chose to not use the computer this morning because they did not
have their work done, and that they can choose to use the computer this
afternoon if their work is done."
Computer students consistently used the timer to regulate their
computer use. When asked why she used this strategy, Teacher 4 said,
"The first few weeks when we didn't use the timer, they were embar
rassed when the next student came over to tell them their turn was up
and they had not finished the program.

This way they don't feel like

they're being watched."
To help the students be independent computer users, Teacher 4
reported that she taught them to use the programs they would be as
signed. Once a student was at the computer, she did very little visual or
proximate monitoring of that student (see percentage of time spent
focusing on computer students in Table 7), rather focusing her attention
on small-group instruction.

The computer student was responsible for

setting the timer for a 15- to 20-minute time segment, using the com
puter, and returning to his or her seat when the time segment was up,
regardless of whether he or she had or had not completed the computer
task.

The computer students handled this responsibility very well, as

indicated by their very high on-task behavior rates.

However, a few

students were observed to spend much of their computer time gaining
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access to and finding their way to the assigned part of the program,
getting very little actual drill and practice time, although they remained
"on task."

For example, field notes from Observation 5 revealed,

"Computer student is supposed to be playing a math game, but his time
is up and he is still trying to get the program set up in order to play."
Another strategy she used to foster smooth activity flow was
requiring that students wear earphones when using the computer in
order to avoid distractions caused by sounds made by the computer
program. Field notes indicate consistent use of earphones. Teacher 4
also placed a divider between the computer student's seat and the rest
of the student desks in order to decrease distraction of other students.
While the use of this divider did avoid potential distractions for noncom
puter students, it also created a visual barrier for the teacher.

In a

follow-up interview, this was discussed with her, and she subsequently
moved the divider to an angle which allowed her to directly view the
computer student when she stood in the front of the classroom. Addi
tionally, Teacher 4 placed at the computer table a ring of cards which
provided general computer-use directions.

Finally, although there was

no apparent system of contingencies for appropriate behavior and work
completion, Teacher 4 occasionally alluded to loss of Friday party privi
leges, and when asked, said that she also gave students rewards at the
end of the day for good behavior. There did not seem to be any clear
relationship between those contingencies and students' performance on
the computer, perhaps because computer use and completion of com
puter tasks was not closely monitored by the teacher.
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Instructional Planning and Decision-Making Strategies
When asked what she saw as the purpose of the computer in her
classroom, Teacher 4 said, "It makes students familiar with new tech
nology, teaches them skills that they would resist learning by other
means, and it reinforces lessons I have already taught."

She further

stated that it is the most useful tool ever to come to her classroom. She
described her decisions regarding how to use the computer appropriately
in her classroom as trial and error, adjusting use according to the current
group of students, whether they could work together, and had the fine
motor skills to do the computer tasks.

She monitored her students'

progress on certain programs she assigned.

For example, when she

assigned Spell-lt. she said she required that students show her their
score when they were finished. Use of this program was not observed.
When asked if she had changed her computer-use strategies from those
used the previous year, she indicated that she had not. Further, she felt
that her computer-use strategies were not as effective this current year
because this group of students had more behavior problems than last
year's group had. In the final interview, she indicated that she had just
received 11 new computer programs. When asked how those programs
were chosen, she said that she had no input in their selection.
Summary
Teacher 4 used the computer during 22% of the total observation
time.

She employed several effective strategies, including use of (a) a

weekly

schedule

which

allowed

students to

monitor their

own
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computer-use time; (b) a timer, set by students, to gauge their own
computer-use time; (c) a divider to separate the computer student from
all other students; and (d) a set of ringed cards containing computer-use
instructions.

Additionally, although this was not observed. Teacher 4

reported that she taught computer programs before students used them
to ensure successful independent use.
some

underlying

Finally, there was apparently

behavior management system

of

contingencies,

although it was not directly observed.
The effectiveness of her computer-use management strategies
was indicated by consistently low off-task behavior observed among
both computer and noncomputer students.

However, it is noteworthy

that of the eight computer students observed over the four computeruse observations, two computer students, while they were "on task,"
never got to the assigned drill and practice exercise because they could
not navigate the program. Presumably, because they were expected to
be independent computer users, these students did not ask for help.
Further, because she seldom monitored computer students, Teacher 4
was apparently unaware of their difficulty. This breakdown in computeruse effectiveness was not reflected in computer student off-task be
havior, but likely affected the degree to which the students profited from
their computer use.
Of further interest are the off-task rates from Observation 4 in
which an adult came into the classroom to consult with the teacher for
one-quarter of the observed time.

During this time, noncomputer stud

ents were observed to be off task for 12% of the time, while the
computer student remained on-task.

While it is not uncommon for
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computer students to demonstrate greater on-task behavior than non
computer students, the higher off-task behavior of the noncomputer
students could in this case have been due to the fact that computer
students were expected to function independently in this class, while
noncomputer students were most often involved in teacher-directed
instructional activities or independent work which was either directed or
closely monitored by the teacher.

In this case, when the teacher at

tended to the other adult, there was higher off-task behavior observed
among noncomputer students who were more accustomed to having the
teacher’s attention.
Teacher 10
Background
Teacher 10 taught in an upper elementary (Grades 4 through 6),
self-contained classroom serving students with learning disabilities. The
classroom was average-sized, containing two computers, one centrally
located and one behind a bifold divider. Teacher 10 was observed 395
minutes across 10 observations (see Table 2). Mean length of observa
tion was 39.5 minutes (SD = 14.8). While Teacher 10 planned to use
the computers during every observation, computer use was actually
observed during nine sessions, for 131 of the 395 minutes observed
(33% of the time). During observations, there were 4 to 10 students in
the room, with several going out for mainstream classes at one time. All
observations were done during language arts periods. Sessions usually
began with a whole-group lesson followed by small-group instruction.
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During small-group instruction, independent students completed several
tasks, two of which were computer-based. Teacher 10 had a full-time
aide who was absent (with a substitute provided) during 4 of the 10
observations.
Across observations, mean percentage of off-task behavior for
computer students was 0.6% (SD = 2.8), and 1.2% (SD = 5.7) for
noncomputer students (see Table 8), which are notably low off-task
rates. Except during Observation 8, a computer lab class, students used
the two computers individually.

Most often, one computer, the one

designated for drill and practice activities, was in use during observa
tions.
Table 8
Computer Student (CS) and Noncomputer Student (NCS)
Off-Task Behavior for Teacher 10
Number of students in
classroom
Length of
observation
Obs.
no.

Minutes3

NCS

n

Percentage of
students off-task

CS

%b

NCS

n

%b

1

4.3

0

87.0

3

8.7

1

8.7

4

21.7

2

4.3

7

34.8

8

30.4

M
(SD)

CS
M
(SD)

34.2

0.0

(11.8)

(0.0)
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Table 8~Continued

Length of
observation
Obs.
no.
2

3

4

Minutes3
31

43

12

Number of students in
classroom

Percentage of
students off-task

NCS

NCS

CS

M
(SD)

CS
M
(SD)

n

%b

n

%b

3

16.7

0

58.3

0.0

0.0

4

25.0

1

41.7

(0.0)

(0.0)

7

33.3

8

25.0

6

6.7

0

100.0

3.8

8

53.3

9

40.0

4

100.0

(5.6)

0

100.0

0.0
(0.0)

5

6

7

48

45

53

9

26.7

0

73.3

0.0

0.0

10

73.3

1

26.7

(0.0)

(0.0)

4

12.5

0

62.5

0.8

0.0

7

63.0

1

31.3

3.1

(0.0)

5

5.9

0

64.7

0.0

0.0

6

11.8

1

35.3

(0.0)

(0.0)

7

23.5

8

58.8
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Table 8~Continued
Number of students in
classroom
Length of
observation
Obs.
no.
8

9

10

Grand
mean

Minutes3
31

50

23

NCS

Percentage of
students off-task

CS

NCS
M
(SD)

CS
M
(SD)

n

%b

n

%b

0

100.0

5

9.1

2.4

6

18.2

(5.4)

7

63.6

8

9.1

0

37.5

0

62.5

0.0

0.0

6

62.5

1

37.5

(0.0)

(0.0)

6

20.0

0

50.0

0.0

0.0

7

40.0

1

30.0

(0.0)

(0.0)

10

27.3
1.2

0.6

(5.7)

(2.8)

aRounded to nearest minute. bPercentage of time n students were in
classroom during observation.
Teacher focus data indicated that Teacher 10 focused primarily on
noncomputer students, with the exception of Observation 8, a computer
lab session she conducted for her whole class (see Table 9).

The

numbers of focus changes represented in her computer student and
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Relative Percentage and Frequency of Focus Categories for Teacher 10

Students/
computer

Nonstudents

%

na

%

1

83.3

61

11.3

2

96.9

7

3

99.0

87

4

100.0

1

5

95.8

na

na

Materials
%

n8

12

4.1

1.8

2

0.9

59

Qa

7

1.5

1

2.1

2

0.7

1

3

1.0

3

2.0

3

2.3

6

6

2.2

2

70.5

50

12.2

8

15.0

15

7

1.1

1

85.8

52

6.8

5

7.1

12

93.8

62

6.7

5

0.9

2

8b
9
10
Grand
mean0

0.1
7.8

1

89.3

29

4.2

6

7.5

8

88.9

25

3.0

4

9.1

5

81.5

Out of
room
%

5.7

5.4

Cl

%

No focus/
Unable to
determine
CD

Obs.
no.

Students/
no comp.

nP
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Table 9

0.3

aNumber of times focus was observed during session. bComputer lab session. cBased on total minutes by
category divided by total observation minutes (n = 395).
co

noncomputer student categories indicated that she monitored all stu
dents.

Teacher 10 was observed using the following strategies to

manage her instructional computer use:
Instructional Use Strategies
Teacher 10 used her computers for independent drill and practice
of previously learned math and grammar skills, word processing of spell
ing and creative writing assignments, and occasionally for whole-group
creative writing activities (in the lab). She stated that computer use was
highly motivating to her students, saying, "It provides them with suc
cess and immediate feedback."

Her report that her students found

computer use engaging was supported by low off-task behavior among
computer students across all computer-use observations.
from Observation 3 indicated the following:

Field notes

"Teacher continues with

reading group. The room is very quiet, with no students talking except
those the teacher is calling on in reading group.

Other students are

working independently through their center tasks."

Because her stud

ents were highly motivated to use the computer, she reported that it
was necessary to use the timer to control students' computer use time.
Across observations, students were observed using the timer for the drill
and practice programs while not using it for completion of word process
ing tasks.

Teacher 10 reported using drill and practice and word pro

cessing programs for instructional purposes and using a database pro
gram for her personal classroom record keeping.

Students were

observed using several different math and grammar drill and practice
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programs, a story-starter program, and a word processing program
during observations.
Instructional Format Strategies
Two instructional computer formats were observed.

Students

used the computer daily on an individual schedule during independent
work time as part of their folder work. While Teacher 10 was conduct
ing small reading groups, students worked through several independent
tasks ("centers”) including one that involved computer-based drill and
practice of grammar or math and one that involved word processing a
previously written paragraph, story, or spelling sentences. Each of her
two computers was designated for an instructional purpose: one for drill
and practice and one for word processing of assignments.

During in

structional time, Teacher 10's focus was almost exclusively on the
group she was instructing. Low off-task behavior among computer and
noncomputer students indicated this management of independent work
ers was effective.
Twice a week Teacher 10 conducted half-hour sessions in the
school's Macintosh lab. Since her class was relatively small, she had to
share the lab with two other special education classes.

Field notes

indicated that while these classes were much noisier than hers, their
noise did not seem to distract her students from their computer tasks, as
low off-task behaviors for Observation 8 indicate. Teacher 10 used this
lab time to (a) acquaint her students with the use of a network server,
and (b) provide her students with a more concentrated time to do crea
tive writing pieces.

She was observed using a story starter program
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with her students during Observation 8.

Field notes documented high

focus on computer students in the lab, describing the following:

"She

walks around between students monitoring their progress as she goes,
giving directions and complimenting students on their progress." When
discussing the value of the lab for her students, Teacher 10 said, "I
would like more time in the lab to walk students through the word
processing program more thoroughly and introduce them to such pro
grams as KidPix (which is on the server), so that I could then use them
in the classroom Writing Center."
Activity Flow Strategies
Daily "center" tasks regulated the flow of independent work in
this classroom.

When asked how students proceeded through the

centers, she stated, "We start with a whole-group activity.

Generally

they have their folders and when they are done with group activity in the
morning, they get their folders and they know where to begin."

Their

individual folder schedule indicated which centers to complete and
where to begin, and they knew that if someone was at the center where
they needed to be, they should go on to the next center assigned to
them.

When centers were completed, either Teacher 10 or her aide

checked and signed students' work.

Among the 10 centers were two

computer centers. The word processing center was located in an area
that was visible to all students, and the drill and practice center was
located behind a divider that was next to the aide's desk. The teacher
could not see the drill and practice computer when she was seated at
her work table. When asked why the math center computer was behind
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a divider while the word processing computer was not, she said,
"because I find that the games are more distracting. At one time they
were both behind there.
watch."

When the kids play games, they all want to

While she stated that all folder work was monitored and

students were required to complete both computer centers every two
days, because the language arts hour usually began with whole-group
activities, often students did not get to the computer centers during the
observation time.
In order to ensure that students were familiar with programs they
were expected to use at centers, Teacher 10 reported that she took
students in small groups to teach them how to use new programs.
Whenever possible, she used programs in her classroom that were also
on the lab server so that students had continuity between lab and class
room programs.

Since she had a Macintosh and an Apple II series

computer in her classroom, students got experience with two somewhat
different platforms.
While she had a point system which she used to get students in
the habit of coming to the work table prepared with all needed tools,
Teacher 10 did not have a similar protocol for computer use.

She did,

however, visually monitor computer students occasionally, commenting
about their computer-use behaviors or computer products. For example,
when asked why she made a positive comment to a computer student
about her keyboarding behavior, she said, "I noticed that she wasn't
using the home keys consistently and wanted to encourage her to use
them." Across all observations when the computer was in use, students
were observed to come and go from computer centers in a very
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business-like manner. Further, their computer use and any accompany
ing program or printer noises did not seem to distract other students.
When asked about their self-directed behaviors, Teacher 10 said, "I have
had most of these students for two years and they know the routine."
Teacher 10 did not vary her management structure across com
puter and noncomputer-use times, which is consistent with her initial
interview report that her management procedures were basically the
same during computer- and noncomputer-use times.

She stated, "My

students know what is expected of them and go about their business."
With the exception of the lab observation, her focus data and related
field notes across observations indicated that, while she scanned her
classroom periodically when she was conducting small-group instruction,
she depended on her aide to monitor the progress of independent work
ers, leaving her free to give her full attention to the small group. This
strategy was apparent in her focus percentages/numbers in Table 9.
Field notes from Observation 2 revealed, for example, "The bell goes off
in the Math Blaster center and the student comes out, raises his hand,
goes back to the aide, while the teacher never looks up." On the few
occasions when computer students were observed specifically needing
her help, she interrupted her small-group instruction to help the com
puter student. Observation 8 took place in the computer lab, which ac
counted for her high computer student focus during that session. Also,
of general note was the relatively large amount of time she focused
attention on nonstudents.

This was largely due to the attention she

gave to her substitute aides in order to acquaint them with classroom
activities as the day began (observations took place during the first hour
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of the day when language arts instruction occurred). Additionally, rela
tively high focus on materials was due to her handling of instructional
materials as she switched from one reading group to another.
Instructional Planning and Decision-Making Strategies
The monitoring system that was built into the "center" format
Teacher 10 used in her classroom allowed her to monitor the progress of
her students on computer-based tasks.

She said that she no longer

checked scores on the drill and practice programs her students used
because she knew from monitoring scores the previous year that they
had mastered the skills and must now just maintain them.
"The kids still tell me a lot of times.

She said,

I use it so they get quicker.

A

couple of years ago I did keep close tabs. They're to a point now where
I know what they can do."

On the other hand, she monitored very

closely the students' products from the word processing center. When
asked what the criteria were for their word processed products, she
said, "It's quite individualized; for lower kids it's more punctuation and
for older kids it's more in their paragraphs.

I'm looking for different

things for different students."
While Teacher 10 felt that her current computer usage was effec
tive, she said she would like to integrate computer use more into her
instruction. She said, "I can see the potential of its enhancing my teach
ing, but I feel my efforts are weak."

Further, she felt a lack of peer

camaraderie related to instructional computer use in her building. When
discussing computer training and in-service opportunities in her district,
Teacher 10 said, "There are many in-service opportunities but most
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teachers in my building haven't taken advantage of the opportunities and
few are interested in integrating computer use into their instruction."
Summary
Teacher 10 used the computer 34% of the total observation time.
She used the computers for drill and practice of previously-learned skills
and word processing of various language arts assignments.

Students

used the computers on an individual daily basis in a "center" format.
She taught the use of all programs before they were used independently.
Students were required to sign off on all computer tasks as they were
completed. While she monitored completion of drill and practice tasks,
Teacher 10 no longer kept records of students' scores.

She did, how

ever, closely monitor students' word processing tasks. While she rarely
directly focused on computer students, when she scanned the room
periodically as she conducted small-group instruction, Teacher 10 in
cluded the computer students in that scan.

It was evident in the few

times when she actually focused on the computer student, that she was
aware of what the student had been/was doing.

During computer-use

observations, she focused primarily on noncomputer students who were
in the reading group which she was instructing.
Points were attached to completion of centers, and field notes
indicated that students moved from center to center independently and
with very little off-task behavior.

The fact that there was no off-task

behavior of computer students in the classroom setting, and little offtask of noncomputer students (with the exception of Observation 1
when the substitute aide required much of the teacher's attention)
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indicated that the strategies used by this teacher were effective. While
she reported feeling her current efforts at computer-based instruction
were effective, she wanted to integrate computer use more in her in
struction, but felt a need for more support. Throughout follow-up inter
views, possible ways to further integrate computer use were discussed.
Teacher 15
Background
Teacher 15 taught in a self-contained elementary special educa
tion classroom (Grades 3 through 5) for students with emotional disabili
ties.

She had a full-time teacher's aide who was very active in com

puter-use management. While this was a self-contained classroom, she
described it as "more like a resource room" because she was placing her
students in least restrictive environments within the building. Hers was
an average-sized classroom containing from two to eight computers,
depending on the kind of session observed. All classroom observations
were conducted during language arts periods. Usually Teacher 15 was
conducting small-group instruction while other students completed
independent tasks, a few of which were computer-based.
Teacher 15 was observed 411 minutes across 10 observations
(see Table 2).
11.6).

Mean length of observation was 41.1 minutes (SD =

Computer use was observed in all 10 sessions, for 344 of the

411 minutes observed (84% of the time).

During most observations,

there were three to seven students in the classroom, with up to four
students out of the classroom at one time for mainstream classes.
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During two observations, when she included general education students
in computer-use instruction (she referred to these sessions as "computer
labs"), there were 13 general education students in her classroom in
addition to one or more of her own students.
Across observations, mean percentage of off-task behavior for
noncomputer students was 9.9% (SD = 24.6), while mean percentage
of off-task behavior for computer students was 3.1% (SD = 14.9).
Noncomputer and computer student off-task behavior was highest
during observations that involved general education labs (see Table 10).
Table 10
Computer Student (CS) and Noncomputer Student (NCS)
Off-Task Behavior for Teacher 15
Number of students in
classroom
Length of
observation
Obs.
no.
1

2

Minutes3
36

49

CS

NCS

n

Percentage of
students off-task
NCS
M
(SD)

CS
M
(SD)

%b

n

%b

1

50.0

0

14.0

2.4

8.3

2

35.7

1

57.1

(8.9)

(28.9)

3

14.0

2

28.3

1

6.3

0

12.5

10.4

7.1

3

68.8

1

68.8

(26.4)

(28.9)

4

25.0

2

18.8
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Table 10~Continued
Number of students in
classroom
Length of
observation
Obs.
no.
3

4

5

6

7

Minutes3
51

54

55

43

29

NCS

Percentage of
students off-task

CS

NCS

n

%b

n

%b

0

38.9

0

11.1

1

5.6

2

5.6

3

22.2

5

66.7

4

5.6

7

16.7

5

22.2

8

5.6

2

22.2

0

3

55.6

4

22.2

0

M
(SD)

CS
M
(SD)

15.5

10.5

(30.4)

(26.6)

33.3

4.6

0.0

2

38.9

(13.8)

(0.0)

5.3

10

10.5

40.7

17.9

1

42.1

11

52.6

(42.8)

(4.5)

2

42.1

12

36.8

3

10.5

0

77.8

12

66.7

0.0

0 .0

1

22.2

13

33.3

(0.0)

(0.0]

3

20.0

0

10.0

2.5

0.0

4

50.0

1

80.0

(7.9)

(0.0]
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Table 10-Continued
Number of students in
classroom
Length of
observation
Obs.
no.

8

9

10

Grand
mean

Minutes3

37

38

19

NCS

Percentage of
students off-task

CS

NCS
M
(SD)

CS
M
(SD)

n

%b

n

%b

5

30.0

2

10.0

3

15.4

0

15.4

1.5

4 .6

4

30.8

1

69.2

(5.6)

(15.1)

5

53.8

2

15.4

3

33.3

0

50.0

1.7

4

8.3

1

16.7

(5.7)

5

33.3

2

33.3

6

25.0

3

36.4

1

18.2

4

63.6

2

72.7

3.0
(10.0)

8.3
(20.4)

0.0
(0.0)

9.9

3.1

(24.6)

(14.9)

aRounded to nearest minute. bPercentage of time n students were in
classroom during observation.
Teacher focus data indicated that Teacher 15 focused often on
computer students and noncomputer students, monitoring computer and
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Table 11
Relative Percentage and Frequency of Focus Categories for Teacher 15

Students/
computer

Students/
no comp.

Nonstudents

Obs.
no.

%

na

%

na

%

1

23.6

3

55.8

25

5.3

2

7.7

9

84.0

38

3

71.5

63

20.6

4b

38.0

32

5b

80.9

70

6

98.3

43

7

6.3

5

86.8

8

23.7

16

9

21.5

10

8.0

Grand
mean®

42.9

No focus/
Unable to
determine

Materials
%

na

5

13.5

3.0

7

25

5.8

55.9

35

15.8

20

%

Out of
room
%

na

12

2.5

1

5.0

9

0.8

1

10

1.7

3

1.0

1

1.3

3

4.7

6

1.0

3

2.3

4

0.6

2

0.6

1

33

6.8

6

1.2

2

63.3

29

2.2

5

9.7

11

0.0

1

12

67.8

30

2.4

4

3.3

6

4.9

1

6

92.8

11

49.3

0.4

na

4.2

na

0.9

"Number of times focus was observed during session. bComputer lab sessions. cBased on total minutes by
category divided by total observation minutes (n = 411).
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noncomputer students proportionately equally (see Table 11).

Teacher

15 focused more on the computer students when all students were
doing independent work vis-a-vis when she was engaged in small group
instruction.

While her high computer student focus percentages/

numbers in Observations 5 and 6 reflected the computer lab format in
which almost all students were computer users, other observations in
which computer student focus was also high simply reflected her in
tegrated use of computers on a day-to-day basis during language arts
time.

Field notes and follow-up interviews documented use of the fol

lowing computer-use strategies:
Instructional Use Strategies
Teacher 15 used the computer in the following ways:

(a) for

individual maintenance of previously learned grammar and math skills;
(b) for word processing of language assignments, creative pieces, and
social studies and sciences reports; (c) for small- or whole-group instruc
tion of specific computer program use; and (d) for small- or whole-group
creative writing activities. Teacher 15 stated, "By using the computer
as a drill and practice tool, I am able to boost the students' skills to a
greater degree than I, otherwise, would have time to do." When asked
why she included word processing in students' learning activities,
Teacher 15 stated, "Their learning to word process has motivated them
to write more and better pieces and has boosted their self-esteem as
they have mastered the word processing program." She reported using
approximately 10 different programs during her weekly regular selfcontained classroom instruction, including word processing programs,
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drill and practice, and keyboarding programs. Teacher 15 used drill and
practice and word processing programs daily, integrating them into
students' assignments.
Instructional Format Strategies
Teacher 15 was observed using three computer-use instructional
formats for several different purposes. She used small- and whole-group
instruction to (a) introduce new programs (e.g., introduction of a new
drill and practice or application program), (b) introduce specific applica
tions of programs (e.g., explaining how to adjust margins and use tabs in
the word processing program to complete an assignment from their
grammar textbook), and (c) teach a language arts lesson (e.g., wholegroup persuasive piece). She used dyad activities most often when she
was teaching new programs. This format allowed students to help each
other learn. Additionally, when she taught new uses for programs, she
closely monitored students’ related independent practice, as Observation
4 field notes revealed, "Teacher pulls students together to review pro
cedures involved in using the program.

When they are spread out

around the room at their own machines, she calls out to them as a group
and to individuals when she needs to share some information with
them." Individual computer use was assigned in conjunction with two or
three independent tasks daily. In addition to the cognitive goal inherent
in the computer task, Teacher 15 said, "Computer use forces them to be
independent learners, a skill I otherwise wouldn't have time to teach
them"
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Activity Flow Strategies
Teacher 15 used several specially designed management strate
gies when computers were in use, which seemed inconsistent with her
statement in the initial interview in which she said, "I've always had a
pretty structured program, so the introduction of the computer didn't
change things."

She also stated that, when she first began using

computer-based instruction, it was hard, but now that she had it stream
lined, it did not get in the way (of other instruction).
Field notes across observations indicated that when Teacher 15
was conducting small-group instruction which did not involve computer
use, she focused less on the computer student(s) and al[ other independ
ent students, expecting the aide to help individual students.

This dif

ference in focus during small-group instruction vis-a-vis whole-group
independent work times can be seen in comparing Teacher 15's com
puter student foci in Observations 1 and 2, in which she conducted
small-group instruction, to Observations 3 and 4 in which she was
monitoring whole-group independent workers.

When Teacher 15 was

conducting small-group instruction which did not involve the computer
and the aide was busy helping another student, she was observed asking
independent computer students (and other independent workers) if they
needed help, when their hands were raised or they were off-task.
Because computer use was an integral part of many daily assign
ments, Teacher 15 had developed a few key strategies to foster student
clarity regarding how and when they were to use the computer. Before
any

program

was

used

by

students,

she taught

students,

by
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demonstration and guided practice, how to use the program.

Teacher

15 then observed students as they practiced using the program.

Field

notes for Observation 4 indicated that, in a situation in which five of her
students were all working on computers, "She calls out reminders to
whole group as one student experiences a problem that she thinks all
students will experience." After Teacher 15 had taught a program, she
allowed her more capable students to help other students, as help was
needed.

Although she closely monitored students during independent

practice time with new programs, she believed that it was important,
when teaching a new program, not to help students too much during
practice time so that they could think and problem-solve for themselves.
Once students were capable of using a program, it was assigned
as a part of completing a specific task (e.g., word processing a spelling
assignment).

Students knew that they were to use the computer to

complete the assignment because Teacher 15 placed a circled "c" after
all computer-use assignments on the daily assignment board.

If the

assignment was drill and practice in nature, students knew which part of
the computer program to complete (e.g., what level) because Teacher
15 placed a card inside the disk envelope which listed each student's
current level.

Students updated this card each time they completed a

drill and practice assignment.
When Teacher 15 was not conducting small-group instruction, she
walked around students' desks as they worked, monitoring both non
computer and computer students equally. While she intermittently visu
ally monitored independent students when she was conducting smallgroup instruction, she depended on her aide to help independent
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students.

Teacher 15 also placed her two most-often used computers

close to her teaching table so that she was within 10 feet of independ
ent computer students as she conducted small-group noncomputerbased instruction. Field notes from Observation 9 indicated the follow
ing: "It is easy for her to help both computer students because they are
seated at computers which are situated right next to her reading table."
Whether Teacher 15 was visually or proximately monitoring students,
field notes revealed that she monitored every student approximately
equally.
Another strategy Teacher 15 used with students to promote effi
cient time management was setting a timer for computer students, thus
making them aware that their work time was passing. When asked why
she used this strategy, Teacher 15 said that, while she does not use the
timer with all students, she has two students "who would take forever"
if she did not time them. Whether Teacher 15 was focused on teaching
a small group or moving among students' desks, she monitored students
verbally by asking quietly, to the student next to her or across the room,
how he or she was doing with the assignment. For example. Observa
tion 1 field notes revealed, "She walks over to monitor a word process
ing student, sits down next to him, and reads aloud what he has
written."
In addition to strategies employed with students in her selfcontained class, Teacher 15 used a few other strategies when she was
teaching general education students basic computer usage skills, drill
and practice, and word processing programs (she called this setting a
"lab"). While Teacher 15 used the same strategies of teaching the skill.
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and monitoring students while they practiced, she used the following
additional strategies: (a) She divided the eight computers into four sta
tions and trained and assigned two capable general education peer
helpers to help at two stations, while she and her aide monitored the
other two stations; (b) as her own students returned from the main
stream during these sessions, Teacher 15 gave them priority use of
computers as they needed them, moving the general education students
around to accommodate her own students' computer needs; (c) because
her students have special emotional difficulties including distractibility,
Teacher 15 was careful to monitor their progress as they returned to
work among the general education computer lab users, allowing her
students to work in separate, small offices (lining one wall of her class
room) if they were distracted by the lab activities; (d) as her own stu
dents completed their daily work, she invited them to help general
education lab students learn the computer programs.

Field notes from

Observation 5 indicated, "One of her own independent students needs a
computer, so she has to move two single lab students onto a computer
together." Teacher 15 reported that this opportunity for her students to
interact with and help general education students provided a very rein
forcing and motivating experience for her special education students.
Despite her special effort to alleviate the distractions this lab
setting created for her own students, off-task percentages/numbers for
her students were higher during these lab settings than when Teacher
15 was running her self-contained classroom with computer use. These
higher off-task rates were most notable in Observation 5 (Table 10).
Teacher 15 did not see these off-task behaviors as a problem, but rather
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saw the positive aspects of general education student role models being
in her room and the opportunity for her students to help these students
as providing an overwhelmingly positive experience for her students. Of
her students, Teacher 15 stated, "They seem to be more in tune (with
the programs) than some of the regular education kids. They are really
on task when they do that kind of activity.

Later in that activity, my

more capable students went around and helped the regular education
kids."

A side benefit of conducting the general/special education labs

was that she had use of several additional computers on lab days,
making it possible for her own students to access a computer as they
needed it to complete daily assignments.
Instructional Planning and Decision-Making Strategies
In describing how instructional computer use had enhanced her
teaching, Teacher 15 said, "It not only motivates my students, but also
motivates me, making my job more exciting.” She evaluated her current
computer usage as effective, pointing to her students’ skill improvement
and the fact that computer use has become a usual, integrated part of
instruction and learning to the point that it does not interfere with other
things going on in the room.
When asked if her instructional computer use had changed from
the previous year, Teacher 15 said that she was using the computer less
for reinforcement and more as an integrated tool.

She also indicated

that she had been reviewing and ordering many new programs that she
intends to integrate into her classroom instruction in the future. Teacher
15 alluded to support of her building principal as being a very motivating
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factor for her. When talking about the money he had provided for her to
buy software and upgrade hardware for her classroom and lab settings.
Teacher 15 said "I know he would give me more money for software
and hardware if he could."
Summary
Teacher 15 used the computer approximately 84% of the total
observation time.

Overall, both computer and noncomputer students'

off-task behaviors were low, with the notable exception of Observation
5 (see Table 10), when her special education students had difficulty
returning to task independently when they returned to the room from
mainstream classes and she and her aide were busy with computer lab
students.

Teacher 15 focused on independent computer students at a

rate similar to all other independent workers, more often when all stu
dents were working independently and less often when she was con
ducting small-group instruction.

Instructional uses included drill and

practice, word processing of a variety of language arts activities, and lab
practice/instruction in basic computer use. Her instructional formats for
computer-use included independent use, small-group computer-based
instruction, and whole-group lab instruction.
Activity flow strategies Teacher 15 used included introducing
computer programs one-on-one or in small groups/labs before students
were expected to use them independently. When she was not conduct
ing small-group instruction or labs, she walked among independent
workers, monitoring their work and commenting on/encouraging their
progress. While Teacher 15 did not use the timer with all students, she
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used it with a few students to help them focus on timely task comple
tion.

Finally, she used two strategies to provide computer-based task

clarification: (1) an encircled "c" next to assignments to be completed
via computer, and (2) a card in the program disk sleeve denoting at what
level each student was to work in the program. Overall, these strategies
together were effective, as evidenced by overall low off-task behaviors
for computer and noncomputer students.
Teacher 18
Background
Teacher 18 was a teacher consultant who saw 39 kindergarten
through fifth grade students per day.

Only 16 of these students with

learning disabilities or emotional impairments were actually on her case
load. The other 23 students were "at risk" general education students
she had agreed to service. She had the help of a teacher's aide during
lab and resource room classes. Teacher 18 was observed instructing 3
to 12 students at one time in her office-sized resource room, small
computer lab, or their general education classroom. In her lab, situated
in one corner of the library, Teacher 18 had four computers behind a
large partition. When teaching in her resource room, she moved one lab
computer to a wall just outside her room, since there was no space in
her classroom for a computer.

When she team-taught the general

education class, she again moved one lab computer into the regular
classroom.
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Teacher 18 was observed 352 minutes across 10 observations
(see Table 2).

Mean length of observation was 35.2 minutes (SD =

6.7). Computer use was observed in all 10 sessions, for 239 of the 352
minutes observed (68% of the time). All observations occurred during
language arts periods. Teacher 18 had indicated that she planned to use
the computer during every observation period.
Across all observations, mean percentage of computer students'
off-task behavior was 4.3% (SD = 16.6), while mean percentage of offtask behavior for noncomputer students was 0.5% (SD = 2.8) (see
Table 12). Both computer and noncomputer students' off-task behavior
was highest in the general education setting (see Observation 10).
Table 12
Computer Student (CS) and Noncomputer Student (NCS)
Off-Task Behavior for Teacher 18

Length of
observation
Obs.
no.
1

2

Minutes3
35

37

Number of students in
classroom

Percentage of
students off-task

NCS

NCS

CS

n

%b

n

%b

0

58.3

0

33.3

2

8.3

2

8.3

4

33.3

4

53.3

0

100.0

5

100.0

M
(SD)

CS
M
(SD)

0 .0

3.1

(0.0)

(8.8)

1.7
(5.7)
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Table 12--Continued
Number of students in
classroom
Length of
observation
Obs.
no.
3

4

5

Minutes3
33

42

33

NCS

Percentage of
students off-task
NCS

CS

M
(SD)

CS
M
(SD)

n

%b

n

%b

0

60.0

0

21.4

0.0

0.0

4

40.0

1

78.6

(0.0)

(0.0)

0

46.2

0

61.5

0.0

0.0

4

53.8

4

38.5

(0.0)

(0.0)

2

63.6

0

27.3

0.0

0.0

3

9.1

1

9.1

(0.0)

(0.0)

4

27.3

2

63.6

0

7.1

0

14.3

0.0

0.0

1

35.7

1

42.9

(0.0)

(0.0)

2

42.9

2

35.7

3

7.1

3

7.1

4

7.1

0

69.2

0

15.4

0.0

0.0

1

7.7

1

7.7

(0.0)

(0.0)

3

7.7

3

7.7

4

15.4

4

69.2
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Table 12~Continued

Length of
observation
Obs.
no.
8

9

10

Grand
mean

Minutes3
25

38

24

Number of students in
classroom

Percentage of
students off-task

NCS

NCS

CS

M
(SD)

CS
M
(SD)

n

%b

n

%b

3

25.0

0

72.7

0.0

0.0

4

75.0

1

27.3

(0.0)

(0.0)

1

63.6

0

45.5

0.0

16.7

3

36.4

1

27.3

(0.0)

(40.8)

2

27.3

6

33.3

0

22.2

3.7

26.2

7

11.3

1

22.2

(7.4)

(33.1)

8

22.2

2

33.3

10

11.1

12

22.2
0.5
(2.8)

4.3
(16.6)

aRounded to nearest minute. bPercentage of time n students were in
classroom during observation.
Teacher focus data for Teacher 18 (see Table 13) indicated that
she focused on computer students almost continuously when teaching in
her lab (see Observations 1, 2, and 3). When she was working in her
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Relative Percentage and Frequency of Focus Categories for Teacher 18

Students/
computer
Obs.
no.

%

na

Students/
no comp.
%

na

31.5

2

Nonstudents

Materials

%

na

%

na

1.4

1

23.8

11

1b

69.5

39

2b

73.7

40

3b

63.1

12

25.2

2

12.3

3

4

24.2

14

59.1

14

17.7

8

9.0

7

71.4

15

14.0

5

7.4

3

6

13.4

5

79.6

10

4.9

4

1.4

2

7

54.9

34

10.3

1

5.1

6

30.5

3

8

12.2

2

85.2

6

2.2

2

1.0

1

9

3.1

3

87.1

9

9.4

5

10

20.8

5

77.3

25

5b

Grand
mean0

34.8

51.5

7.2

No focus/
Unable to
determine
%

na

Out of
room
%

na

6.7

aNumber of times focus was observed during session. bComputer lab session. cBased on total minutes by
category divided by total observation minutes (n = 352).
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resource room with noncomputer students (see Observations 4 and 6
through 9), Teacher 18 focused intermittently on computer students.
Focus percentages for nonstudents represented interactions with her
aide and will be discussed in a later section of this chapter.
In her initial interview, Teacher 18 indicated that computer use
required major changes in her classroom management in order to ensure
that all students had opportunities to use her many computer-related
tools. Field notes and follow-up interview data documented utilization of
the following strategies to manage computer use:
Instructional Use Strategies
In the lab setting, Teacher 18 used the computers to (a) demon
strate use of software and hardware which students would later operate
independently, (b) conduct whole-group instruction of such tasks as
database development and report writing, and (c) allow students time for
guided practice of computer tasks they would later complete indepen
dently. Her lab instruction integrated such activities as word processing,
database management, telecommunication with students throughout the
United States, information networking, and numerous multimedia activi
ties (using such tools as CD ROM, digital camera, VCR, and scanner).
For example, field notes from Observation 4 indicated, "Teacher begins
to introduce database to students.

She explains how information in

phone books is like a database, a collection of information."
When conducting small-group instruction in her resource class
room, Teacher 18 used the computer for individual or small-group work
which was monitored in the hall by her aide.

When she was
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team-teaching in the general education setting, Teacher 18 used the
computer to give students an opportunity to word process their creative
stories and reports.

While Teacher 18 stated that she preferred to

conduct most drill and practice exercises directly with students rather
than via computer (and did so 4 days a week), she occasionally assigned
drill and practice programs to students if they needed the additional
independent practice.

All computer-based activities were designed to

reinforce learning objectives in the students’ general education class
rooms.
Instructional Format Strategies
Teacher 18 used several instructional formats, which varied with
her three instructional settings. When she taught in the lab, she began
with whole-group instruction and moved to independent or small-group
work on computers and other related equipment, cycling students
through all equipment and/or activities. Many of these lab projects were
long-term because lab work could only be done on Friday, when the
library was available to her.

Field notes from Observation 2 indicated,

"She begins to explain the activity they will start today.

She goes

through the previous activities that have led up to this current activity in
which they are using a blank book and the scanner today." When asked
how students handled the longer-term computer projects, Teacher 18
said, "They are fine and it gives me an opportunity to expose them to
many different computer-related applications in each activity."

This

format was effective, as indicated by little off-task behavior in Observa
tions 1, 2, 4, and 6 (see Table 12).
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When Teacher 18 taught in her resource classroom, she used a
small-group format, cycling two groups of two or three students each
through two activities: (1) a teacher-directed drill and practice exercise
addressing spelling skills; and (2) an aide-directed computer-based activ
ity, either related to skill remediation or a long-term project they had
begun in the lab. In Observation 5, "She calls name of two students to
come and work with her in the room while other two stay at computer
and work with aide in computer activity."

Of this format Teacher 18

commented, "Long-term projects will go for a few months because I only
have 30 minutes with the kids, plus keeping them up on their weekly
spelling lists. I have my own routine, but I am flexible if a teacher asks
me."

In this format noncomputer and computer student off-task be

haviors were low, as seen in Observations 3 and 5. Finally, Teacher 18
conducted noncomputer instruction inside her small room while the aide
monitored the computer students’ work in the hallway immediately
outside her classroom door.
Teacher 18 was concerned about what she felt was the weakest
component of her computer-based instruction, the general education
classroom in which she team-taught. While she referred to this experi
ence as team-teaching, actually it was two teachers taking one-half of
the students and doing separate, unrelated instructional activities at the
same time. On the day Teacher 18 was observed in this classroom (see
Observation 10), she went into the classroom with a computer-based
lesson prepared, and found that the teacher had changed the makeup of
her computer group so that the student dyads which had been working
together were broken up. This change made continuation of her planned
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activity difficult, if not impossible. Field notes for Observation 10 indi
cated, "There is some confusion because the classroom teacher has
switched activities on her, causing her computer grouping to get mixed
up." As Teacher 18 talked about such problems, she expressed frustra
tion because she knew it impaired her effectiveness with these students.
Of this particular situation she said, "I don't know if you noticed it, but I
don't know what happened today.

When she (the other teacher)

switched the groups around, it just threw a damper in there. They are
usually excited and cooperative and look forward to what we're doing."
Her concern was verified by higher computer and noncomputer student
off-task behavior during the observation in that general education class
room.

These off-task behavior mean percentages are higher than all

other off-task percentage data gathered during observations in Teacher
18's lab or resource classroom.
Activity Flow Strategies
Because Teacher 18 conducted computer-based instruction in
three very different settings, her management strategies changed across
those settings, as indicated by the focus percentages (see Table 13). In
lab observations, computer student focus percentages and numbers
appeared very high because all students were using a computer.

In

contrast, when she taught in her resource classroom, she focused
mostly on the noncomputer students while the aide did much of the
computer student monitoring.

When Teacher 18 was teaching in the

general education classroom, again, her noncomputer student focus
numbers were high because she was helping several dyads, only one of
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which was using the computer at any given time (there was only one
computer in the general education classroom).
Teacher 18's nonstudent focus percentages were relatively high
because she interacted often with her aide during instruction.

This

interaction was essential due to the key role her aide played in her
technology integration.

Additionally, her materials focus was high

because she often adjusted and added pieces of peripheral equipment,
especially during lab sessions.

For example, Observation 2 field notes

indicated, "She picks up a scanned picture of herself to show students,
and begins to explain the scanning procedure."
Teacher 18 used four strategies to foster an uninterrupted flow of
computer-use activity. First, before students used hardware or software
independently, she demonstrated its use, walking students through its
use, physically prompting their hands/fingers as necessary, watching as
each student took a turn practicing its use, then assigned her aide to
monitor as students used the new hardware and/or software indepen
dently.

Field notes from Observation 2 indicated, "She works on com

puter with student, guiding his hand to the menu he needs for the next
step. Continues to guide the student's hand with the mouse, explaining
to whole group what and why she is doing things, and tells this student
he has done a good job."
Second, Teacher 18 planned computer-use activities that were
engaging and guaranteed students’ success. Of this strategy she said,
"I have less behavioral problems when I give them something they can
do and focus on their accomplishments, and we're there to help each
other." Teacher 18 highlighted students' strengths by allowing them to
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help other students whenever they were able. On those very few occa
sions when she needed to correct a student's behavior, she quickly and
quietly corrected the behavior and immediately focused the student's
attention back on his task.

Observation 1 field notes revealed, "She

walks over to another student to talk to him about being loud, then
continues talking to him about his task."
Because behavior management seemed very secondary to her
instruction, the investigator asked Teacher 18 to talk about her ideas
regarding behavior management. Teacher 18 said, "As far as discipline,
when a child is feeling good about what they fsici are doing, they fsicl
are not going to have problems with their [sicl behavior, or if they fsicl
are frustrated and they [sic] act up to get out of it. I try to get kids to
feel good about themselves. If I see something they are doing to keep
themselves or others from learning, I talk to them." Further, field notes
in Observation 7 indicated that when that same student did something
successfully, Teacher 18's acknowledgment of that student's accom
plishment was deliberate and very public. For example, during Observa
tion 3 as she prepared the whole group to return to their regular class
room at the end of their lab time, Teacher 18 complimented a student on
his work and how he was able to solve a sharing problem on his own
that day.
The third strategy Teacher 18 used was training and using her
aide very effectively.

She reported spending many hours teaching her

aide how to do all the tasks and use all the hardware and software her
students would be using.

Further, during lab and class times, Teacher

18 monitored her aide, encouraging her and helping her as needed. This
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ongoing communication with the aide was indicated by high nonstudent
focus rates across all observations during which her aide was present.
An example of this interaction was recorded in Observation 9 field notes,
"She responds to question from aide and tells her she needs to come
back after finding missing student because today's instruction will be
new to her." Teacher 18 was already planning additional roles that her
aide could play next school year, as indicated in an interview, "There's a
lot of new strategies I'm planning for next year. With the training she's
got now, I can use her more. There's a lot of time I spend setting up
the equipment, and you don't see that."
Finally, across all three instructional settings, Teacher 18's visual
and proximate monitoring of computer students was high, as indicated
by focus rates for computer students.

Field notes indicated that by

remaining proximate to computer students in the lab and general educa
tion classroom, she was able to anticipate problems and compliment
students' accomplishments immediately. When teaching in her resource
room, Teacher 18 visually monitored computer students who were
working with the aide in the hall.

An example of this strategy was

recorded in Observation 5, "She comes into hallway and asks how
students are doing, checks their work, and returns to her room with her
two spelling students."

When asked if she could see the computer

student(s) when she was working in her classroom, Teacher 18 said, "I
always try to position myself in such a way that I can see the computer
student and aide while I'm working with the other students." Additional
ly, Teacher 18 was observed walking out into the hall periodically to
closely monitor the computer students' progress, often asking them to
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tell her about their progress. As indicated by her students’ overall low
off-task rates across all observations (with the exception of Observation
10), Teacher 18's strategies effectively fostered computer and noncom
puter student on-task behavior.
Instructional Planning and Decision-Making Strategies
When asked if she thought instructional computer use enhanced
her students' learning, Teacher 18 replied, "It helps them produce their
thoughts with a tool other than paper and pencil, its multisensory
features motivate students, it provides them with additional, nonjudgmental feedback, and it provides them with a tool they can use as
adults."

She further stated that computer use enhanced her teaching

because it allowed her to quickly and efficiently monitor what the stu
dents were doing, and provided her a tool for preparation of teaching
materials and presentation of instruction. Teacher 18 indicated that her
increased use of computer and related technology had "definitely" re
quired her to change her classroom management procedures, pointing to
the big problem of figuring out how to schedule student use because of
limited equipment. Teacher 18 further stated, "I aiso had to teach the
students to be independent workers, and give them strategies to help
each other."
Throughout observations and follow-up interviews there were
many indications of ongoing planning and evaluation of her instructional
computer use. When asked if she had changed her computer use in any
ways since last school year, Teacher 18 described this year's computer
use as "a whole new

setup"

in which she used

many

more
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computer-related tools, requiring her to expand her lab area.
Although Teacher 18 did not have a formal evaluation system by
which to evaluate the effectiveness of her computer usage, she said "I
feel my current usage is effective when I observe for and see students
developing specific computer use and cognitive skills and then generaliz
ing their use to their daily work in their general education classrooms."
Regarding day-to-day planning, for example, Teacher 18 once stated that
she had planned a more independent activity for her noncomputer (spell
ing) students, knowing that she would have to monitor the computer
student and aide in the hall more closely because of the difficulty level of
the computer task. In addition, her strategy of having students develop
a portfolio (a blank book which they were filling with all of their
computer-generated products) provided a reliable method of evaluating
their computer-use progress over time.
In discussing longer-range planning, Teacher 18 stated, "There's a
lot of new strategies I am planning for next year. With the training she's
[her aide] got not, I can use her more in the general education rooms
next year too. There's a lot of time I spend setting up the equipment.
She can do more of that now.” When discussing administrative support,
Teacher 18 stated that, while she was working very hard at technology
integration, she felt her administrators were encouraging her to continue
moving forward, and she said, "I feel like we are on the road to some
thing good, so I will just keep going."

On numerous occasions during

follow-up interviews, Teacher 18 commented on the level of freedom
and monetary support her special education administration was giving
her, approving the purchase of everything she had requested to date.
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Summary
Teacher 18 used the computer during approximately 68% of the
total observation time. Off-task behavior for computer and noncomputer
students was low, with the exception of Observation 10 which took
place in the general education setting where Teacher 18 had less control
over the setting events of her computer-based instruction. Teacher 18
used the computer for (a) instruction of new software use, (b) smallgroup instruction of a variety of integrated language arts activities involv
ing multimedia, (c) individual student project work, and (d) occasional
drill and practice.

Her instructional formats included whole-group lab

instruction, small group computer-based assignments, and individual
computer-based assignments.

Her strategies which fostered uninter

rupted computer-use activity included:

(a) teaching the hardware and

software use in advance and guiding the students' practice as they
began using hardware and software, (b) consciously planning computeruse activities that were engaging and guaranteed student success,
(c) training and utilizing her aide as an active member of her instructional
team, and (d) constantly visually and/or proximately monitoring both her
computer and noncomputer students. These strategies were effective,
as indicated by overall low percentages of student off-task behaviors. It
is noteworthy that her overall attitude about her students' learning and
her role in their learning was focused on student success, as indicated in
interview documentation. This attitude was apparent in her planning for
and interactions with students.
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Teacher 31
Background
Teacher 31 taught in an elementary self-contained classroom
serving kindergarten through fifth grade students with mild mental im
pairments (including mental impairments, physical and other health
impairments, and learning disabilities) and trainable mental impairments.
She had a full-time teacher's aide.
language arts periods.

All observations were done during

Teacher 31's classroom was average-sized and

contained one computer located behind a divider to minimize distrac
tions.

She was observed 371 minutes across 10 observations (see

Table 2).

Mean length of observation was 37.1 minutes (SD = 9.9).

Computer use was observed during 9 observations, for approximately
164 of the 371 minutes observed (44% of the time). In her initial inter
view, Teacher 31 indicated that she planned to use the computer during
all observation sessions. Teacher 31 was observed most often working
with small reading or language arts groups while other students worked
at their desks or the computer on independent tasks.

During observa

tions, there were 3 to 10 students in the room, with several gone at one
time attending mainstream classes.
Across observations, noncomputer students' mean percentage of
off-task behaviors was 10.6% (SD = 18.2), while computer students'
off-task mean percentage was 1.8% (SD = 13.3), with all computer
student off-task behaviors occurring during one observation

(see

Table 14). While the large standard deviation suggested a wide range in
percentage of off-task students, Table 14 indicates that some degree of
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Table 14
Computer Student (CS) and Noncomputer Student (NCS)
Off-Task Behavior for Teacher 31

Length of
observation
Obs.
no.
1

2

3

4

Minutes3
46

42

51

40

Number of students in
classroom

Percentage of
students off-task

NCS

NCS

CS

M
(SD)

CS
M
(SD)

n

%b

n

%b

5

26.7

0

53.3

5.9

0.0

6

60.0

1

46.7

(8.7)

(0.0)

7

13.3

6

71.4

0

21.4

11.4

9.1

7

28.6

1

78.6

(22.0)

(30.2)

2

5.6

0

100.0

3

33.3

4

38.9

5

16.7

6

5.6

7

21.4

0

64.3

8

28.6

1

35.7

9

28.6

m

91 A

0.0
(0.0)

9.2
(12.4)

0.0
(0.0)
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Table 14—Continued
Number of students in
classroom
Length of
observation
Obs.
no.
5

6

7

8

Minutes3
44

32

32

40

NCS

Percentage of
students off-task

CS

NCS
M
(SD)

CS
M
(SD)

n

%b

n

%b

3

13.3

0

66.7

17.0

0.0

7

13.3

1

33.3

(10.2)

(0.0)

8

66.7

9

6.7

3

41.7

0

50.0

35.1

0.0

6

16.7

1

50.0

(36.8)

(0.0)

7

16.7

8

25.0

3

27.3

0

72.7

1.8

0.0

4

18.2

1

27.3

(6.0)

(0.0)

5

54.5

0

7.1

0

42.9

11.9

0.0

1

21.4

1

57.1

(16.0)

(0.0)

2

7.1

5

28.6

6

21.4

7

14.3
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Table 14--Continued

Length of
observation
Obs.
no.
9

10

Minutes3
24

20

Number of students in
classroom

Percentage of
students off-task

NCS

NCS

CS

CS

M
(SD)

M
(SD)

n

%b

n

%b

3

55.6

0

11.1

4.4

0.0

5

33.3

1

88.9

(8.8)

(0.0)

6

11.1

5

57.1

0

42.9

12.1

0.0

6

14.3

1

57.1

(11.5)

(0.0)

7

14.3

8

14.3
10.6

1.8

Grand
mean

(18.2)

(13.3)

aRounded to nearest minute. bPercentage of time n students were in
classroom during observation.
noncomputer student off-task behavior was present in every observation.
Focus data indicated that, across observations, Teacher 31 at
tended to computer students less consistently and less often than
noncomputer students (see Table 15).

In the initial interview, Teacher

31 indicated that her classroom management practices did not change
during computer-use versus noncomputer-use times.

She stated,

"Because I use the computer as part of my workshop, it doesn’t affect
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Relative Percentage and Frequency of Focus Categories for Teacher 31
No focus/
Unable to
determine

Students/
computer

Students/
no comp.

Obs.
no.

%

na

%

na

%

na

%

na

%

na

£

1

6.1

6

46.0

39

2.3

5

24.3

15

4.2

2

2.2

1

2

18.5

14

69.9

63

4.3

3

5.0

7

3.1

2

69.5

68

8.9

17

17.5

17

2.0

3

3

Nonstudents

Materials

2.1

2

1.0

1

Out of
room
cl

4

3.2

4

82.1

76

3.5

4

10.8

11

5

7.0

7

80.5

96

3.0

5

9.3

14

6

13.3

10

64.8

38

19.3

11

3.4

5

7

11.7

3

55.6

41

15.5

12

16.1

8

8

7.4

11

68.1

67

9.5

10

14.1

11

9

0.1

1

54.4

21

19.1

7

15.4

7

8.9

2

10

13.5

3

72.0

26

3.6

3

11.5

7

0.3

1

Grand
meanb

7.8

68.4

8.2

13.1

0.9

1.5

aNumber of times focus was observed during session. bBased on total minutes by category divided by total
observation minutes (n = 371).
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my management plan much."

However, data from field notes and

follow-up interviews documented use of the following strategies to
manage computer use:
Instructional Use Strategies
Teacher 31 used the computer for (a) drill and practice of skills
already taught, and (b) word processing spelling words and creative
stories. She reported using approximately six different language arts and
math drill and practice programs and one story-starter program on a
weekly basis. She chose the program to be used, taking advantage of
various skill levels built into the programs, and utilized her aide and
university practicum students to help less capable students use the
computer. When asked whether she selected software in advance of its
use, she said, "No, I just have a few different programs that are English,
and I just try to rotate the ones I use.

I examine all programs before I

use them to see if they go with the students’ goals and instructional
objectives."
Instructional Format Strategies
Teacher 31 ’s computer use followed two instructional formats,
both involving individual computer users.

While she was conducting

small-group instruction of language arts, independent workers completed
workshop tasks which included a computer-based task, most often
grammar or math drill and practice programs. Her more capable, uppergrade students worked independently at the computer, while younger
and/or less capable students worked at the computer with the aide or
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practicum student. When the practicum student and aide worked with
computer students, Teacher 31 monitored their progress. Observation 9
field notes revealed,

"Teacher gives practicum student a prompt

regarding computer operation," and Observation 10 revealed, "Teacher
answers question of aide about use of computer program with student."
These formats were effective as indicated by no computer student offtask behaviors across all but Observation 1 (see Table 14). Teacher 31
reported that all students completed the computer task "almost every
day."

She stated that she chose their computer task to support her

students' goals and instructional objectives.

Regarding how she ad

dressed the multiple ability levels in her classroom, Teacher 31 said,
"Some of the software has different levels and other times I have to go
back and put a different program in."

Field notes from Observation 5

revealed, "She gives final directions to language group, tells them she
will put 'Capitalization' in for them when their assignment is done."
Activity Flow Strategies
Four strategies and one additional, impinging external factor regu
lated the general flow of activity and computer use in Teacher 3 1 's
classroom. First, before students used a program, she taught individuals
or small groups how to use the program. Teacher 31 said, "I teach the
higher functioning students how to use the program, and then they
teach the less capable students how to use it. Then I don't have to go
back there every time.

It is good for them to learn to pass it on to

someone else. It teaches them responsibility."
Second, Teacher 31 's "workshop" format regulated her students'
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independent work time (including computer use) while she taught smallgroup instruction. When asked how students knew when they could use
the computer, Teacher 31 said, "They just follow the steps of the
workshop."

When asked whether the students got to the computer

everyday, Teacher 31 said, "Yes, but if they are having a really bad day,
they can’t go to the computer. I use it as a tool. They love it."
Third, during Observation 9, it was noted that a computer-use
schedule was written on the blackboard near the computer.

When

asked about this, Teacher 31 said her aide had suggested it, feeling it
would help the students if they could read it rather than ask her.
Fourth, Teacher 31 auditorily monitored her students, providing
prompts to return to task or begin a task, while she conducted smallgroup instruction or worked with instructional or other materials.
Indeed, her primary form of monitoring all students was visual monitor
ing in response to sensing a noise or movement, followed immediately
by verbal monitoring such as calling out to the computer student, "You
need to do Seasons." When asked what prompted her response in that
particular case, Teacher 31 said she could hear by the sound of the
program that the computer student was in the wrong spot in the pro
gram.

In this case, Teacher 31 had identified a noise, looked up to

verify what she had heard, and called out a procedural prompt to the
computer student.

This is a procedure Teacher 31 used often during

observations, whether she was conducting small-group instruction,
correcting papers at her work table, or helping another student.
When asked about her preferred style of monitoring, Teacher 31
said that she did not monitor the classroom visually a great deal
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because, she said, "By now the kids have been in the classroom long
enough that they know what I expect and I don't want the kids to think
I am watching their every move; they need to be independent."

This

strategy was effective for the computer students who usually had the
help of the aide; however, it was less effective for the noncomputer
students, as evidenced by their relatively higher off-task behavior across
all observations, ranging from approximately 2% to 12% of students at
any given time (see Table 14).
Finally, Teacher 31 reported that unpredictable schedules of her
students' mainstream teachers made it difficult for her to know when
her students would leave and return to her room. The fact that this was
a distraction for her was evident in her focus percentages in Observa
tions 1, 2, 3, 9, and 10, that show her "out-of-room" in the hall looking
for mainstream students, and focusing on nonstudents, as she asks her
aide if she has seen a certain student or if she will go find a mainstream
student.

For example, Observation 3 field notes revealed, "She looks

back out into hall, watching for student she has just asked the aide
about." While Teacher 31 was very tolerant of these schedule inconsis
tencies, her preoccupation with her mainstream students' schedules
decreased her instructional time and affected her vigilance in monitoring
her other students.
Instructional Planning and Decision-Making Strategies
While Teacher 31 believed that students' learning was enhanced
by computer use, she reported feeling "pulled in too many directions,"
because her students represented so many learning levels and needs.
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Although Teacher 31 stated that her current computer usage was effec
tive, she said, "My system of monitoring the computer student's pro
gress from wherever I happen to be in the classroom is kinda'
haphazard.

I don’t always have time to print out report forms that

document their progress but I always check scores at the end of the
lesson."
Summary
Teacher 31 was observed using the computer approximately 44%
of the observation time.

When noncomputer students' were working

independently, their off-task behaviors were relatively higher than
computer students’ off-task behaviors. In all but one of the computeruse observations, there was no recorded computer student off-task
behavior.

Teacher 31 used the computer for drill and practice of pre

viously-learned skills and word-processing of language arts activities.
She chose the program either in advance of computer use, or on the
spot in cases in which the program was inappropriate for the user.
Computer-use formats included independent use or aide-assisted use
while the teacher was conducting small-group instruction. This strategy
was effective for the computer students, as evidenced by the low offtask behavior of computer students.
Teacher 31 's behavior management system was a token econo
my.

The primary strategy Teacher 31 used to maintain uninterrupted

activity flow was the workshop format which included a computer-based
activity. Though Teacher 31 stated that students knew how to proceed
through the workshop activities, field notes indicated that she was often
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observed answering questions, correcting work, or prompting students
about going to the computer or another workshop task.

In discussing

this with Teacher 31, she indicated that due to most students' lack of
ability to complete tasks independently, she was often interrupted.
These interruptions often took Teacher 31 's focus away from smallgroup instruction.

In addition, the unpredictable schedules kept by

mainstream teachers created many uncertain minutes for Teacher 31,
often causing postponement or shortening of language arts instructional
time, and interfering with her monitoring of ongoing classroom activity.
This distraction combined with interruptions and/or distractions related
to independent workers' need for task direction often co-occurred with
off-task behavior among noncomputer students, but did not impact
computer students who were usually assisted by the nearby aide or a
practicum student.
Teacher 36
Background
Teacher 36 taught in an elementary special education resource
room for second through fourth grade students with learning disabilities.
She did not have a

teacher's aide.

Teacher 36 was observed 429

minutes across 10 observations (see Table 2). Mean length of observa
tion was 42.9 minutes (SD = 14.6). Computer use occurred in all 10
observations, for 250 of the 429 minutes of observation (58% of the
time).

In the initial interview. Teacher 36 indicated she planned to use

the computer during each observation.

During classroom observations
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there were three to six students in the room for the whole period.

Her

classroom was approximately twice the size of a typical elementary
classroom and was located in the basement of the school.
observations took place in the school's computer lab.

Two

During Observa

tion 8, she conducted a computer lab for five of her students.

During

Observation 10, when she shared the computer lab with a general
education class, there were 22 students, 3 of whom were her main
streamed students.
A second resource teacher occupied one-half of this room.

De

spite the additional distractions this arrangement could potentially have
caused, her students did not seem to be affected by the noise and activ
ity of the other class. Teacher 36 had one computer and an LCD panel
which were centrally located in her classroom.
done during language arts periods.

All observations were

During most observations Teacher

36 instructed the whole class during the first part of the hour, and
worked with small groups or individuals while all other students worked
alone or in small groups on independent tasks. The computer was used
either by Teacher 36 for instruction or by her students most of the time.
Across observations, off-task behavior mean percentages were
6.8% (SD = 17.8) for noncomputer students and 7.2% (SD = 23.2) for
computer students (see Table 16). In observations when three students
were using the computer together, off-task behavior was higher than all
other computer-use times (see Observations 7 and 9). Overall, computer
students were much less off task than noncomputer students.
Teacher focus data indicated that Teacher 36 attended propor
tionately equally to computer students and noncomputer students (see
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Table 16
Computer Student (CS) and Noncomputer Student (NCS)
Off-Task Behavior for Teacher 36
Number of students in
classroom
Length of
observation
Obs.
no.
1

2

3

Minutes3
46

59

58

Percentage of
students off-task

CS

NCS

NCS
M
(SD)

CM

n

%b

n

%b

3

46.2

0

15.4

4

38.5

1

46.2

5

15.4

2

38.5

3

7.1

0

85.7

4

7.1

1

7.1

5

85.7

2

7.1

3

5.3

0

89.5

4

84.2

1

10.5

(20.1)

5

10.5

2

5.6

0

7.1

2.4

3

33.3

1

92.9

(8.9)

4

38.9

5

16.7

6

5.6

9.6
(21.7)

CS
M
(SD)
0.0
(0.0)

8.6

0.0

(21.8)

(0.0)

6.6

0.0
(0.0)

7.7
(27.7)
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Table 16—Continued

Length of
observation
Obs.
no.
5

6

7

8

Minutes3
30

59

32

37

Number of students in
classroom

Percentage of
students off-task

NCS

NCS

CS

M
(SD)

CS
M
(SD)

n

%b

n

%b

4

20.0

0

70.0

0.0

0.0

5

10.0

1

10.0

(0.0)

(0.0)

6

70.0

2

20.0

4

52.6

0

21.1

19.1

5

26.3

1

26.3

(24.0)

6

21.1

2

52.6

0

66.7

2

22.2

0.0

11.1

1

22.2

3

77.8

(0.0)

(33.3)

2

11.1

0

100.0

5

100.0

3.3
(12.9)

0.0
(0.0)

9

10

51

15

3

68.8

0

25.0

4

6.3

2

6.3

6

25.0

3

68.8

1

100.0

22

100.0

0.0

27.8

(0.0)

(39.8)

0.0

6.4

(0.0)

(7.6)
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Table 16-Continued
Number of students in
classroom
Length of
observation
Obs.
no.

Minutes3

NCS

n

Percentage of
students off-task

CS

%b

n

NCS

%b

Grand
mean

M
(SD)
6.8
(17.8)

CS
M
(SD)
7.2
(23.2)

aRounded to nearest minute. Percentage of time n students were in
classroom during observation.
Table 17).

During Observations 8 and 10, Teacher 36 attended almost

exclusively to computer students because the sessions took place in a
computer lab. Nonstudent focus rates were higher due to frequent inter
ruptions from mainstream teachers and students.

Teacher 36 focused

on materials relatively often because she often escorted students to and
from their general education classrooms in another part of the building
and then spent the beginning of instructional time locating materials
needed for that hour.
When asked in her initial interview whether she thought instruc
tional computer use required her to change her classroom management
procedures, Teacher 36 answered that it did not, and in fact, computer
use made management easier because, she stated, "It is a center the
students really enjoy." Field notes and follow-up interviews documented
her use of the following strategies to manage her computer-use class
room and computer lab:
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Relative Percentage and Frequency of Focus Categories for Teacher 36

Students/
computer
Obs.
no.

%

1

37.1

2

8.1

Students/
no comp.

Nonstudents

%

na

32

26.7

23

10

76.5

29

5.6

77.0

26

na

3

%

na

No focus/
Unable to
determine

Materials
%

na

3.9

4

4

9.9

9

4.8

5

18.9

13

4

32.7

21

48.9

28

3.7

4

15.3

5

5

13.2

4

82.8

13

1.8

1

1.9

2

6

23.1

28

67.7

101

1.3

3

7.9

17

7

36.5

20

5.2

3

16.5

5

15.6

12

8b

72.8

46

13.7

6

11.6

10

2.1

3

9

19.8

22

76.7

31

1.4

3

2.3

4

10b

81.5

29

3.7

2

13.7

4

Grand
mean0

26.7

54.5

5.0

8.7

%

Out of
room

%

12.4

0.9

“Number of times focus was observed during session. bComputer lab session. “Based on total minutes by
category divided by total observation minutes (n = 429).
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Instructional Use Strategies
Teacher 36 used the computer for three purposes:

(1) drill and

practice of language arts and math skills; (2) a "publishing center" where
students could word process their edited drafts of a creative piece, a
report, or a class newsletter piece; and (3) instruction regarding use of a
computer program (e.g., instruction on the use of The Children's Writing
and Publishing Center, or related to specific language arts skill develop
ment (e.g., instruction in the writing of haiku). When conducting wholegroup instruction. Teacher 36 used an LCD panel which projected the
computer screen image onto a large screen, enabling her to demonstrate
specific procedures and skills to all students at one time, or word pro
cess a group story as students composed the story together.

For

example, field notes from Observation 2 revealed, "She is using the
computer, LCD, and software to instruct the lesson.

She gives each

student a hard copy of one screen students will encounter in program."
There was no noncomputer student off-task behavior observed during
these LCD-based lessons.

Teacher 36 reported using about seven

programs each week, depending on the ability levels, subject area, and
needs of the students that came to her each hour.
Instructional Format Strategies
The computer-use formats that Teacher 36 used were (a) individ
ual independent, (b) small-group independent, (c) small-group instruc
tional, and (d) whole-group instructional.

She used the computer as a

center for individual and small-group tasks such as drill and practice of
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grammar and math skills, and "publishing" student writing when they
were in the classroom and computer lab.

She believed it was very

important to help students learn to work successfully in groups, and
used the computer to teach this objective.

Teacher 36 was observed

numerous times supporting the cooperative learning efforts of computer
students.

For example. Observation 9 field notes revealed, "After

prompting students to figure out how to include all three students in the
keyboarding and editing process, she walks back to computer and
compliments one student on the way she is sharing the tasks."

On

another occasion in Observation 9, field notes indicated, "She walks
over to a group that has asked for her help, and tells them they need to
work out their problem by themselves, and reminds them of their halfhour time limit."

On that same occasion, Teacher 36 said, "Either you

all win or you all lose."

She then walked away, continuing to monitor

them as she began another task.
Individual students could also use the computer to "publish" their
final drafts of written pieces.

Teacher 36 did not allow students to

compose at the computer because she felt that the task of keyboarding
was enough challenge for them to handle at this point.

She believed

that they would be able to compose at the computer by the end of the
school year. Teacher 36 stated, "I want them to strive for perfection of
the piece before they get to the computer."

She wanted the product

they take away from the computer to be as close to perfect as possible
so that they could be proud of their work while at the same time bring
closure to the task.
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Small groups used the computer to do drill and practice exercises
and publish pieces they had written as a group.

Computer group

makeup was determined by lottery, with an occasional override by the
teacher. When groups were sent to the computer to do drill and practice
exercises, Teacher 36 stressed that it was a group effort that would get
them the best score, reminding them that it was not a competition.
When asked why she allowed one computer group to go on so long in
disagreement, Teacher 36 said, "I thought maybe I would have to
change that group because it was going to be a problem, but I was
remarkably impressed with them. One of the big things about LD kids is
they need to learn to work in groups because they will always need a
group."

In another interview, Teacher 36 commented, "If they had a

problem getting along, they would have been pulled off and the next
group would have gone." Additionally, dyads were sent to the computer
to word process a piece written by one member of the dyad.

The

purpose of the second student was to help the author with keyboarding
concerns such as spacing, indenting, and editing of typing errors.

She

was often observed prompting students regarding their roles.

For

example. Observation 2 indicated, "She then tells a finished student to
go back and help spell for the computer student."
Whole-group computer use centered around the introduction of a
program or the teaching of a language arts skill. The activity proceeded
from whole-group instruction to student practice in dyads on the com
puter. On other occasions, the whole-group activity did not require the
computer while the follow-up small-group activity was centered at the
computer.

For example, Teacher 36 led a whole-group discussion
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comparing several characters in a story they were reading.

She then

assigned small groups the task of (a) writing a rough-draft description of
their favorite character, (b) editing the draft and getting her approval,
then (c) word processing their piece cooperatively.
Activity Flow Strategies
Since the overarching activity format in her classroom was "cen
ters," the flow of activity was based on the completion of those centers.
Teacher 36 utilized from two to four centers during most observations.
At the beginning of the hour, she spent time explaining the centers and
conducting any instruction relative to the centers. One center involved a
computer activity (either individual or small-group), one was teacherdirected in small groups, and others were completed by the students
individually.
Because Teacher 36 was usually working with a small group when
students were using the computer center, she employed several strate
gies to foster uninterrupted computer use.

Before students used a

program independently, Teacher 36 introduced the program to them,
demonstrating its use and allowing students to practice and demonstrate
to other students various aspects of the program.

Field notes from

Observation 1 revealed, "One student is demonstrating as teacher gives
directions and asks questions while other students are listening and
providing answers to questions." As Teacher 36 was demonstrating the
program, she also gave students a sheet of paper containing a set of
brief, written directions for them to use, referencing that sheet as she
demonstrated.

Students could then keep and reference the sheet of
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directions as they began to use the program independently.
Teacher 36 also provided a "cue card" for every program students
used. She placed the card by the computer monitor and often reminded
students to use the cue card before they asked her a procedural ques
tion. On this card she also wrote the levels/parts of the program each
student should be working on. As the student completed the assigned
part of the program, he or she penciled in his or her highest score on the
card next to his or her name. Of this strategy Teacher 36 commented,
"It saves me a whole lot of heartache.

I also have which programs or

part of the program they are supposed to do."

That strategy was

another example of Teacher 36's effort to help her students become
independent learners, able to find their own answers to problems they
encountered and evaluate their own progress.
Finally, because her students were always anxious to use the
computer. Teacher 36 had devised a logical strategy to determine the
order of turn-taking on days when "center" structures did not impose an
automatic order.

As Teacher 36 approved students' rough drafts, she

numbered them in the order in which they were approved, and that is
the order in which they then used the computer.

Of this strategy

Teacher 36 said, "I find it helps them keep on task."
While Teacher 36 orchestrated a very high-activity-level learning
environment, she too was active, continually monitoring students' activi
ties either visually, proximately, or verbally, as indicated by her high
focus percentages and numbers for computer students and noncomputer
students (see Table 17).

Further, her monitoring of computer students

(in her classroom setting) was proportionally high compared to other
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foci.

For example, Table 17 shows in Observation 1 (a classroom ob

servation), 32 of a total 59 foci observed were computer students.
Generally, when her students were off-task during observations,
field notes and focus data indicate that Teacher 36 was monitoring their
behavior either visually or proximately. When asked about this, she said,
"I like them to work out their problems by themselves, if possible."
Overall, when considering the numbers of computer students and
noncomputer students available to observe, Teacher 36 attended to
computer students at a proportionately higher rate than her noncomputer
students, visually monitoring them often when she was conducting indi
vidual or small group instruction, and monitored them proximately and
verbally when she was not occupied by individual or group instruction
(see Table 17). An example of visual monitoring occurred in Observation
1, as field notes indicated, "She looks up at projection screen (LCD
panel) to see how computer student is doing."

The fact that their off-

task behaviors were relatively low is an indication that Teacher 36's
strategies to foster uninterrupted computer use were effective.
Teacher 36 focused her behavior management on behaviors
needed by students to get the task done. Regarding computer-use rules,
she said, "It is part of their quality world. This is your classroom and if
you don't take care of it, it is not going to be there for you. We have
gone over the rules a lot. They want to work at the computer, so they
are willing to follow the rules."

Because Teacher 36 structured most

independent learning activities for groups, she utilized peer pressure and
peer monitoring. Of one particular case using this strategy, Teacher 36
said, "I let them handle that student and they wouldn't let him eat lunch
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with them. They wouldn't talk to him during lunch. Sometimes kids can
surprise you. You can’t assume they can't do it. If they have a problem
getting along, they need to work it out. I am a firm believer in closure.
The choice is not whether you want to do the work, but when; you can
do it on your time or mine."
Instructional Planning and Decision-Making Strategies
When asked if she believed her instructional computer use en
hanced her students' learning, Teacher 36 pointed to the following
indicators:

(a) it teaches them to be independent learners, (b) the drill

and practice firms up their skills, (c) with the school newspaper, it
motivates them to perfect and publish their work. She talked about the
positive experience her class had when they wrote and published the
school newspaper and bound books containing their own writings.
Teacher 36 said, "They produce better work when they use the comput
er. It makes learning more fun and rewarding for them and more moti
vating for me."
Summary
Teacher 36 was observed using the computer approximately 58%
of the total observation time.

In most observations, noncomputer

student off-task behaviors were higher than computer students' off-task
behaviors. One notable exception was the higher off-task behaviors of
computer students in Observation 9.

Across observations, most com

puter and noncomputer student off-task behaviors were related to
students resolving small disagreements before they could begin their
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small group activities on or off the computer. Field notes reflected that
this was, for the most part, constructive off-task behavior in which
Teacher 36 was purposely not immediately intervening so that a lesson
in group cooperation could be learned.
Across observations, Teacher 36 monitored computer students
often when she was working with small groups and when she was
monitoring independent work time. She used the computer for a variety
of instructional purposes including computer-based instruction, drill and
practice, and word processing. Preceding independent use of programs,
Teacher 36 gave instruction and guided practice in program use.
Students had use of cue cards for every program they used. In addition,
Teacher 36 stated that students knew that she consistently monitored
the progress of their computer use via daily records and continuous
intermittent direct observation. Her use of the LCD panel during wholegroup computer-based instruction fostered relatively high student ontask behavior when compared to her whole-group computer-based in
struction without the LCD panel.
Formats for Teacher 36's computer use included individual, smallgroup, and whole-group. The majority of computer use involved two or
more students because she used the computer specifically to teach the
skill of working together in groups.

While this learning process may

have created higher off-task behavior for both computer and noncom
puter student groups, it reflected a planned aspect of Teacher 36's
computer use instructional goals and management.
The most noteworthy aspect of her activity flow strategies was
the high rate of monitoring computer students. Across all instructional
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formats, her occurrences of computer student and noncomputer student
foci were high (see Table 17). While Teacher 36 monitored very closely,
she purposely did not always intervene at the point where she could
have prevented off-task behavior.
Teacher 45
Background
Teacher 45 taught in an upper elementary, self-contained class
room of students with emotional impairments.

The classroom was an

average-sized room containing one computer located in a study carrel.
Teacher 45 had a full-time teacher's aide.

Teacher 45 was observed

453 minutes across 10 observations (see Table 2).
observation was 45.3 minutes (SD = 11.8).

Mean length of

Computer use was ob

served in 5 of 10 observations for 153 of the 453 minutes of observa
tion (34% of the time). All observations were done during language arts
periods.

Teacher 45 indicated that she planned to use the computer

during each observation. During observations, there were two to eight
students in the classroom, with several going to and from mainstream
classes at one time.

Teacher 45 usually began the hour conducting

whole-group instruction followed by small-group instruction while other
students worked independently at their desks or the computer.
Across observations, off-task behavior percentages for both
computer and noncomputer students were low (see Table 18).

Mean

percentage of off-task behavior for noncomputer students was 3.7%
(SD = 11.1), and 1.9% (SD = 13.9) for computer students.

Several
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observations contained no off-task student behavior. Computer student
off-task behavior occurred in only one of the five computer-use observa
tions.
Table 18
Computer Student (CS) and Noncomputer Student (NCS)
Off-Task Behavior for Teacher 45
Number of students in
classroom
Length of
observation
Obs.
no.
1

2

3

4

Minutes3
49

54

58

22

CS

NCS

n

Percentage of
students off-task

%b

NCS

n

%b

0

100.0

M
(SD)

CS
M
(SD)

2

5.9

10.8

3

88.2

4

5.9

3

7.1

4

7.1

5

85.7

3

40.0

0

40.0

0.0

0.0

4

15.0

1

60.0

(0.0)

(0.0)

5

45.0

0

11.1

0

100.0

0.0

4

11.1

5

77.8

(24.3)

0

100.0

6.4
(10.7)

(0.0)
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Table 18—Continued
Number of students in
classroom
Length of
observation
Obs.
no.

Minutes3

NCS

n

CS

%b

n

NCS

%b

100.0

100.0

36

Percentage of
students off-task

M
(SD)

CS
M
(SD)

2.0
(8 . 0 )

50

52

8

31

55

10

46

100.0

3

5.9

4

47.1

5

47.1

6

11.1

0

33.3

2.4

0.0

7

66.7

1

66.7

(5.5)

(0. 0)

8

22.2

3

50.0

100.0

0.0

0.0

4

50.0

(0 .0)

(0 .0)

6

42.1

0

36.8

1.5

8.3

7

36.8

1

63.2

(6 . 6)

8

21.1

3

6.7

0

60.0

2.7

0.0

4

46.7

1

40.0

(7.0)

(0. 0)

5

40.0

6

6.7

7.9
(14.3)

(28.9)
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Table 18~Continued
Number of students in
classroom
Length of
observation
Obs.
no.

Minutes3

NCS

n

Percentage of
students off-task

CS

%b

n

NCS

%b

Grand
mean

M
(SD)
3.7
(11.1)

CS
M
(SD)
1.9
(13.9)

aRounded to nearest minute. Percentage of time n students were in
classroom during observation.
At first glance, teacher focus data revealed that Teacher 45
focused on noncomputer students much more than she did computer
students (see Table 19). Focus on computer students in Observations 3,
7, 8, 9, and 10 represented attention to only one student in each ob
servation.

However, when comparing computer and noncomputer

student focus percentages in relationship to the number of students who
used the computer, the computer student received proportionally equal
attention.
In the initial interview, Teacher 45 indicated that her classroom
management did not change during computer-use versus noncomputeruse time, stating, "I guess I don't feel a particular connection with spe
cific management strategies and computer use."

However, field notes

and follow-up interviews documented utilization of the following strate
gies to manage computer use in her classroom:
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Relative Percentage and Frequency of Focus Categories for Teacher 45

Students/
computer
Obs.
no.

Students/
no comp.

Nonstudents

No focus/
Unable to
determine

Materials

%

na

%

na

1

94.6

50

4.1

5

2

84.7

85

5.3

7

6.2

6

92.9

65

1.8

5

0.8

1

4

97.3

17

2.2

1

5

93.2

4

7.0

4

6

93.8

83

3.5

5

3.8

7

0.8

1

3

%

3.7

na

6

%

na

7

5.2

8

91.0

52

2.5

4

8

5.0

4

85.5

14

8.5

3

9

3.8

4

89.6

73

2.4

5

4.8

4

10

10.4

9

81.6

38

3.5

3

4.8

3

Grand
mean*3

2.9

90.2

3.8

2.5

%

na

Out of
room
%

na

0.9

1

3.0

1

0.5

aNumber of times focus was observed during session. bBased on total minutes by category divided by total
observations minutes (n = 453).
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Instructional Use Strategies
Teacher 45 used the computer for (a) drill and practice of math
and grammar skills, and (b) word processing of creative writing pieces
and reports.

She was observed assigning two drill and practice pro

grams, one for math "place value" mastery, and one for language arts
"main idea" mastery, and a word processing program for final drafts of
written pieces. Teacher 45 knew exactly what each computer student
was using the computer for. For example, in an interview, when asked
what programs the student was using. Teacher 45 said, "Read 'N Roll.
He was working on main idea, a passage geared to his level." Teacher
45 used these programs very prescriptively, removing programs from
students' work schedules once they demonstrated mastery. In an inter
view, Teacher 45 said, "Basically, most of the time the people who are
on that day will go on. This week l changed things because there are
some students who have not mastered the place value program, and the
plan is that they will get on and they will not get off until they have
mastered it."

Teacher 45 allowed students to determine when they

were ready to use the word processor.

Her students were observed

using only the three programs she initially indicated they used.
Instructional Format Strategies
The instructional computer-use format used by Teacher 45 was
individual computer use. While she was conducting small-group instruc
tion, students could use the computer to complete their drill and practice
or word processing assignments.

Teacher 45 permitted students to
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decide (a) if they needed to use their computer time, and (b) whether
they wanted to leave group instruction in order to use their computer
time.

In one instance, Teacher 45 was observed overriding a student's

decision regarding computer use, which is consistent with her comment
that if she felt the student was making an incorrect decision, she would
override his decision and explain her reasoning. Students could also use
the computer during independent work time for prescribed uses only.
On one occasion, when students had to stay in the classroom for recess
due to inclement weather, two students asked and received permission
to use the computer to play a math drill and practice game together.
Activity Flow Strategies
Field notes indicated that Teacher 45 attended to students (both
computer and noncomputer) minimally during small-group instruction,
expecting her aide or the "computer person" to help students during that
time (see Table 19).

She stated, "I know that if I'm focused on one

group. I’m not focused on the others. I put my focus where I know the
need is to put it and I accept that l don't have to know everything that's
going on all the time.

I think I’m a focused person."

However, when

Teacher 45 was not involved in small-group instruction, she attended to
individual students briefly and often, using visual, proximate, and verbal
monitoring extensively, as indicated by proportionally high computer and
noncomputer student focus percentages.
Teacher 45 used three strategies to foster uninterrupted computer
use. First, she assigned specific students to use the computer each day
with specific computer-based tasks to complete. She posted this weekly
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assignment sheet above the computer.

On any given day, Teacher 45

assigned two or three students to use the computer.
Second, Teacher 45 assigned a weekly "computer person" to
supervise computer activity.

Of this strategy she said, "It is the com

puter person's responsibility to ask me what program I want in and he
needs to know in what sequence he should have the kids on the com
puter. He gets it set up, calls them over, and tells them when their time
is up. Also if a child is having a problem, the first person they fsicl ask
is the computer person." When asked if all students were able to do this
job, Teacher 45 said, "It's a job that every child enjoys." Students were
observed taking this responsibility very seriously and performing it
according to her expectations. In two instances, computer persons left
small-group instruction in order to help a computer student get started
on his computer assignment. Observation 8 field notes indicated, "The
computer person has left the webbing group and is helping the computer
student boot a different program.

Teacher continues to work with

webbing group and does not appear to be attending to what is going on
at the computer."

In both instances, when the computer person re

turned to small-group instruction, Teacher 45 took time to bring him up
to date on what had transpired in the group. For example, Observation
8 field notes indicated, "As computer person comes back to group,
teacher brings him up to speed on the webbing task they are doing."
Teacher 45 followed the same procedure when a computer student
returned after missing a portion of her small-group instruction.
When asked if there were any drawbacks to using the computer
person role, she said, "If they aren't interested, then they don't move on
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it, and I have to move in.

The second one would be that the student

who has trouble staying on task could abuse the role.

If the computer

person gets called over, he can stay there because he doesn’t want to
do his work, and it’s hard for me to tell him to get back to his seat when
he can justify that someone needs his help."

The effectiveness of

assigning students to computer use with specific assignments and the
support of a computer person was an effective combination of strate
gies, as indicated by low off-task behaviors among both noncomputer
and computer students across computer-use observations.
The final strategy Teacher 45 employed was to monitor the
computer student herself. While she stated that she preferred to leave
the monitoring to the computer person. Teacher 45 was observed on a
few occasions during independent work time proximately and verbally
monitoring the computer student, at times giving procedural or academic
help, or complimenting a student on his well-written paragraph or high
drill and practice score.

For example, in Observation 10, field notes

indicated, "She walks over to computer student and asks him if he had
to use the blackboard to get his answers. She asks him if he is under
standing the problems."

Since most of the computer-use monitoring

was done by the computer person, Teacher 45 required computer
students to turn in their products (e.g., drill and practice score print-out
or word processed piece) to her for evaluation.
Teacher 45 supported her classroom management strategies with
a behavior management token system.

She explained, "Students

accumulate tickets and buy free time or things from a store. They have
a bank account we keep. I control how often tickets are given. I use it
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when I feel a need for it. Tickets may be used to buy free time."
this she said, "They don't have to interrupt me.

Of

They can fill out the

check and fill out their starting and ending time. If they go over the time
on their own, we deduct the amount from the bank." Teacher 45 indi
cated that if students took free time during work time, they were still
responsible for all assignments.
Instructional Planning and Decision-Making Strategies
When asked if she thought computer enhanced her students'
learning. Teacher 45 said that it helped some of her students, but not
others, depending on how interested they were in the computer.

She

felt that a few of her students were too emotionally impaired to benefit
from instructional computer use.

However, in answer to the question

regarding whether she believed instructional computer use enhanced her
teaching, Teacher 45 replied, "It's like another hand in the room, or
another vehicle to achieve objectives."

She also commented that she

had found the computer to be a helpful teacher resource.
When asked if she was using the computer in different ways than
she had last school year, Teacher 45 said that she was using it less
often and more prescriptively, monitoring computer students’ progress
by collecting printouts of computer-generated records and printouts of
word processed assignments.

In discussing possible future uses,

Teacher 45 said she would like students to do more word processing,
but first needed to get a better word processor and do some instruction
in its use. Of this plan, she said, "There is a lot they don't know about
it [word processor].

They have learned how to operate regular
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instructional programs in other classes, but not word processing pro
grams. So I will be working on that with them." Rather than just doing
drill and practice, Teacher 45 indicated that she wanted them to have to
problem-solve the use of a computer program, and wanted to get a more
sophisticated word processing program for this purpose.
Regarding the effectiveness of her current computer management
strategies. Teacher 45 said, "I like it and the students love it.
clearly know their role.

They

I know how much more I had to be involved

before there was a computer person. And they are learning a lot too."
As indicated by low off-task behaviors among computer and noncom
puter students, the strategies she used to foster uninterrupted computer
use were effective.
Summary
Teacher 45 used the computer during approximately 34% of the
total observation time for independent, individual drill and practice of
skills for maintenance purposes.

Computer use was assigned on an

individual-needs basis. She developed a weekly computer-use chart and
assigned a computer person to manage day-to-day computer use,
intervening only if either the computer user or computer person was
unable to handle his task independently. When conducting instruction,
Teacher 45 seldom monitored the computer student, assuming the
computer person would do this task.

However, when she was not

engaged in instruction. Teacher 45 monitored computer students often,
but briefly, much as she monitored all students. As with all her monitor
ing, the purpose of computer student attending was to monitor and
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encourage task progress.

Overall, low off-task behaviors for computer

and noncomputer students across all observations indicated effective
management of instructional computer use in her classroom.
Summary of Classroom Management Strategies
Used by Participants
Across teachers many computer-use management strategies were
observed.

Most were effective; however, a few were not.

Strategies

are summarized in the following section.
Instructional Use Strategies
Across the eight participants, instructional computer use most
often observed was drill and practice of previously learned skills. Addi
tionally, six teachers assigned the computer for word processing of
(a) creative writing pieces, (b) grammar assignments, (c) spelling words
(lists or sentences), and (d) science and social studies assignments. One
teacher assigned the computer as a central component of multimedia
tasks such as writing a report based on a database which students
developed by using a CD-ROM encyclopedia resource.

All teachers

reported improvement in basic math and grammar skills as the reason for
using drill and practice programs. Similarly, teachers who assigned word
processing tasks said that they assigned the computer for this use
primarily because, in using the word processor, students were motivated
to complete qualitatively and quantitatively better products.
Teachers varied greatly regarding (a) the degree to which they
integrated computer use with the curriculum, and (b) their levels of
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expectation regarding completion of computer-based tasks. A computerbased task was considered to be curricular integrated if it related to a
learning objective and would, at some point in the language arts hour or
independent work time, be completed by most of the other students in
the room. Levels of integration observed in these eight classrooms fell
into the following categories:

(a) unrelated, in which a student was

assigned computer time to work on a drill and practice program which
was unrelated to any other learning activities/objectives that had been
assigned to other students and was not consistently monitored by the
teacher; (b) stand-alone, in which a student(s) was assigned a computer
task which was related to learning tasks assigned to other students, but
was not the same assignment other students were working on, and was
not monitored consistently by the teacher; (c) stand-alone/monitored, in
which student(s) were assigned a computer task which was related to a
learning objective assigned to other students, and progress and comple
tion were monitored by the teacher; (d) integrated, in which students
were assigned computer-based tasks, which all students would be
completing and that were integrally connected to a larger learning task,
such as word processing a creative piece written by each student in an
earlier language arts session; and (e) integrated/multimedia, in which
students were assigned computer-based tasks that were integrally
connected to a larger learning task which all students would be complet
ing, and involved use of the computer as well as other technologies such
as laser disc and CD-ROM.
Teachers who practiced greater levels of computer integration
also

required

the

same

accountability

regarding

completion

of
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computer-based assignments and behavior for computer students as for
noncomputer students and noncomputer-based tasks.

Likewise, they

attended more to computer students than did teachers whose computer
use was not curricular integrated.
All teachers reported improvement in basic math and language
arts skills as the reason for using drill and practice programs. Similarly,
teachers who assigned word processing of language arts assignments
said they assigned the computer for this use primarily because, when
using

word

processors,

students

were

motivated

to

complete

qualitatively and quantitatively better products than when they used
paper and pencils to complete language arts assignments.
Instructional Format Strategies
All teachers assigned the computer on an independent, individual
task basis.

The nature of these assignments ranged from tasks that

were totally unrelated to tasks on which other students were working, to
tasks that were integrally related to a larger task on which all students
were working.
based tasks.
were:

Several teachers assigned student dyads to computerThe two major reasons cited for assigning dyad tasks

(a) the efficiency afforded by peers helping each other, and (b)

the specific objective of students learning to work successfully in
groups.
Teacher-directed instructional formats used by these teachers
were (a) one-on-one, (b) small-group, and (c) whole-group computerbased instruction. The three teachers who used one-on-one computerbased instruction often utilized their aides and/or practicum students for
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this purpose. When aides and practicum students were used, the pur
pose was either to (a) teach the use of specific programs, or (b) help
lower-functioning students use the computer.
Small-group computer-based instruction of two to five students
was used by four teachers for such varied instructional tasks as teaching
specific program use, composing a group story, and learning to use Lego
Logo.

When this format was used, other students were either out in

mainstream classes or working independently, under the supervision of
an aide.

Whole-group computer-based instruction was used by four

teachers.

Three of the four teachers used a computer lab while the

fourth implemented this format using an LCD panel and one computer to
engage all students in the group. In two cases, whole-group lab instruc
tion was conducted in the school's computer lab on a biweekly basis.
The activities in these labs were either word processing or exploring new
programs. In both cases, the teachers had to manage their lab instruc
tion while one or more other classes also used the lab. In the third case,
the teacher developed her own lab, located in the corner of the library,
containing four computers and many peripheral, multimedia tools. This
lab, though very small in size, offered a private learning environment for
her students.
Activity Flow Strategies
In addition to decisions and plans regarding instructional use and
instructional formats, teachers used a variety of strategies to foster
uninterrupted instructional computer use, including (a) utilizing systemat
ic behavior management systems, (b) teaching students how to use
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assigned computer programs, (c) assigning computer use, (d) clarifying
computer tasks, (e) monitoring computer use, (f) requiring computer
students to use earphones, (g) requiring computer students to use a
timer, (h) utilizing other personnel, (i) employing group contingencies,
and (j) structuring computer activities for success. These activity flow
strategies are described further below.
Utilizing Systematic Behavior Management Systems
Seven teachers employed a token, point, or reward system to help
maintain on-task behavior. Some of these systems rewarded appropriate
social behaviors, while others focused on assigned task completion. In
one case, computer use was contingent on appropriate behavior; in
another case, computer use was contingent on completion of other
assigned daily tasks.

In both cases, the teachers reported that the

contingent computer use strategy was effective because students
wanted to use the computer.

In the two cases in which behavior

management systems were used inconsistently and somewhat am
bivalently by the teachers, the noncomputer students' off-task behavior
was higher than in other cases. One teacher did not utilize a systematic
behavior management system, but chose to focus on careful planning of
instruction and learning activities to ensure success, believing that
misbehavior results primarily from frustration over inability to complete
the task.

This strategy was effective for her until she encountered a

situation in which an intervening event made it impossible for her to
carry out her well-planned, highly engaging computer-based activity.
Four teachers who used task completion with a check-off system as
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prerequisite for computer use achieved both high task completion and
low computer student and noncomputer student off-task behaviors.
Teaching Students How to Use Assigned Computer Programs
All teachers reported teaching computer programs before students
used them independently.

While all teachers reported a preference for

teaching a new program to the whole class, few were able to do this
because they did not see all students at one time during the day. Two
teachers who had use of the school's computer lab were able to intro
duce new programs to all students at the same time. One teacher used
an LCD panel and screen to introduce programs to the whole class.
Other teachers reported or were observed teaching a program to one to
three students at a time, then depending on those students to teach
other students.

Teachers who used the latter method said that the

opportunity for students to teach other students was not only motiva
tional, but enhanced students' self-esteem.
Three teachers were observed providing guided practice with
close monitoring as students used various programs.

These teachers

were those whose level of curricular integration was greatest and who
spent more time observing computer students than did other teachers.
While a fourth teacher did not, herself, monitor students, she assigned a
"computer person" to be available as computer students required help
(see case study of Teacher 45). As a supplement to teaching computer
programs, one teacher provided written instructions on program use
which she gave to students as she taught the programs.
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Teachers who taught students how to use the software and
followed up with guided practice also monitored preventively (visually),
making it difficult for the investigator to determine which instructional
format (whole- or small-group) was most effective.

It was noteworthy

that among the teachers who did not visually monitor computer student
use, more computer student off-task student behavior was observed
(see Teachers 1 and 4) than among those who taught program use in
whole-group and small-group formats, followed by guided practice.
Assigning Computer Use
Three teachers used centers or workshops to structure students'
independent tasks.

In all three cases, the center or workshop tasks

included one or more assigned computer-based tasks.

Two teachers

who provided students with clear task instructions (written and oral) and
clear expectations regarding computer task quality and completion had
low computer student and noncomputer student off-task rates.

The

third teacher who did not provide clear task instructions, task order, or
expectations regarding completion had higher noncomputer student offtask behaviors than the other two teachers who used the center format.
Another structuring strategy utilized by one teacher was assigning
contracts which listed approximately 60 tasks students had to complete
weekly in order to receive a Friday reward.

Task completion was high

and computer student off-task rates were low; however, noncomputer
student off-task behavior was relatively high.
Finally, in order to help students negotiate the school day inde
pendently, one teacher provided a weekly schedule which included (a) all
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mainstream classes; (b) music, art, and physical education classes; and
(c) computer-use times. Students were not further monitored regarding
use of the computer.

This strategy was effective as long as the

students knew how to use the programs. When they could not navigate
through the programs, they wasted their assigned computer time at
tempting to figure them out. Another teacher wrote the daily programuse schedule on the chalkboard so students would not interrupt her to
ask which program they should use.

Nevertheless, this teacher was

observed consistently (a) giving students directions about which program
or program part to use, and (b) loading programs for students, thus inter
rupting her instructional time.
Clarifying Computer Tasks
One teacher used two strategies to clarify task order and pro
cedures.

First, so that students knew which of their assigned tasks

were computer-based, she included an encircled "c" after the assign
ments (written on the chalkboard) which required computer use.

Sec

ond, so that students would know where on a program they should
begin, she and/or her students maintained a card in the sleeve of the
disk listing student names and level and/or place on the disk where each
student was currently working.

Students were seldom seen asking

computer task procedure questions in this classroom. On the few occa
sions when students asked, the teacher referred them to the card in the
disk sleeve.
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Monitoring Computer Use
Monitoring appeared to be the key complement of all other effec
tive strategies.

Four monitoring modes, visual, verbal, auditory, and

proximate, were observed to be variably effective. All teachers used the
following:

(a) visual monitoring, that is, watching students; (b) verbal

monitoring such as asking students how they were doing, complimenting
students' progress, or telling students what they should be doing; and
(c) proximate monitoring, or moving closer to students working on the
computer. The duration and degree to which teachers used these strat
egies, however, varied widely.
While all teachers reported (and were observed) using auditory
monitoring to some degree, two teachers were observed to use auditory
monitoring as their primary system. Their strategy was to listen, as they
worked with other student groups or at their desks, and respond when
they heard a disruption first by looking up, then by commenting about
the disruption with a correction, direction, or statement regarding the
behavior involved.

This strategy usually allowed for correction rather

than prevention of off-task behavior.

Noncomputer student off-task

behaviors for these teachers were higher than other teachers. However,
because teachers who used auditory monitoring also assigned the
computer as an individual, independent task, the computer students
tended to remain on-task, while the noncomputer students in these two
classrooms demonstrated more off-task behaviors than computer stu
dents across observations.
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By contrast, six teachers used periodic visual monitoring as their
major mode of managing classroom behavior, sometimes scanning the
entire classroom, and other times looking up to observe a specific stu
dent or activity.

This allowed them to monitor preventatively, usually

entering a situation before correction was necessary.

Then they often

used proximate monitoring, moving close to the student(s) to observe or
simply let their presence be known, followed by verbal monitoring, if
direct intervention was necessary.

Overall, fewer off-task behaviors

were observed among these teachers' students compared to teachers
who did not use this approach.

When there was occasionally off-task

behavior observed, it was equally distributed across noncomputer and
computer students, because the expectations and tasks were the same
for both groups of students.
Requiring Computer Students to Use Earphones
One teacher required students to use earphones when using the
computer.

This strategy created less distraction for other students;

however, since this teacher did not visually or proximately monitor the
computer students, by eliminating the sound, she also eliminated her
capability to monitor computer use auditorily.
Requiring Computer Students to Use a Timer
Two teachers were observed using kitchen timers to regulate
computer-use turns.

One teacher stated the reason was to alleviate

embarrassment her students felt at having to be told by other students
that their computer time was up before then had completed their
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program.

The second teacher used the timer because students would

monopolize the computer if their use was not regulated.
Utilizing Other Personnel
All five teachers who had teacher aides used them to monitor
independent workers, including computer students.

Higher nonstudent

focus percentages among these teachers reflected the integral way in
which they included their aides in instructional management and related
decision-making. In addition to the focus minutes given to the aide, one
teacher reported that she spent time outside of class conferring with and
teaching her aide the programs and related technology so that the aide
could help students complete integrated activities while the teacher
conducted small-group instruction.

Because one teacher assigned a

"computer person" to monitor computer use, that teacher's attention to
the aide was related to noncomputer student activities.
In all except one case, independent computer and noncomputer
student off-task behavior rates were low during times in which aides
were monitoring independent workers and teachers were instructing. In
the exceptional case, because this teacher used her aide to monitor one
independent student at a time (computer or noncomputer student), the
aide's interventions did not directly impact the behavior of more than
one student at a time.
Employing Group Contingencies
Three teachers organized all classroom activity around cooperative
learning methods. They reported that the computer was a good tool to
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facilitate cooperative learning because it required more than one process
or task (e.g., keyboarding and editing). All three teachers stressed the
importance of students supporting each others' efforts, publicly compli
menting students when they helped each other. This created a higher
activity level in the classroom and thus more activity for the teacher to
monitor; however, it did not usually cause increased off-task behaviors
because students took seriously the responsibility of helping each other.
One teacher also set group contingencies for task completion, requiring
that the group plan the process by which they would complete the task,
and then complete the task as a group to get credit for it. The process
of working out individual differences in order to come up with one
product with which all group members were satisfied did foster some
off-task behavior.

However, since this was part of her objective, the

fact that students came up with an acceptable computer-based group
product would indicate that this strategy was effective in meeting her
cooperative learning objective.
Structuring Computer Activities for Success
In addition to decisions regarding the kind of program and instruc
tional format to be used, two teachers were observed making further
structuring adjustments in order to foster uninterrupted computer-based
and noncomputer group learning.

One teacher was observed radically

adjusting the group structure of his classroom by removing a group of
noncomputer students who were off-task when he conducted smallgroup computer-based drill and practice.

He was able to place the

noncomputer student group in another special education classroom
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during that time. While this adjustment solved the immediate problem,
the investigator was unable to determine whether the noncomputer
students who were removed to another classroom demonstrated fewer
off-task behaviors in the new room compared to the original classroom in
which computer instruction was occurring.

Although the adjustment

made by another teacher was not apparent to the investigator during the
observation, during the follow-up interview, the teacher explained that
she had selected a very "easy" computer task for the session because
she knew she had to devote her attention to noncomputer student in
struction that day.

This was effective, as indicated by low off-task

behavior among computer students during that session.
Instructional Planning and Decision-Making Strategies
During interviews, teachers’ thinking was probed in order to
understand the bases on which they made their decisions and plans for
instructional computer use. Further, through observations the investiga
tor sought to determine (a) the congruency of the teachers' reports with
their behavior in the classroom, and (b) the consistency with which
teachers used various strategies.
All teachers reported that they judged the effectiveness of their
instructional computer use by their students' skill gains. However, not
all teachers consistently monitored students’ computer use products.
Two teachers closely monitored noncomputer students but did not
consistently monitor computer student products or progress. Lower offtask noncomputer student behavior was observed among teachers who
consistently monitored the products of their computer students and
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noncomputer students compared to teachers who did not.

However,

among teachers who did not consistently monitor products, computer
student off-task behavior was similar to students in monitoring teachers'
classrooms.

It may be that computer use was inherently reinforcing

enough to maintain on-task behavior, while noncomputer students
required students' awareness that the teacher would be reviewing
products in order to keep them on task.
All eight teachers reported using printouts of drill and practice
records or hard copies of students' work to evaluate computer-based
products. This evaluation strategy was observed in all but one case. As
indicated in the earlier discussion of monitoring, several teachers also
utilized visual monitoring in order to check for understanding of and
progress with computer-based tasks.
When teachers were queried regarding ongoing self-evaluation of
their computer use, five teachers indicated that they had not changed
their methods of computer use from the previous year. Three of these
teachers did not indicate any future plans to change their computer use.
Four teachers indicated a desire to increase/expand computer integration
in the next school year, and one of these teachers had a clear outline of
the changes she planned to make. Overall, half of the teachers demon
strated ongoing active self-evaluation of their computer use.

The

teachers who were actively self-evaluating were the teachers who most
closely monitored their students’ computer use and products.
Teachers uniformly reported that they used computers because of
their facility to reinforce previously taught skills and their highly motivat
ing features.

All teachers viewed computers as tools to support their
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instruction.

Four teachers cited cognitive benefits leading to improved

skills. Five teachers cited benefits in the process, pointing to improved
self-esteem, independent working skills, and problem-solving skills as a
result of their students' computer use.

Those five teachers who rec

ognized the value of the process were those who most closely monitored
their students. Because they valued the process of computer use, they
were motivated to monitor students during the process rather than only
at the point when a product was completed or a problem developed.
Comparisons by Training Group
Teachers in this study had previously participated in Project ICIP, a
technology integration study discussed in an earlier chapter. Four teach
ers had participated in the control group, and the other four in the inte
gration training group.

Control teachers received no training, while

integration training teachers received three in-service sessions focusing
on strategies and methods of computer integration in elementary special
education classrooms. To draw comparisons between the two groups of
teachers in this current study, individual teacher data were combined by
group, and computations were done on (a) total computer-use time, (b)
teacher focus, and (c) computer and noncomputer student off-task
behavior rates. The following pages present a brief report of the results
of these comparisons.
Comouter-Use Time and Computer Student Focus Minutes
Computer-use time was calculated by subtracting the percentage
of intervals during each observation in which there was no computer
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student from 100, and multiplying the resulting percentage by the total
number of minutes in that observation.

In using the resulting figure, it

was assumed that at least one computer student was present during the
whole 3-minute interval.

Computer student focus minutes were calcu

lated by summing the duration of each computer student focus interval
observed per session.

Table 20 shows a comparative summary by

teacher and by training group. These minutes were not calculated for
purposes of finding statistically significant differences, but as a gross
indicator of trends in (a) each teacher's focus across approximately 10
observations, and (b) each group's focus across approximately 40
observations per group.
Computation of the four control teachers' (Teachers, 1 ,4 , 10, and
31) computer use across 29 observations revealed a total computer-use
time of approximately 612 minutes, or 42% of the total observation time
for those teachers, compared to approximately 986 minutes, or 60% of
the total observation time for integration training teachers (15, 18, 36,
and 45). The percentages of computer-use time are particularly interest
ing because all teachers indicated that they planned to use the computer
during every observation session.
While integration training teachers used the computer more than
control teachers, Table 20 also shows a wide range in number of
minutes computers were used within groups. The range in computer-use
time for control teachers was 141 minutes compared to 101 minutes for
integration training teachers, indicating that within both groups there
was a large disparity in degree of computer use. In both groups, there
was one teacher who used the computer notably less than the other
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Table 20
Comparison of Computer Use and Computer Student Focus
Percentages by Teacher and ICIP Training Group

Computer use
Teacher

Total
observation
minutes

Minutes

%

Computer student
focus
Minutes

%

Control group
1

279

229

82

87

38

4

404

88

22

2

2

10

395

131

33

31

24

31

371

164

44

29

18

Total

1,449

612

42

149

24

Integration training group
15

411

344

84

176

51

18

352

239

68

119

50

36

429

250

58

114

46

45

453

153

34

13

12

Total

1,645

986

60

422

43

teachers.

In the case of Teacher 4 {control group), field notes and

follow-up interviews indicated that while computer use was assigned
daily to students, other activities often took precedence and computer
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use was not monitored by the teacher. In the case of Teacher 45 (inte
gration training group), field notes and follow-up interviews documented
that she used the computer judiciously for specific students and specific
objectives only, and closely monitored their scores and products.
Teacher 45 reported in the initial interview that she was assigning
computer use much less than the previous year and monitoring student
scores and products very carefully, increasing and decreasing computer
time as needed.

In contrast, Teacher 4 reported in the initial interview

that she was using the computer in the same way she had used it the
previous year.

Indeed, the following trends related to the use of com

puters emerged, distinctly differentiating the two groups.
During the initial interview, all four control teachers reported using
the computer in the same way they had used it the previous year, while
three integration training teachers described changes they had made in
their computer use from the previous to current year, explaining why
they made those changes. These initial reports were borne out through
subsequent observations in their classrooms, as reported in individual
case studies.
Teacher Focus Comparisons
Analysis of computer use and computer student focus percent
ages indicated that during the approximately 612 minutes computer use
was observed in control teachers' classrooms, control teachers focused
on computer students for approximately 149 minutes, or 24% of the
time.

By comparison, of the approximately 986 minutes of computer-

use time observed in integration training teachers' classrooms, these
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teachers focused on computer students approximately 422 minutes,
43% of the time (see Table 20).
The range in computer student focus minutes during computer-use
time for control teachers was 85, compared to 419 minutes for integra
tion training teachers.

While there was a large disparity in computer

student focus among control teachers, the notably large range among
integration training teachers was of interest because they all received
the same integration training which focused on strategies for effective
instructional computer integration. Follow-up interviews and field notes
indicated that the degree of computer use and computer student focus
reflected the teachers' beliefs and attitudes regarding (a) the value of
computers to their curricular instruction, (b) the purpose of computer use
in their instructional sequence, and (c) the teachers' role in the students'
computer use.
Computer and Noncomputer Student Off-Task Percentages
Time sampling data were recorded at the end of every 3 minutes
of observation on:

(a) the total number of computer students, (b) the

total number of noncomputer students, (c) the number of computer
students off task, and (d) the number of noncomputer students off task.
Percentages of off-task computer students and off-task noncomputer
students were computed for each interval.
To determine whether there were differences in mean percentages
of off-task behavior rates between computer students and noncomputer
students and control and integration training teachers, several t tests
were conducted.

First, an independent t test was conducted (see
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Table 21) to compare the rates of off-task computer student behavior by
ICIP training group. Results indicated that there was no significant dif
ference in off-task rates among control teachers' computer students
(M = 4.29% , SD = 0.20) and integration training teachers' computer
students (M = 4.11% , SD = 0.17), t(396) = 0.11, a > -05.
Table 21
Comparison of Mean Percentages of Off-Task Computer
Student Behavior by ICIP Training Group
Group
Control

Integration

n

M

SD

216

4.29

0.20

379

4.11

i

fi

0.11

.913

0.17

Likewise, an independent t test (see Table 22) comparing off-task
rates of noncomputer students by ICIP training group revealed no signifi
cant difference between control teachers' noncomputer students (M =
6.60% , SD = 0.17) and integration training teachers' noncomputer
students (M = 5.87% , SD = 0.18), t(983) = 0.66, fi > .05.

This

suggested that when looking only at overall off-task behavior rates for
computer students or noncomputer students, there was no difference in
control and integration training teachers' classes.

However, several

additional paired t tests shed further light on the issue.
First, a paired t test was conducted on intervals in which both
computer and noncomputer students were observed, representing 479
of the 1,106 intervals coded (see Table 23).

The mean percentage of
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Table 22
Comparison of Mean Percentages of Off-Task Noncomputer
Student Behavior by ICIP Training Group
Group
Control

Integration

n

M

SD

480

6.60

0.17

506

5.87

t

&

0.66

.510

0.18

noncomputer students' off-task behavior (8.76%, SD = 0.19) was
significantly greater than the computer students' off-task behavior
(4.62%, SD = 0.21), t(478) = -3.15, e < .005, revealing that across
all teachers, when there were both computer and noncomputer students
in the room, noncomputer students exhibited greater off-task behavior
than computer students.
Table 23
Comparison of Mean Percentage of Off-Task Student
Behavior for All Teachers by Type of Student
Type of
student

n

M

SD

Computer

479

4.62

0.19

Noncomputer

479

8.76

t

e

-3.15

.002

0.21

A second paired t test (see Table 24) was conducted to compare
differences in off-task rates among control teachers' computer students
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Table 24
Comparison of Mean Percentages of Off-Task Student
Behavior Across Control Teachers
Type of
student

n

M

SD

Computer

184

4.35

0.20

Noncomputer

184

10.95

1

B.

-2.89

.004

0.22

(M = 4.35% , SD = 0.20} and control teachers' noncomputer students
(M = 10.95% , SD = 0.22), t(183) = -2.89, fi < .01.

This test re

vealed that noncomputer students were significantly more off-task than
computer students.

In comparison, off-task rates among integration

training teachers' computer students (M = 4 .7 9 % , SD = 0.19) com
pared to their noncomputer students (M =

7 .3 9 % , SD =

0.21),

t(294) = -1.64, g > .05, indicated no statistically significant differences
(see Table 25). Results indicated that in control teachers' classes there
was significant discrepancy between computer and noncomputer stu
dent off-task behavior rates, whereas in integration training teachers'
classes, similar rates of off-task behavior were observed among com
puter and noncomputer students.
Thus, although overall rates of off-task behavior did not differ
between students in control and integration training teachers’ classes,
when a computer was in use and both computer students and noncom
puter students were in the room at the same time, control teachers'
noncomputer students had higher off-task behavior than integration
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Table 25
Comparison of Mean Percentages of Off-Task Student
Behavior Across Integration Training Teachers
Type of
student

n

M

SD

Computer

295

4.79

0.19

Noncomputer

295

7.39

training teachers' noncomputer students.

t

£

-1.64

.102

0.20

Observation field notes from

these classrooms supported the possibility that the disparity between
control teachers' computer student and noncomputer student off-task
means, and integration training teachers' computer student and non
computer student off-task means reflected differences in the strategies
these teachers used to manage their computer-use classrooms.

The

following is a comparison of the strategies used by control and integra
tion training teachers.
Comparison of Strategies Used
The qualitative data generated from this study were analyzed for
purposes of comparing the management strategies of control versus
integration training groups. When each of the four major management
strategy categories were compared, differences in breadth of strategies
used became apparent.
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Instructional Use Strategies
All teachers used the computer for drill and practice, while one
control teacher and all integration training teachers used the computer
for word processing.

Moreover, one integration training teacher used

the computer as an integral component of multimedia-based learning.
Overall, integration training teachers used computers for more diverse
tasks than control teachers.
Instructional Format Strategies
All teachers assigned the computer on an independent, individualuse basis, while only integration training teachers used the computer for
small-group independent learning tasks.

Integration training teachers’

computer use was more likely to be integrated with other learning tasks
and, therefore, curricularly aligned with tasks that other students were
working on contemporaneously.
Activity Flow Strategies
While seven teachers used a systematic behavior management
system, integration training teachers were more likely to focus on the
specific behavior needed to achieve the task rather than generic appro
priate classroom behaviors.

Additionally, three integration training

teachers focused on cooperative learning and group contingencies in the
completion of computer-based tasks. While all teachers taught program
use prior to students' independent use, integration training teachers
were more likely to (a) follow up with guided practice and (b) use peer
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support during computer use.

The way in which teachers monitored

students differed in that integration training teachers monitored primarily
visually, which allowed them to prevent off-task behavior, while control
teachers were more likely to monitor auditorily and thus intervene after
the disruptive behavior had occurred.
Instructional Planning and Decision-Making Strategies
While all teachers reported that they judged the effectiveness of
computer use by improvement in students' skills, integration training
teachers were more likely to consistently and formally evaluate both the
process and products of their students' computer-based work.

More

over, control teachers reported no difference in the way they used
computer-based instruction during the current year as compared to the
past year, and indicated no future plans for changing their computer use.
Three integration training teachers, on the other hand, (a) had changed
and broadened their computer use over the previous year, and (b) had
clear plans for increasing and broadening computer use the next school
year.
Conclusion
While all eight teachers shared a common set of computer-use
management strategies, field notes and interviews indicated a difference
in the breadth of strategies used in each category, with integration train
ing teachers using more effective strategies more consistently, resulting
in significantly less off-task behavior among noncomputer students when
computers were in use.
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CHAPTER V
DISCUSSION
Summary and Conclusions
With the increasing use of computers in elementary special educa
tion classrooms has come the need for a management model for the
computer-use environment.

Because the classroom teacher is the pri

mary implementer of instructional activity in the classroom, the success
of computer integration is dependent on the teacher's effective man
agement of computer use. Teachers need a set of day-to-day integration
maintenance strategies which address the "how" of computer integra
tion.
Current literature provides several models of effective classroom
management.

Further, a few studies have provided lists of "what"

teachers do when a computer is used for instruction. This literature has
informed the field that (a) preplanning is an essential element of effective
classroom management, (b) adjustments must be made in teacher roles
as contextual variables change, (c) adjustments must be made in
management strategies as contextual variables change, (d) intrapersonal
variables influence the planning and decision making of teachers, and (e)
the contextual variable described as the "one-computer classroom"
presents the greatest management challenge to computer-using teach
ers. However, the "how" of managing computer-use classrooms has not
yet been adequately addressed. To provide information about how best
193
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to manage computer-use classrooms, the study (a) identified and de
scribed teachers' computer-use management strategies, (b) determined
the effect of those strategies on student task engagement behaviors,
and (c) queried computer-using teachers about "why" they did what they
did.
Eight special education, computer-using teachers participated in
the study by allowing 10 classroom observations and participating in 10
follow-up telephone interviews.

The resulting effective computer-use

management strategies were sorted into four categories:

(1) instruc

tional use (kinds of programs used/purposes for use), (2) instructional
formats (groupings of computer and noncomputer students during
computer-use time), (3) activity flow (methods of fostering uninterrupted
learning time), and (4) instructional planning and decision making
(methods and means of monitoring students’ computer-use progress/
products and teacher's perceptions of instructional computer-use effec
tiveness).

Within these four categories, the teachers, as a group,

utilized a wide range of effective and ineffective computer-use manage
ment strategies. These are summarized in the following sections.
Project ICIP Integration Training and Control Group Comparisons
Comparing strategies used by Project Instructional Computer
Integration Preparation (ICIP) control group teachers to integration train
ing group teachers, it was found that aH eight teachers employed a
common core of strategies related to their instructional use, instructional
formats, activity flow, and instructional planning and decision making.
All teachers viewed the computer as a valuable instructional tool.
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However, compared to control teachers, integration training teachers
demonstrated (a) a wider variety of instructional uses and formats, (b)
more and varied preventative and follow-up monitoring methods, (c)
more consistent and purposeful monitoring and evaluation of students'
computer-based processes and products, (d) more self-evaluation of their
instructional computer use, and (e) higher noncomputer student on-task
behavior, as seen in the following comparisons.
Comparison of Instructional Use Strategies
All teachers used drill and practice programs to reinforce language
arts skills. All integration training and two control teachers assigned a
variety of tasks to be word processed, and one integration training
teacher assigned the computer in connection with multimedia-based
language arts tasks.

Only integration training teachers assigned word

processing for other subject area tasks such as science and social
studies report writing.

All teachers indicated that drill and practice

usage was effective because students' skills improved. Four integration
training and one control teacher said word processing and multimedia
tasks were effective because such tasks improved the quality of stu
dents’ written expression.

Integration training teachers reported

(a) students' acquisition of word processing and multimedia skills
seemed to improve their self-esteem, and (b) students felt proud of their
skills and their ability to help their general education peers. In general,
integration training teachers utilized a wider variety of instructional uses
than did control teachers.
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Comparison of Instructional Format Strategies
All teachers assigned computer use on an individual, independent
student basis.

When engaged in individual computer use, students

exhibited very little off-task behavior. Only integration training teachers
assigned independent groups of two or three students to computerbased tasks. While student off-task behavior rates were higher among
independent groups in one classroom, this teacher considered the
relatively higher off-task behavior acceptable because she believed it
was part of the process of students learning to work together.
One-on-one computer-based instruction was implemented by one
integration training and one control teacher. In both cases the teacher's
aide was utilized for this instruction.

Small-group computer-based in

struction was attempted by one control teacher; however, his noncom
puter student off-task behavior was so high that he decided to remove
all noncomputer students to a neighboring special education classroom.
While this format change decreased his level of distraction, the investi
gator was unable to determine its effectiveness for the noncomputer
students placed in a different classroom.

Small-group computer-based

instruction was utilized effectively by two integration training teachers
who used their teacher's aides to either (a) teach the computer group or
(b) monitor independent noncomputer students while teachers worked
with the computer group. Whole-group computer-based instruction was
implemented by three integration training teachers using an LCD panel or
computer labs.

Using these formats, teachers were able to keep their

computer students highly engaged. Again, integration training teachers
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effectively used a wider variety of computer-use formats than control
teachers.
Comparison of Activity Flow Strategies
Integration training and control group teachers utilized the follow
ing activity flow strategies to foster uninterrupted computer use.
Systematic Behavior Management Strategies. All control teachers
and one integration training teacher used either token, point, or social
reward systems to reinforce appropriate social behavior.

Because they

used these systems consistently, two control teachers and the integra
tion training teacher facilitated high on-task behavior and variable levels
of task completion.

The two control teachers who, by their own re

ports, did not use their systems consistently, had relatively higher
noncomputer student off-task behavior.

Two control teachers and all

integration training teachers also acknowledged students' task comple
tion either by a check-off system or verbal praise. By also focusing on
task completion, one control and one integration training teacher fos
tered both high task completion and high on-task student behavior.
While the other control teacher had high on-task behavior among com
puter students, the students did not always complete the computer task,
possibly because they were not monitored regarding completion.
Teaching Students How to Use Computer Programs. All teachers
said they taught students how to use computer programs before assign
ing independent use of programs.

Since this instruction was not ob

served in any control teachers' classrooms, its effectiveness can only be
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inferred by the number of procedural questions asked by students as
they used the programs.

Based on this criterion, three of the four

control teachers successfully taught the programs while one teacher did
not.

Three integration training teachers were observed (a) teaching or

reviewing programs in small- or whole-group formats, and (b) following
up with guided practice and closely monitored independent practice of
the programs. Using this procedure, teachers subsequently encountered
few procedural questions.

The fourth integration training teacher,

though not observed teaching computer programs, also had few
interruptions from computer students.

All integration training teachers

offered additional means for students to get procedural questions an
swered, such as cue cards and a designated computer person.

These

strategies contributed to the low number of computer student questions
in those classrooms, as students successfully used the cue cards and
computer person.
Assigning Computer Use. All control teachers assigned computerbased tasks as part of daily workshops, centers, contracts, or schedules.
For two control teachers this was effective because students knew what
program or portion of the program they were to complete. Two control
teachers had many interruptions because computer students did not
understand the task.

Integration training teachers had integrated word

processing into a variety of curricular areas such as language arts, social
studies, and science. Because the time when each student would need
to word process assignments could not always be predetermined, stu
dents tended to interrupt three of the integration training teachers to ask
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permission to use the computer more often than students working in the
more predictable formats used by control teachers. One of these inte
gration training teachers assigned numbers to students' papers as they
were approved for word processing so that students did not need to ask
when their turn was to use the computer.
Clarifying Computer Tasks. One integration training teacher used
two strategies to clarify independent task order and computer-use
procedures. First, she listed all daily tasks on the chalk board and desig
nated via an encircled "c" tasks which were computer-based. Second,
she placed cards in the program disk sleeves that listed students' names
and levels or places on disks where students were currently working. By
using these strategies, the teacher increased students' on-task behavior
and decreased interruptions by computer students. No strategies were
used by control teachers to clarify computer-based tasks.
Monitoring Computer Use.

Four modes of monitoring student

activity, visual, verbal, auditory, and proximate, were used in varying
degrees and with variable effectiveness by all teachers. Integration train
ing teachers and one control teacher used all four monitoring modes in
combination. Their predominant mode was visual, followed by auditory,
verbal, or proximate monitoring if further intervention was necessary.
This strategy prevented most off-task behavior. Three control teachers
monitored primarily via auditory mode and experienced relatively higher
noncomputer student off-task behavior than teachers who were primarily
visual monitors.
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Requiring Computer Students to Use Earphones.

By requiring

computer students to wear earphones, one control teacher decreased
distractions for noncomputer students and teacher. Unfortunately, since
this teacher seldom visually, proximately, or verbally monitored the
computer student, by also removing the auditory feedback the computer
program provided, she had no way to monitor the computer student.
However, since this teacher's goal was to decrease distractions to
noncomputer students and teacher, the strategy was effective.
Requiring Computer Students to Use a Timer. The timer was used
for two purposes. One control teacher used the timer to decrease stu
dents' embarrassment when computer tasks were not completed within
the computer-use time allowed. A second control teacher and one inte
gration training teacher used the timer to control the length of time
students used the computer. Both of these strategies were effective in
that they (a) freed teachers from having to intervene when a student’s
computer-use time expired, and (b) fostered self-regulating behavior
among students.
Utilizing Other Personnel.

Five teachers had teacher aides.

All

teachers who had aides used them to monitor independent (computer
and noncomputer) students while the teacher was conducting smallgroup instruction.

Of the two control teachers who had aides, one

teacher utilized her aide to do one-on-one computer-based instruction,
while the other's aide did not know enough about computers to help
students.

The control teacher who utilized her aide for one-on-one

computer-based instruction while she was conducting small-group
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instruction had high noncomputer student off-task behavior, in part,
because the aide was monitoring only the computer student, leaving no
adult to monitor the other students.

All three integration training

teachers who had aides used them integrally in computer-based activi
ties, for small-group instruction, and monitoring independent workers.
Employing Group Contingencies. All integration training teachers
indicated they believed the ability to learn cooperatively is important, and
three integration training teachers believed computer-based activity is a
good format to practice cooperative learning. Three of these teachers
assigned independent small-group computer-based tasks and closely
monitored and reinforced productive group efforts.

The fourth integra

tion training teacher chose not to use the computer for cooperative
learning tasks, rather assigning individuals to the computer.

Generally,

student off-task behavior did not increase despite increased interactions
between students using the computer during cooperative learning.
However, in one classroom the teacher monitored, but chose not to
intervene preventatively, so that students could learn to solve their own
problems. In this classroom, computer student off-task was higher than
in other integration training classrooms in which teachers intervened
immediately. Control teachers did not assign small groups to independ
ent computer use.

In control group teachers’ classrooms, if small- or

whole-groups were at the computer, they were under the direct instruc
tion of the teacher. Using this strategy, computer students were on-task
while noncomputer students were often off-task.
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Restructuring Activities for Student Success. Two teachers made
adjustments in activity structures to decrease distractions, thus increas
ing student on-task behavior. One control teacher removed all noncom
puter students to a neighboring special education classroom during
small-group computer-based instruction because noncomputer students
were often distracted and off-task during this time. While it could not
be determined whether noncomputer student off-task behavior de
creased because they were removed from the classroom being observed,
their absence allowed the teacher to focus solely on computer-based
instruction.

An integration training teacher who utilized her aide for

independent computer-based activity while doing small-group instruction,
planned simultaneous activities so that only one of the two activities
would require her ongoing attention. This strategy decreased interrup
tions and increased on-task behavior of all students.

While control

teachers used many strategies to foster uninterrupted learning and
computer use, integration training teachers used a wider variety of effec
tive strategies than control teachers.
Comparison of Instructional Planning
and Decision-Making Strategies
During follow-up interviews, all integration training teachers often
talked evaluatively about their instructional computer use.

All had

changed their computer use from the previous year and were anxious to
get feedback from the investigator regarding how they could improve
and/or increase their computer use. Their plans were not necessarily for
increased use, but for more effective, appropriate curricular integration,
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based on the needs of their students. Subsequent follow-up interviews
revealed integration training teachers knew exactly how each student
was performing on the computer, what he or she was working on, and
why, because they not only planned, but closely and consistently moni
tored their students’ computer-use processes and products. Integration
training group teachers all (a) kept daily records of students’ computerbased products and (b) monitored, or assigned someone to monitor,
ongoing computer use.
By comparison, two control group teachers kept daily records and
one consistently monitored ongoing computer use.

The other two

control group teachers kept no records and seldom monitored ongoing
computer use.

Control group teachers reported no change in their

computer use from the previous school year, and only one control
teacher expressed interest in further curricular integration of the com
puter.

Integration training teachers demonstrated more consistent and

purposeful evaluation of (a) students’ computer use and (b) their instruc
tional computer use than did control teachers.
Follow-up interviews indicated that all integration training teachers
conceptualized the job of computer integration as one of careful plan
ning, instruction, monitoring, and self-evaluation, whereas control group
teachers, overall, viewed the computer as a very useful, stand-alone drill
and practice and/or word processing tool. The generally disparate beliefs
of these two groups were borne out in the teachers' computer-use
management practices in their classrooms.
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Comparison of Students' Off-Task Behavior Rates
Quantitative data on students' off-task behavior when both
computer and noncomputer students were observed, revealed that
control teachers had significantly more off-task behavior among non
computer students than did integration training teachers.

At the same

time, teacher focus data indicated that control group teachers attended
more to their noncomputer students than to computer students.

One

explanation might be that because, for the most part, control group
teachers' computer students were expected to use the computer inde
pendently for tasks unrelated to the teachers' activity while the teacher
worked with noncomputer students, computer students did not get offtask as noncomputer students did when they lost the teacher's atten
tion.

By comparison, because integration training teachers had all

students involved in daily curricularly integrated computer-based tasks,
expectations for the behavior of computer and noncomputer students
were the same, whether or not they were using the computer.

This

could also explain why integration training teachers' computer and
noncomputer student off-task behavior rates were not significantly dif
ferent as were control group students.
Apple

Classrooms of Tomorrow

(ACOT)

study investigators

(Dwyer et al., 1990; Fisher, 1989; Sandholtz et al., 1990) formulated a
developmental model of management stages through which ACOT
teachers seemed to progress, which included:

(a) survival (self

adequacy and maintaining control), (b) mastery (anticipating problems
with strategies prepared, and (c) impact (evaluating effects of computer
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management system). Similarly, in this current study, all control teach
ers expressed "survival"-level feelings of inadequacy related to either
their level of computer use, or methods of monitoring and evaluating
computer users. Integration training teachers, on the other hand, tended
to fall into the "mastery" and "impact" categories.
preventative strategies and

consistently evaluated

They used many
their students'

computer use and the effects of their instructional computer use.
This disparity between the two groups could be due to many
factors outside of ICIP training. While all teachers came into the study
with similar kinds and amounts of computer backgrounds, they may
have differed in variables such as the level of commitment they person
ally brought to the task of computer use before they were/were not
exposed to integration training. However, random selection and assign
ment of participants in both ICIP and this current study should account
for such variation. The key factor the ACOT study illustrated was that
before a teacher can be an effective computer-use manager, he or she
must first understand and manage himself or herself relative to any
impinging contextual variables. Follow-up interviews clearly indicated a
dichotomy between control and integration training teachers regarding
the degree to which they had spent time evaluating themselves relative
to their personal goals for computer use.
Effects of Computer Use on Classroom Management
This study found instructional use, instructional formats, activity
flow, and instructional planning and decision making as the emergent
categories of effective computer-use management.

The categories
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described and delineated in these eight case studies are very similar to
those identified in earlier studies of general education classroom
management conducted by Kounin (1970), Doyle (1980), Good and
Brophy (1994), Evertson and Emmer (1982), and many others. All these
authors stressed the importance of careful instructional planning and
evaluation, clear expectations, and consistent monitoring of students as
essential elements of effective classroom management.

Further,

Kounin's concepts of withitness and overlapping, explained in an earlier
chapter, proved to be that which separated the more effective managers
from the less effective in this current study. Indeed, a range of monitor
ing strategies seemed to be pivotal to the relatively greater effectiveness
of integration training teachers.
The management strategies of the more effective teachers in this
study were also very similar to those delineated by Cheney (1989) when
she identified preplanned organizational a priori management of class
room elements (planning), and in vivo anticipation and redirection of
student behavior (preventative monitoring), as two key elements of
effective management in special education settings.

As in Cheney's

study, teachers who were most effective in this study implemented a
consistent schedule of activities and devised procedures to handle class
room routines. Cheney also referred to teachers' visual, proximate, and
verbal monitoring as specific behaviors related to effective instructional
management. These behaviors were found, in combination and to the
greatest degree, among the more effective teachers in the current study
when the computer was and was not being used.
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Because literature on computer use in classrooms has suggested
that computer use places additional management demands on the teach
er, one goal of this study was to describe what management looked like
during computer-use versus noncomputer-use times in these classrooms.
During initial interviews, only one teacher said her management changed
during computer use times. She said the change was related to planning
a schedule that would provide all students opportunities to use all
computer lab equipment they needed to use during a project.

The

remaining seven teachers did not feel their management changed during
computer-use times.
Contrary to the teachers’ reports, classroom observations subse
quently revealed that all teachers used at least a few strategies especial
ly implemented to manage instructional computer use. The number of
strategies increased as the degree of curricular integration increased.
Also, as discussed earlier, the variety of instructional computer uses,
instructional formats, activity flow, and instructional planning and
decision-making strategies was greater among integration training teach
ers than control teachers.
It is interesting that even the teachers who employed many effec
tive strategies specially designed by them to manage instructional
computer use did not perceive these strategies as constituting a man
agement change.

In interview discussions with these teachers, they

seemed to be equating their expectations for students' classroom be
havior with what constituted their "classroom management." They were
saying that what they expected of noncomputer students they also
expected of computer students and, thus, their classroom management
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practices did not change during computer-use time versus nonuse time.
In stating that their management practices did not change, they were
not

considering

the

many

strategies

they

employed

to

foster

uninterrupted, on-task computer use because their expectations re
mained the same for all students during computer use and nonuse times.
Implications for Training
Several implications regarding technology training can be drawn
from this study.

They are:

(a) Integration training affects the quality

and quantity of computer use, (b) computer-use management is a pro
cess which should be taught, (c) case study teaching may be a viable
method for computer technology training, and (d) there is a need for
technology-use camaraderie.

These are discussed in the following

pages.
Integration Training Affects the Quality
and Quantity of Computer Use
While the Project ICIP preliminary results suggested that training
of any kind had an effect on teachers' subsequent computer use, the
results were not conclusive regarding the relative effectiveness of tradi
tional software training versus integration training (Bahr et al., 1993).
This current study selected participants from the extreme groups of the
ICIP study, selecting four control teachers and four integration training
teachers. While the small sample prohibits any serious comparisons, this
current study did reveal quantitative and qualitative differences in the
computer-use management of teachers who had no training (control)
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compared to those who had been exposed to Project ICIP integration
training. However, since all teachers had previously been exposed to at
least one computer in-service or preservice experience, as Table 1 indi
cates, it could be said that all had experienced traditional computer inservice training prior to Project ICIP, making integration training the
experience that was unique to the integration group teachers in this
study. Thus, it can be assumed that integration training contributed to
the quantitatively and qualitatively different behaviors exhibited by inte
gration training teachers versus control teachers.
Over three in-service sessions, integration trainers guided teachers
through the process of identifying, defining, discussing, implementing,
and evaluating strategies that fostered effective instructional computer
integration in their classrooms. Throughout the training year, integration
training teachers were (a) encouraged to develop strategies that would
be effective in their unique settings, and (b) supported in their efforts to
implement those strategies.

In the current study, behaviors stressed

during integration training were observed to a greater degree among
integration training teachers than among control group teachers.
Computer-Use Management Is a Process Which Should Be Taught
Classroom management theorists generally believe that behaviors
do not occur in isolation (Barro, 1977; Collis, 1988).

Thus, it would

follow that individual management strategies do not happen in isolation
but are a part of a whole set of management behaviors that, when
operating together, are more or less effective because of the parts.
Kounin's (1970) idea that classrooms are orchestrated suggests that
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many things happen simultaneously, requiring attention to multiple
events at one time if teachers are to be effective.

Perhaps classroom

management theorists have erred by listing effective behaviors in a linear
fashion rather than describing several behaviors that must function, not
simply simultaneously, but synchronously, to be effective.
The most effective teachers in this current study did not plan,
then implement, then monitor, and then evaluate. Rather, they planned
while implementing, while monitoring, while evaluating, an ongoing,
intra-active or synchronous process which occurred throughout their
instructional and management day.

This is integrated, or synchronous

management behavior. Quantitative data from this study revealed that
teachers who had integration training were (a) using the intra-active,
synchronous process of managing computer use; and (b) more success
fully fostering the on-task behavior of aU students.

The investigator

concluded that significantly higher noncomputer student on-task be
havior may have been achieved by integration training teachers versus
control group teachers because (a) their computer use was curricularly
integrated, involving all students, (b) their expectations for task comple
tion and behavior were the same for computer students and noncom
puter students, and (c) they employed more strategies that effectively
supported noncomputer and computer students during computer use.
Control teachers, by comparison, did not seem to have a sense of how
the computer could be curricularly integrated.

Rather, control teachers

generally conceptualized computer use as an independent, drill and prac
tice activity that was (a) used for skill-building, (b) usually unrelated to
other classroom learning activities, and (c) often not monitored. Overall,
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judging by higher on-task behavior of all students and greater quality and
variety of instructional computer-use strategies utilized, this study re
vealed that teachers who had integration training were more effective
instructional computer users than control group teachers.
The results of this study suggest that relatively effective comput
er-use management can be fostered through training that stresses in
structional computer use as an integrative process involving careful
planning, selective implementation, continuous monitoring, and ongoing
evaluation. The most effective teachers were those who had thought
fully developed a set of strategies to support instructional computer use.
Since, in this study, an integrated or synchronous approach to computeruse management was most effective, it is reasonable to recommend that
effective computer-use management strategies be taught as a synchro
nous set of behaviors rather than a list of isolated effective management
behaviors. Training for effective instructional computer use should focus
on building strategies to support aN students during computer-use time.
By viewing the computer as a curricularly integrated tool rather than a
stand-alone or isolated activity, teachers will begin to see the need for
developing strategies designed to support all students when computers
are in use.
Behavior of teachers in this study also supported the notion,
advanced by the ACOT study investigators, that effective computer-use
management is a process which teachers move through as they use
computers in their instruction.

During classroom observations and

follow-up interviews, control teachers demonstrated they were function
ing at the survival level, uncertain that their computer use was effective
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or appropriate while not spending much time evaluating or planning for
computer use.
By comparison, integration training teachers demonstrated that
they were at mastery and impact levels where their computer use was
effective because they confidently and consistently planned and evalu
ated their computer use.

This developmental process must be rec

ognized in training, and suggests longer-term training and follow-up
support in order to achieve effective curricular integration.
Case Study Teaching May Be a Viable Method for
Computer Technology Training Programs
Recently, much support has been voiced for instruction which is
based on the case study (Doyle, 1986, J. H. Shulman, 1992; L. S.
Shulman, 1987; Stake, 1988).

The case study is seen as a means of

closing the gap between the reality of the classroom and the theoretical
principles taught in teacher preparation programs.

This gap between

theory and practice has continued to cause widespread criticism of the
quality of instruction in teacher preparation programs. Effective teachers
do not act linearly, but rather deal with several events simultaneously.
The case study format can present this phenomena of classroom
management most effectively, and help the student begin to think like a
teacher.

J. H. Shulman (1992) believed the study of classroom man

agement is an issue that is more stylistic than rule-governed, and must
address general strategies, personal orientations, and habits of mind.
Likewise, computer-use management is a complex task. The case study
can reflect that complexity and provide the future computer-using
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teacher an opportunity to think about and practice reacting to this
complexity before he or she encounters the classroom.

That which

would otherwise be an abstract set of rules of effective computer-use
management practices could be presented in real settings via case study
teaching.
There Is a Need for Technoloav-Use Camaraderie
Throughout the study, during follow-up interviews, teachers often
made references to their need to have another colleague to talk to re
garding computer use issues, as well as technology support issues.
Most teachers utilized this study as a means to better understand and
evaluate their own computer-use management, often asking the investi
gator how their computer use could be expanded and adjusted to make
it more effective.

At the conclusion of data-gathering, the investigator

distributed an information packet to all participants delineating the range
of strategies used in each of the four major categories of management,
so that the eight teachers could learn from each other's practices.
Several teachers expressed interest in talking to other teachers in the
study in order to learn more about how they had implemented a certain
strategy or managed a certain computer-use format.

These teachers

clearly indicated, through their desire to interact with the investigator
and other study participants, the need for an informal network of
computer-using elementary special education teachers.

These teachers

represent a larger group of teachers who have completed the major
portion of their schooling and will receive additional instructional
computer-use information/support by attending one-shot in-services, or
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enrolling in college-level courses which usually do not address in detail
the day-to-day issues involved in instructional computer-use manage
ment. It seems the logical forum for such information/support network
ing would be an existing computer bulletin board regulated by a univer
sity such as Western Michigan University's Confer, or its K-12 Net.

If

the university were the host, a department such as Special Education,
which is (a) currently actively involved in related technology research,
and (b) currently implementing a master's level strand of study in tech
nology, would be an appropriate entity to monitor the activities of such a
network.

Such a forum could potentially provide the support and

camaraderie that teachers such as those in this study need.
Study Design Effectiveness
The major purpose of this study was to describe, in rich detail, the
classroom management practices of eight computer-using teachers.
According to Lincoln and Guba (1985), this method of inquiry, using the
observer as the instrument of data collection, is effective to the degree
that the trustworthiness standards were followed.

The investigator

observed and interacted with each teacher sufficiently to get a clear and
consistent pattern of computer-use management practices in each case.
Practitioners of the naturalistic inquiry approach agree that the investiga
tor must be the judge of when enough inquiry has been done to develop
and support a set of assertions about that which is being investigated.
In this study, patterns became clear and consistent after several ob
servations and follow-up interviews, in all eight cases.
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The quantitative data collected in the form of teacher focus and
computer and noncomputer student off-task behavior supported the
qualitative data gathered from field notes and follow-up interviews.

In

essence, all data supported the finding that those teachers who used the
greatest variety of management strategies and who consistently applied
those strategies were most effective in managing the computer-use
environment.

As anticipated, the qualitative and quantitative data

served to complement each other. In certain cases, if only quantitative
data had been gathered, several key concerns would have been missed.
For example, observation field notes reported that one teacher who had
no computer student off-task behaviors across all computer-use observa
tions, but did not monitor her computer students, had two instances in
which computer students spent their 15 minutes of computer time trying
to access the part of the program they were assigned to complete.
Quantitative data alone would not have identified this problem. Similar
ly, several times in interviews, teachers said they utilized certain com
puter-use strategies, the use of which were subsequently not borne out
by either quantitative or qualitative data. The use of this dual mechan
ism for collecting the same or similar data was very effective in verify
ing/corroborating findings.
This study investigated whether or not the management practices
of teachers were influenced by the Project ICIP training they had re
ceived. While this very small sample and the data collected were not
designed to answer the question of whether a relationship existed, dif
ferences in these two groups' instructional computer-use management
could be seen in both qualitative and quantitative data. Qualitative data
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suggested that integration training teachers demonstrated greater
breadth and consistency in their management practices compared to
control teachers.

Further, quantitative data revealed that noncomputer

students in control teachers’ classrooms were more often off-task than
computer students, indicating that control teachers had not developed
strategies to effectively manage a diverse computer-use classroom.
Uniqueness of This Study
This study used qualitative/quantitative data complementarily to
describe a set of management behavior categories that contained many
specific effective computer-use strategies across a variety of levels of
computer-use settings.

The relatively thick description of each case

enables the reader to select from the case studies one which is most like
his or her classroom and implement one or more of the strategies used
effectively by that teacher.

The case studies also provide information

about strategies which are ineffective in fostering on-task behavior.
While many other studies have produced lists of "what" teachers
do in a computer-use classroom, this study described the "how" and
"why" of those effective management behaviors.

Its thick description,

complemented by the quantitative data, provided corroborative support
for how one might do what was effective, and why.

Its case study

format provided the additional component of an integrated picture of
those effective teacher behaviors so that the reader could see how they
fit together into the synchronous whole that fosters on-task student
behavior in a computer-use classroom.
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In summary, this study seemed to clearly reflect the teacher
behaviors found previously in general and computer-use management
research. In addition, it extended the specific strategies, by use of thick
description of each case, to an explication of how and why the
strategies were utilized. Its case study format provided a picture of the
synchronous use of these strategies and a viable model for the teaching
of such strategies. This study (a) clearly reflected the teacher behaviors
found previously in general and computer-use management research and
(b) extended the broad descriptions to specific strategies and teachers'
decision-making related to the use of those strategies. By reading these
case studies, the reader will see not only the "what" of effective strate
gies previously supported by classroom management research, but the
"how" and "why" related to the effective {and occasionally ineffective)
use of these strategies.
Study Limitations
In the course of this investigation a few limitations were found.
First, generalizability, or transferability, of the findings of this study is
limited due to its small sample size.

It is left to the individual reader's

discretion to determine, after reading the contextually rich description
provided in each case study, whether the findings may be applicable to
his or her particular setting.
A second limitation to be considered is that during member check
ing of case studies, one participant requested that a few revisions be
made in the text of her case study, thus altering what the investigator
believed (through careful triangulation of the data) to be previously
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accurate information. While it is necessary to conduct member checks
in order to maintain the trustworthiness of qualitative data, allowing
revisions may also threaten the credibility of the case study.

It should

be noted that, although the text portion of her case was slightly altered,
the quantitative data were not affected.
Finally, while the qualitative methodology utilized in this study
provided contextually rich descriptions and did, indeed, extend the
understanding of effective computer-use classroom management, the
use of this methodology is time and labor intensive. The question must
be raised regarding whether or not a methodology other than the one
used in this study could have answered the study questions as thorough
ly and efficiently. It is this investigator’s belief that, given the nature of
the questions asked (both "how" and "how well"), the qualitative/quanti
tative methodology, though it generated volumes of data, provided the
contextually grounded data necessary in order to say, with confidence,
that the given set of strategies worked effectively within and across
these eight contexts. It is likely that the efficiency and effectiveness of
a study such as this could be increased by the use of multiple investiga
tors.
In conclusion, the limitations addressed in this section all relate to
the unique aspects of qualitative methodology. As the number of stud
ies using qualitative methods increases, limitations such as those found
in this study will be addressed and accommodated and the credibility
and efficiency of this valuable methodology will increase.
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Implications for Future Research
During the course of this study, several issues surfaced that were
not intended to be addressed within the scope of this study.

These

issues are briefly discussed in the following sections.
Determining the Most Beneficial Wav for Teachers to
Conceptualize Their Comouter-Use Management
In the current study, integration training and control teachers
seemed to conceptualize their computer-use management as a general
expectation about computer-use behavior and did not seem to recognize
their computer-use management strategies as a set of management
behaviors especially implemented for computer-use time. Even teachers
who developed and implemented a very effective set of computer-use
strategies did not view this as constituting a change in their classroom
management during computer-use time.

In order to focus future

computer-use management training, it would be beneficial to survey
computer-using teachers regarding how and why they view the role of
computer-use management strategies as they do. Whether the discrep
ancy found in the current study was semantic or conceptual is not
known at this time.

Before further research is done, this discrepancy

between what teachers report they do and what they actually do should
be clarified.
Verifying and Expanding the Findings of the Current Study
The purpose of the current study was to identify and describe a
set of effective computer-use management strategies.

The case study
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format provided the reader with thick descriptions of the strategies and
the setting in which the strategies were effectively or ineffectively used.
This study used a very small sample because the purpose was to devel
op a rich picture of each computer-use classroom and identify and
describe effective strategies used by teachers to foster students' on-task
behavior during computer-use times. Now that a set of strategies has
been described, research is needed which studies a larger sample of
elementary computer-using teachers to determine (a) whether or not the
strategies identified in this study are used effectively across a large
sample, and (b) what other effective strategies are used by teachers in a
larger sample.

Using the strategy categories and/or specific strategies

identified and described in the current study, the proposed study would
(a) verify, via quantitative data, the use of these strategies, and (b) iden
tify and describe, via qualitative field notes, other strategies teachers
might use.
Comparing Elementary Special Education and
General Education Teachers' Strategies
A few studies have addressed computer-use management in the
one-computer general education classroom.

However, these studies

have not described how to implement specific strategies. Because many
general education teachers must manage computer use for larger groups
with only one computer in their classrooms, it would be worthwhile to
study elementary general education teachers’ classrooms to determine
the similarities and differences in management strategies utilized by
special and general education elementary computer-using teachers.
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Determining the Relative Value of Longer-Term
Training and Support
While this study revealed that integration training teachers were
relatively more effective instructional computer-use managers than
control teachers, it did not study the developmental aspect of becoming
an effective instructional computer user that was identified in the ACOT
studies and apparent in this study. A study is needed to determine (a)
what length of time is optimal for curricular computer-use management
training and follow-up support, and (b) how teachers can be best
supported (e.g., formal training versus classroom observations and
follow-up consultation) through each developmental stage to become
effective instructional computer users.
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Investigator's Background
The concept of individual differences has always intrigued me.
Born the last of five children, 1 spent my childhood observing four older
siblings take very different paths through the process to adulthood.
Through observing them, I learned how to live successfully in my family
culture by learning from their successes and failures.
My curiosity with the uniqueness of individuals continued into my
high school days where I learned quickly that teachers were also each
unique. I discovered, in interacting with my high school teachers, that if
I watched and listened carefully, I could learn more than just subject
matter information from them.

Each teacher approached the presenta

tion of his or her subject matter differently, choosing to emphasize cer
tain aspects over others, choosing certain methods to communicate their
subject matter, and providing certain activities to foster our learning.

I

remember my sophomore English teacher's vociferous complaints about
having to teach Shakespeare.

Her discomfort became mine.

And I

remember my world history teacher disdaining the text, but coming to
life as she showed slides and talked enthusiastically about the various
factors that made one culture unique from all others.
became mine!

Her enthusiasm

I learned that teachers communicate much more than

subject matter when they teach; through their teaching behaviors they
build a public profile of their personal beliefs, values, and philosophies.
My curiosity with the uniqueness of people led me to a profession
which addresses learner differences, Special Education. As I began my
first teaching job in an elementary special education classroom serving
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students with emotional impairments, I quickly learned that observing
differences was much easier than managing differences.

Each student

presented a unique set of needs, which, when melded together with
several other students, gave me a very complex management job. Thus
began my adventure into the ever changing world of classroom dynam
ics. Among the many lessons I learned in those first years of teaching in
various special education settings, were these: (a) nothing works all the
time; (b) no matter how hard I tried, certain strategies and tools were
not effective when I used them; and (c) my teaching seemed to improve
in direct proportion to the time I spent thinking about, talking about, and
evaluating (thus understanding) what I was doing in the classroom.
When I began my doctoral studies, I was granted a teaching
associateship which provided me the opportunity to teach university
students who were studying to become teachers. I quickly realized that
many of the same lessons I had learned as a student and later as a
teacher of elementary special education applied to my university teach
ing.

Furthermore, I discovered, in discussions with classroom teachers

who had returned to do graduate work, that each teacher approached
the task of teaching in ways unique to him/herself, given the complex
and unique factors that comprised his/her classroom. It was no surprise,
then, that while undergraduate students were asking for lists of things to
know, teachers returning for graduate studies were saying, "No generic
lists, please; let's talk about what we already do, what we might do,
and how we might do it."

In these discussions, teachers were essen

tially outlining case studies of their classrooms and posing the question,
"Given this context, how am I doing and what could I be doing
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differently, and how?" And, indeed, when they gave us a description of
their teaching contexts, their fellow students and I were able to give
them "context-wise" suggestions for improving or expanding their teach
ing behaviors.
One other recent experience I had as a doctoral research associate
further reinforced the need for a more qualitative approach to describing
effective teaching. As coordinator of a 3-year research grant in which I
observed computer-using classroom teachers in vivo, I learned that
collecting teacher behavior counts told the what but not the how and
why of teachers' behaviors. Again, it was reinforced that the how and
why could only result from providing (a) a fuller description of the con
text surrounding the behavior, and (b) an understanding of the teacher's
personal intent in using that behavior.
My penchant for observing and valuing unique aspects of a person
or situation combined with my belief that complete contextual descrip
tions offer the best forum/format for question-asking and -answering
regarding teaching practices, have clearly led me to approach this cur
rent study via a naturalistic, qualitative paradigm.
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Human Subjects Institutional Review Board

W e s t e r n M ic h ig a n U n iv e r s it y

Date:

October 23, 1992

To:

Stephanie Kenney

From: M. Michele Burnette,
Re:

Chair

HSIRB Project Number 9 2-10 -0 5

This letter will serve as confirmation that your research protocol, "Identification of
Effective Classroom Management Practices Among Teachers in Elementary Education
Computer-Using Classrooms" has been approved after Mi review by the HSIRB. The
conditions and duration of this approval are specified in the Policies of Western
Michigan University. You may now begin to implement the research as described in
the approval application.
You must seek reapproval for any change in this design. You must also seek
reapproval if the project extends beyond the termination date.
The Board wishes you success in the pursuit of your research goals.

xc:

Bahr, Special Education

Approval Termination:

October 23, 1993
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U_>:

Date:_______
TAB Research Study
Initial Teacher Interview
General Information
Before beginning this portion of the interview, provide the teacher with a copy of his/her
1991-92 Project IC IP Teacher Application form.

1.

Has any information you provided on your 1991-92 Project ICIP Teacher
Application form changed? If so, please indicate the changes.

2.

Do you use the computer during language arts instruction or language arts
independent work time? If so, when and how often?

Classroom Management Issues
A.

Attitude Toward Using Computers in the Classroom
1.

Do you think using the computer enhances your studerts' learning?
If so, in what ways?

2.

Do you think using the computer enhances your teaching?
If so, in what ways?

3..

D o you think using computers in your instruction requires you to
change your classroom management procedures/practices?
If so, in what ways?
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B.

■Current Practices

Before asking these questions, preview the three interviews done with this teacher
during h is/her 1991-92 participation in Project ICIP.
1.

In 1991-92, you indicated you were using the computer in the
____________________
following ways in your classroom

.

Has your computer use changed?
If so, in what ways?

2.

Do you think your current computer usage is effective?
If yes/no, why?
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Teacher Attending Behavior
(TAB)
Observation System
The purpose of this observation system is to gather both qualitative and quantitative data
which describe the attending behaviors of the teacher who integrates computers into his/her
classroom instructional program. The system captures the FOCUS of each teacher attending
behavior in real time. Each new teacher attending behavior will be defined as "any time
the teacher indicates by voice or gaze that s/he has shifted the focus of his/her attention from
one student, nonstudent, or material to another student, nonstudent or material."
Since one purpose of the observation system is to gather information regarding teacher
attending behaviors when computers are in use versus when computers are not in use, the
computer will allow the observer to record real-time use/nonuse of the computer. Computer
use will be defined as "any time a person (teacher, student, other) is interacting with the
computer".
In addition, at each three-minute interval, the system will ask the observer to record: (a) the
total number of noncomputer students, (b) the total number of computer students, (c) the total
number of noncomputer students who are off task, and (d) the total number of computer
students who are off task at that moment Computer student will be defined as "a student
who is seated at the computer by assignment/choice and is either engaged in or preparing to
engage in a task which involves the computer or its peripherals". Noncomputer student will
be defined as "any student who is not defined as a computer student". Off task will be
defined as "not waiting to do, preparing, doing, or putting away a given task".
After the focus the teacher attending behavior has been coded, the observer will type field
notes, describing the nature of that attending behavior. Because teachers may engage in
several interactions simultaneously, the field notes will enable the observer to unravel and
describe such multiple attending behaviors. Given the possibility of multiple interactions and
the dual nature o f this observation system, it is likely that every attending behavior will not
be captured. However, it is felt that by gaining both quantitative and qualitative information
about the teacher's interactions, the system will provide the investigator with a rich
description of each interaction that the observer is able to code.
During the observation, the focus of the observer will be on the classroom teacher. At the
beginning of the observation session, the observer wiii enter the following information:

Teacher Code: (teachers will be given ID numbers)
Observation Number: 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10
Teacher Plan: 1-Comp. Use 2-Comp. Nonuse
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Kind of Classroom:

1-Regular Ed., with m ainstream ing
2-Special Ed., Self-contained
3-Special Ed., Resource
4-Computer Lab

During the observation, the focus of the observer will be on the classroom teacher. The
observer will code first the focus of teacher attending behavior, then record descriptive field
notes about the nature of the behavior observed. This will continue for 45 to 60 m inutes At
the end of the observation, the observer will complete a portion of the observation journal
entry documenting personal feelings, perceptions, and questions regarding the observation.
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CATEGORIES AND CODES

LEVEL ONE;
FOCUS OF THE TEACHER’S
ATTENTION

REFERS TO PERSONS OR MATERIALS
TO WHICH THE TEACHER IS ATTENDING
EITHER VERBALLY OR NONVERBALLY

F-l
Student(s)/Computer(s)

The teacher’s attention is directed toward
student(s) within the classroom, at least one of whom
is using a computer. Examples: a) The teacher is
leading guided practice math class in which three students
are working problems from the board and one computer
student is working problems on a problem set from Math
Masters, b) The teacher is monitoring a group of five
students who are doing an independent writing
assignment while two of the five students are using
Childrens Writing and Publishing Center to complete
their writing assignments.

F-2
Student(s)/
No Computers)

The teacher’s attention is directed toward
student(s) within the classroom, none of
whom are using a computer.(There may be a student
using a computer; however, the teacher is not
attending to that student.) Examples: a) The teacher
is leading a science lesson in which the entire class is
involved in doing an experiment, with no student using
the computer, b) The teacher is giving a spelling test to
all but one student while that one student is at the
computer playing a game, c) The teacher is giving
directions regarding a visit to the library while the entire
class aits at their desks and listens.

F-3
Nonstudent(s)

The teacher’s attention is directed toward
nonstudents (adults and students from other
classrooms). Examples: a) The teacher is talking to the
classroom aide while the students work independently, b)
The teacher is talking to the piincipa! while the aide
monitors the class, c) The teacher is talking to a parent
who walks into the classroom while the students work
quietly in small groups, d) The teacher is talking to a
student who has come from the office to collect
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F-4
Materials

The teacher’s attention is directed toward
materials/objects within the classroom. Examples: a)
The teacher is setting up the projector to show a film
while most of the students are independently completing
their journals and one student is using a word processing
program, b) The teacher is loading a program in the
computer while all students are waiting, c) The teacher
is moving his/her chair back to the reading table while all
students are independently putting assignments into their
folders.

F-5
No Focus/
Unable to Determine

The teacher is in the classroom but is not overtly
attending to anyone or anything, or the observer is
unable to determine the teacher’s focus of attention.
Examples: a) The teacher appears to be daydreaming
and is staring at the tiles on the floor, b) The teacher is
blankly staring out the classroom window, c) The teacher
is in the classroom, but the observer is unable to
determine the teacher’s focus.

F-6
Out of Room

The teacher is physically outside of the classroom
with the focus of his/her attention outside of the
classroom. Examples: a) The teacher is in the hall
talking to the principal regarding a student b) The
teacher has gone to the office to respond to an intercom
request c) The teacher is in the hall talking to a parent

F-9
Computer Use

At least one person (teacher, student, other, etc.) is
interacting with the computer during the observation
period. Examples: a) The teacher is using the computer
for whole-class science instruction, b) A student is using
the computer to do a math drill assignment, c) The aide
and a student are using the computer to enter social
studies facts into a database program, d) A student is
booting a program which s/he is using.

F-10
Computer Nonuse

The computer is not being used. Examples: a.) The
computer is turned off and no one is interacting with it.
b) The computer and monitor are on but no one is
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13
1*
15------------------------------

• n

m

i i r e

IS
cwhgrpinstr
17: 1 -> 22:47
17 (23:19)T is giving Ss directions how how to use the
cagatstrat
18:14 -> 19:43
18 wp prograa. They are beginning to type editorial a rti
cagatstrat
19:53 .-> 21:25
19 cles and new articles ior their newsletter.(23:20> T
20 he coapnter is n and the LCD panel is one fact nobody
cwrittenhelp
21: 1 -> 22:47
cagatstrat
21:27 -> 22:47
21 is osing the ccaputer jet.She has prepared a sheet of
22 directions to explain the<23:22> use of the wp.
23
24 23:22:28 Stndent(s)/Ho Conpnter
verbdir
25: 1 -> 25:44
indivdir
25: 1 *>• 25:44
iadivdir
25: 1 -> 25:44
verbdir
25: 1-> 25:44
25 Giving child directions hwere he sfaoald be.
26
27 23:22:42 Stndent(s)/Ho Coapnter
verbdir
28: 1 *> 28:31
indivdir
28: 1 -> 28:31
verbdir
28: 1-> 28:32
indivdir
28: 1 -> 28:31
23 Another child directions to sit
29
50
31 23:22:49 5tcdent(s)/Ho Conpnter
verbdir
”
32: 1 -> 32:44
indivdir
32: 1 -> 32:44
32 Another child directions to s it at coaocter.
33
34 23:23:15 Stndenttsl/lo Conpnter
cw'ngrpinstr
35: 1 -> 36:46
cagatstrat
35: 1 -> 36:46
35 Directions to wh le gronp<23:23> to look at sheet and
36 ■screen where LCD is showing Coapnter aonitor.
37
38 23:23:55 Stndent(s)/Ho Conpnter
cagatstrat
39: 1 -> 44:25
spract
39: 1 -> 42:34
cagat
39: 1 -> 44:25
cdeaon
39: 1 *> ’ 44:25
cw’ngrpinstr
39: 1 -> 44:25
39 Questions to child sinning at C to push return. One c
40 hild is deaonstrating as T gives direcitons and asks
41 <23:24> questions, while other students are listening
42 and providing answe s to gnestons. I questions are be
43 ing directed no individual students and whole gronp fo
44 r whoever has the answer.
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1-31-93

I’m reading through Textbase Alpha and have decided to begin to think about
categories based on observations (O) and interviews (I). Such categories might be:

O/I Methods of monitoring (auditory., proximate, visual, verbal)
O

Kinds of interactions with computer vs noncomputer students such as
behavioral corrections, instructional (task related), task management, and
social (task-unrelated)

O/I

Viewpoints (attitudes) about such topics as management, computer use,
students’ learning, and students’ self-management.

***I’m finding it very difficult to remain a nonparticipant observer, especially in
my follow-up phone interviews when I’m talking about some particular thing a
teacher does and that teacher asks me what I would do or how s/he could change
to be more effective. Since this study does not include an intervention, I know I
should not be participating, so I try to tell them we can talk at the end of the
study; however, I’m not sure that’s ethical (at least for me) to see a problem and
not help the teacher deal with it??? If I were to design/do another similar study, I
would allow myself the participant-observer role!
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